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  Abstract 
 
During the last years cone-beam x-ray CT (CBCT) has been established as a widespread 
imaging technique and a feasible alternative to conventional CT for dedicated imaging 
tasks for which the limited flexibility offered by conventional CT advises the 
development of dedicated designs. CBCT systems are starting to be routinely used in 
image guided radiotherapy; image guided surgery using C-arms; scan of body parts 
such as the sinuses, the breast or extremities; and, especially, in preclinical small-animal 
imaging, often coupled to molecular imaging systems. 
Despite the research efforts advocated to the advance of CBCT, the challenges 
introduced by the use of large cone angles and two-dimensional detectors are a field of 
vigorous research towards the improvement of CBCT image quality. Moreover, systems 
for small-animal imaging add to the challenges posed by clinical CBCT the need of 
higher resolution to obtain equivalent image quality in much smaller subjects. 
This thesis contributes to the progress of CBCT imaging by addressing a variety of 
issues affecting image quality in CBCT in general and in CBCT for small-animal 
imaging (CBCT).  
As part of this work we have assessed and optimized the performance of CBCT 
systems for different imaging tasks. To this end, we have developed a new CBCT 
system with variable geometry and all the required software tools for acquisition, 
calibration and reconstruction. The system served as a tool for the optimization of the 
imaging process and for the study of image degradation effects in CBCT, as well as a 
platform for biological research using small animals. The set of tools for the accurate 
study of CBCT was completed by developing a fast Monte Carlo simulation engine 
based on GPUs, specifically devoted to the realistic estimation of scatter and its effects 
on image quality in arbitrary CBCT configurations, with arbitrary spectra, detector 
response, and antiscatter grids. This new Monte Carlo engine outperformed current 
simulation platforms by more than an order of magnitude. 
Due to the limited options for simulation of spectra in microfocus x-ray sources used in 
CBCT, we contributed in this thesis a new spectra generation model based on an 
empirical model for conventional radiology and mammography sources modified in 
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accordance to experimental data. The new spectral model showed good agreement with 
experimental exposure and attenuation data for different materials. 
The developed tools for CBCT research were used for the study of detector 
performance in terms of dynamic range. The dynamic range of the detector was 
characterized together with its effect on image quality. As a result, a new simple method 
for the extension of the dynamic range of flat-panel detectors was proposed and 
evaluated. The method is based on a modified acquisition process and a mathematical 
treatment of the acquired data. 
Scatter is usually identified as one of the major causes of image quality degradation in 
CBCT. For this reason the developed Monte Carlo engine was applied to the in-depth 
study of the effects of scatter for a representative range of CBCT embodiments used in 
the clinical and preclinical practice. We estimated the amount and spatial distribution of 
the total scatter fluence and the individual components within. The effect of antiscatter 
grids in improving image quality and in noise was also evaluated. We found a close 
relation between scatter and the air gap of the system, in line with previous results in the 
literature. We also observed a non-negligible contribution of forward-directed scatter 
that is responsible to a great extent for streak artifacts in CBCT. The spatial distribution 
of scatter was significantly affected by forward scatter, somewhat challenging the usual 
assumption that the scatter distribution mostly contains low-frequencies. Antiscatter 
grids showed to be effective for the reduction of cupping, but they showed a much 
lower performance when dealing with streaks and a shift toward high frequencies of the 
scatter distributions. 
 
    
  Resumen 
 
A lo largo de los últimos años, el TAC de rayos X de haz cónico (CBCT, de “cone-
beam” CT) se ha posicionado como una de las técnicas de imagen más ampliamente 
usadas. El CBCT se ha convertido en una alternativa factible al TAC convencional en 
tareas de imagen específicas para las que la flexibilidad limitada ofrecida por este hace 
recomendable el desarrollo de sistemas de imagen dedicados. De esta forma, el CBCT 
está empezando a usarse de forma rutinaria en varios campos entre los que se incluyen 
la radioterapia guiada por imagen, la cirugía guiada por imagen usando arcos en C, 
imagen de partes de la anatomía en las que el TAC convencional no es apropiado, como 
los senos nasales, las extremidades o la mama, y, especialmente el campo de imagen 
preclínica con pequeño animal. Los sistemas CBCT usados en este último campo se 
encuentran habitualmente combinados con sistemas de imagen molecular. 
A pesar del trabajo de investigación dedicado al avance de la técnica CBCT en los 
últimos años, los retos introducidos por el uso de haces cónicos y de detectores 
bidimensionales son un campo candente para la investigación médica, con el objetivo de 
obtener una calidad de imagen equivalente o superior a la proporcionada por el TAC 
convencional. En el caso de imagen preclínica, a los retos generados por el uso de 
CBCT se une la necesidad de una mayor resolución de imagen que permita observar 
estructuras anatómicas con el mismo nivel de detalle obtenido para humanos.  
Esta tesis contribuye al progreso del CBCT mediante el estudio de usa serie de efectos 
que afectan a la calidad de imagen de CBCT en general y en el ámbito preclínico en 
particular. Como parte de este trabajo, hemos evaluado y optimizado el rendimiento de 
sistemas CBCT preclínicos en función de la tarea de imagen concreta. Con este fin se ha 
desarrollado un sistema CBCT para pequeños animales con geometría variable y todas 
las herramientas necesarias para la adquisición, calibración y reconstrucción de imagen. 
El sistema sirve como base para la optimización de protocolos de adquisición y para el 
estudio de fuentes de degradación de imagen además de constituir una plataforma para 
la investigación biológica en pequeño animal. 
El conjunto de herramientas para el estudio del CBCT se completó con el desarrollo de 
una plataforma acelerada de simulación Monte Carlo basada en GPUs, optimizada para 
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la estimación de radiación dispersa en CBCT y sus efectos en la calidad de imagen. La 
plataforma desarrollada supera el rendimiento de las actuales en más de un orden de 
magnitud y permite la inclusión de espectros policromáticos de rayos X, de la respuesta 
realista del detector y de rejillas antiscatter. 
Debido a las escasas opciones ofrecidas por la literatura para la estimación de espectros 
de rayos X para fuentes microfoco usadas en imagen preclínica, en esta tesis se incluye 
el desarrollo de un nuevo modelo de generación de espectros, basado en un modelo 
existente para fuentes usadas en radiología y mamografía. El modelo fue modificado a 
partir de datos experimentales. La precisión del modelo presentado se comprobó 
mediante datos experimentales de exposición y atenuación para varios materiales. 
Las herramientas desarrolladas se usaron para estudiar el rendimiento de detectores de 
rayos tipo flat-panel en términos de rango dinámico, explorando los límites impuestos 
por el mismo en la calidad de imagen. Como resultado se propuso y evaluó un método 
para la extensión del rango dinámico de este tipo de detectores. El método se basa en la 
modificación del proceso de adquisición de imagen y en una etapa de postproceso de los 
datos adquiridos. 
El simulador Monte Carlo se empleó para el estudio detallado de la naturaleza, 
distribución espacial y efectos de la radiación dispersa en un rango de sistemas CBCT 
que cubre el espectro de aplicaciones propuestas en el entorno clínico y preclínico. 
Durante el estudio se inspeccionó la cantidad y distribución espacial de radiación 
dispersa y de sus componentes individuales y el efecto causado por la inclusión de 
rejillas antiscatter en términos de mejora de calidad de imagen y de ruido en la imagen. 
La distribución de radiación dispersa mostró una acentuada relación con la distancia 
entre muestra y detector en el equipo, en línea con resultados publicados previamente 
por otros autores. También se encontró una influencia no despreciable de componentes 
de radiación dispersa con bajos ángulos de desviación, poniendo en tela de juicio la 
tradicional asunción que considera que la distribución espacial de la radiación dispersa 
está formada casi exclusivamente por componentes de muy baja frecuencia. 
Las rejillas antiscatter demostraron ser efectivas para la reducción del artefacto de 
cupping, pero su efectividad para tratar artefactos en forma de línea (principalmente 
formados por radiación dispersa con bajo ángulo de desviación) resultó mucho menor. 
La inclusión de estas rejillas también enfatiza las componentes de alta frecuencia de la 
distribución espacial de la radiación dispersa. 
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  Motivation and Objectives 
 
 
During the last decade, cone-beam CT (CBCT) has experienced an important 
proliferation in clinical and preclinical imaging scenarios [1] mainly as a standalone 
technique in applications requiring structural information or as a complement to other 
imaging modalities. For this reason a range of CBCT systems has been developed using 
a variety of embodiments and geometrical configurations adapted to application-specific 
imaging scenarios such as high-resolution small-animal imaging (CBCT) [2-4], 
interventional C-arm imaging [5-6], musculoskeletal extremities imaging [7-8], 
otolaryngology imaging [9-11], breast imaging [12-13] and radiotherapy in-line 
imaging [14-15].  
In parallel with the development of CBCT technology and its establishment as a reliable 
imaging technique, a large number of animal models for human disease have arisen, 
with widespread use for the investigation of new drugs or disease evolution. The needs 
of studying biological processes using animal models, and to do so in a non-invasive 
way, have encouraged the advance of molecular imaging techniques in the preclinical 
environment, with the design of high-resolution systems suitable for imaging of small-
animals. Among the preferred molecular imaging techniques for small-animal studies 
are the Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [16] and the Single Photon Emission 
Computed Tomography (SPECT) [17]. Besides PET and SPECT, optical imaging 
techniques and, in particular, Fluorescence Diffuse Optical Tomography (FDOT) has 
been a subject of intensive research during the last few years owing to their promising 
capabilities for the development of new probes aimed at biological targets [18-19] and 
for the simplicity of its hardware and the fact that no radioactive tracers need to be used. 
While being essential for studying biological processes, molecular imaging techniques 
lack anatomical information that is of paramount importance for the location of the 
molecular data within the body and, in some cases, for the improvement of the 
information provided by molecular imaging. That is the case for attenuation correction 
in PET or SPECT [20-21] or, more challenging, the inclusion of accurate anatomical 
data as prior information for mathematical reconstruction algorithms in FDOT [22-23]. 
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Anatomical information complementary to molecular data is usually obtained by means 
of CBCT due to the degree of development experienced by the technique, the relatively 
low-cost of the technology, and the ease of integration when compared to other 
anatomical imaging modalities, such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) which is 
also the subject of intensive research [24]. 
Despite the significant advancements experienced by CBCT in the last years, the 
differences with conventional CT pose major challenges for the improvement of image 
quality and the reduction of dose in these kinds of systems. The use of two-dimensional 
detectors fixes a large cone angle in the axial direction of the beam, which is the source 
for increased scatter and for more complicated scatter distributions, as well as 
inconsistencies of acquired data depending on the acquisition trajectory. The detectors 
used in CBCT can also be a source of non-idealities, arising, for instance, from the 
comparatively slower acquisition time of two-dimensional detectors that make motion 
artifacts more conspicuous; from the more complicated corrections for uniformity 
equalization; from the presence of defective elements; or from limited dynamic range 
since CBCT systems usually do not include bow-tie filters. 
CBCT systems for small-animal imaging add to the aforementioned issues the need of 
~10-50 fold higher resolution and a larger variety between samples making more 
impractical the use of bow-tie filters. To achieve such a high resolution value, the pixels 
of the detector are smaller and the maximum size of the focal spot of the source is more 
limited, forcing the use of microfocus sources. Since the integrated signal is a function 
of the pixel area, photon flux and integration time, to achieve similar noise levels, 
small-animal systems have to either increase the photon flux or the image integration 
time which, in turn, increases the total acquisition time. The increase of the photon flux 
is impractical due to the low power delivered by microfocus sources and, therefore, the 
signal level is usually increased by extending the image integration time and by 
properly optimizing the system for the particular imaging application. In any case, to 
obtain comparable noise levels, the dose delivered to the subject will be proportionally 
larger for small-animal systems. 
 
The main goal of this thesis is to identify key factors degrading image quality in CBCT 
in general and CBCT in particular and to study their impact on image quality. Possible 
mitigation strategies to improve the performance of CBCT systems for a given imaging 
task and acquisition geometry are also examined. 
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With all the presented considerations in mind, the specific objectives of this thesis are: 
1. To optimize CBCT systems for the imaging tasks of obtaining basic structural 
information and more accurate soft-tissue images to be used as a priori 
information for molecular imaging reconstruction methods. 
2. To design and build a CBCT system combined with a FDOT system for the 
acquisition of inherently registered CBCT and FDOT data and develop all the 
tools required for data acquisition, reconstruction and system calibration. 
3. To evaluate the performance of the system for the defined protocols in 
comparison with other previously reported systems validating its use as a tool 
for the exploration of further factors affecting image quality. 
4. To develop new dedicated acquisition and data post-processing techniques to 
alleviate the effect of the reduced dynamic range of the flat-panel detector. 
5. To develop simulation tools that accurately simulate the image acquisition chain 
in CBCT and CBCT systems with analytical and Monte Carlo methods using 
Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) to exploit the parallelization capabilities of the 
Monte Carlo photon transport process and variance reduction techniques to 
accelerate the simulation of scatter distributions. 
6. To study the properties of scatter and the image degradation caused by it, as a 
function of the configuration of the system, for generic CBCT embodiments, and 
to evaluate the potential of classic and Monte Carlo scatter reduction techniques 
for the mitigation of scatter-induced quality degradation. 
 
The work included in this thesis is framed on one of the lines of research carried out at 
the Laboratorio de Imagen Médica at the Departamento de Bioingeniería e Ingeniería 
Aeroespacial of the Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. Part of the work included in 
chapters 5 and 6 was carried out at the I-Star Laboratory of the Department of 
Bioengineering of the Johns Hopkins University. 
A significant part of the developments presented in this thesis has been or will be 
integrated into the preclinical high-resolution scanners manufactured and distributed 
worldwide by Sedecal (Madrid, Spain). 
The author of this thesis has been funded by a grant from the FPU program (Formación 
de Profesorado Universitario, Ministerio de Educación), ref. AP2008-03148. 
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Outline of the document 
The present document is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 presents an introduction to 
image formation in x-ray imaging in general and in CT and CBCT in particular, 
including image reconstruction and common image degradation sources. Chapter 1 
finishes with a brief introduction to the simulation of x-ray imaging systems using 
Monte Carlo techniques. 
Chapter 2 presents the design, optimization and assessment of the CBCT system 
coupled to the FDOT system. The hardware structure of the system is detailed together 
with the software developments for the data acquisition. It is also described the 
implementation of the reconstruction algorithm, using GPUs to reduce its computational 
burden. The next sections detail the calibration methods, some of them also new to the 
literature, and the software tools implemented for the calibration of the system. Then a 
comprehensive description of optimization process for the different imaging tasks is 
presented, and the last sections evaluate the performance of the individual hardware 
components of the system and of the complete system. 
In chapter 3 the author presents a new method for the extension of the dynamic range of 
x-ray flat-panel detectors by means of a dual-exposure acquisition and a subsequent data 
processing stage based on maximum likelihood approach. The performance of the 
method is assessed theoretically for generic flat-panel detectors, and experimentally for 
a particular flat-panel detector, evaluating the effect of the dynamic range extension in 
the quality of planar two-dimensional data and CBCT reconstructed data. 
Chapter 4 describes the modification of an empirical x-ray spectrum simulation method 
for the simulation of spectra generated by microfocus x-ray sources with tungsten 
anode. The modification method is based on the iterative adjustment of the spectral 
model to minimize the error between simulated and measured exposure and attenuation 
data. The new model for microfocus sources is then validated against experimental data 
for different attenuating materials and x-ray sources. 
A new Monte Carlo and analytical simulation engine for CBCT is presented in chapter 
5. The simulation engine is based on an existent, GPU based, publicly available code, to 
which we incorporated an analytical model for the inclusion of arbitrary spectra, 
detector response and antiscatter grids. The engine was accelerated for the simulation of 
primary signal by including an analytical model for attenuation measurement. The 
simulation of scatter was also accelerated by incorporating variance reduction 
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techniques and by modifying the photon tracking process to fit the particular features of 
GPUs. 
Chapter 6 presents a detailed study of the nature, properties and effects of scatter and 
antiscatter grids in CBCT, for a representative range of configurations ranging from 
small-animal systems to on-board CBCT systems used in Linear Accelerators for 
radiotherapy. The study makes use of the accelerated simulation platform described in 
chapter 5, profiting from the computational power offered by the accelerated engine to 
span a range of parameters affecting scatter not covered by any previous work in the 
literature. 
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1 Principles of x‐ray CBCT 
 
1.1 Introduction to x‐ray CBCT 
The discovery of x-ray radiation by Wilhelm Roentgen in 1895 brought a major 
advance to medical science, since this technology offered the possibility of visualizing 
structures inside the body in a non-invasive way. This discovery opened the way to 
medical imaging techniques by recording the x-ray radiation through an object 
obtaining a two-dimensional (2D) representation of the attenuation of x-rays within the 
body, creating x-ray radiography. For a long time x-ray radiography was the only 
technique available for the inspection of internal anatomy. 
Being revolutionary as it was, confirmed by the fact that it is still widely used in 
medical practice today, x-ray radiography has a major limitation arising from the 
projection of the 3D structure of the body onto a 2D plane where the different individual 
structures are superimposed, reducing the visibility of the object of interest. 
Tomographic imaging was developed in response to this limitation. In tomography 
(derived from the word tomos, Greek for section) a cross-sectional plane, or slice, of an 
object is imaged without the disturbance by surrounding structures as in radiography. 
The outcome of the tomographic imaging process would be equivalent to sectioning the 
object by the plane of interest and taking a photograph of it. 
 
 
Figure 1.1. 2D radiograph of a mouse chest (A) where the overlap between superimposed 
structures reduces the visibility that are clearly visible in a CT slice of the same specimen 
(B). The horizontal line in (A) shows the approximate position for the slice depicted in (B). 
Data were obtained using the CBCT system described in chapter 2. 
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In the particular case of x-ray computed tomography (CT) the physical property 
displayed in the resulting slice images is the x-ray attenuation coefficient for each site of 
the object, as compared to the total attenuation of x-rays in radiography. Examples of a 
conventional radiograph and a tomographic slice for a small-animal are shown in figure 
1.1. 
The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of the historical development of CT. 
However, there is a large quantity of literature devoted to the description of CT systems 
and their historical evolution where the interested reader can obtain a deep insight 
beyond the scope of this chapter, with dedicated books, such as those by W. Kalender 
[25], by J. Hsieh [26] or by S. Webb [27]; and dedicated review articles [1, 28]. 
First attempts for obtaining tomographic images date back to the early years of the 
twentieth century when several approaches were developed based on acquiring data for 
different linear movements of the x-ray source and detector, designed in such a way that 
the plane of interest was the only one focused throughout the complete acquisition. The 
different datasets were then combined obtaining a focused plane with the superimposed 
tissues showing as a low frequency blur on top of it. One of the first examples of this 
kind of systems was the one proposed by Bocage in 1921 [29]. 
While better than simple radiography, the limitations of systems such as the one by 
Bocage are obvious, since the blurred data on top of the focused plane reduced the 
visibility of structures. 
In 1940, G. Frank [30] described a device closely resembling the structure of modern 
CT systems in which he proposed the intuitive concept of extracting information from 
the internal structures by observing the object from different angles. 
However, to obtain accurate, not-blurred images, the early systems lacked the 
mathematical tools –see section 1.3– as well as the computational power required for 
the reconstruction of the tomographic data from the set of radiographs (projections from 
now on) acquired. 
The first modern-like CT scanners credited in the literature were developed by two 
independent researchers almost simultaneously, Allan M. Cormack and Godfrey N. 
Hounsfield. The former developed a mathematical method for the reconstruction of CT 
data that was based on different roots as modern reconstruction techniques, not being 
aware of the work by Radon [31] that described the reconstruction of an object from its 
line integrals. He tested his method with a dedicated device in 1964. 
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The work by Hounsfield yielded the first clinical, computer-based x-ray CT scanner, 
which was developed between 1967 and 1971 and was built at the Central Research 
Laboratories of EMI, Ltd. in England [32]. 
From that moment, x-ray CT has undergone a large improvement that can be 
summarized as a sequence [33-35] of generations each of them introducing new 
concepts in the development of CT systems. 
First generation systems followed the original design of the EMI scanner. This kind of 
systems made use of a pencil-beam x-ray source opposed to a single detector. The 
source-detector assembly was linearly moved in steps, recording the x-ray intensity 
traversing the object at each linear position. Once the whole set of linear positions were 
obtained, the system performed a rotation movement around the object of e.g. 1 degree. 
Then a new set of linear translations and measurements were performed and the process 
continued until a whole rotation around the object was performed. The concept is 
illustrated in figure 1.2(A). 
The time required for performing the whole set of movements was very large and that 
motivated the development of second generation scanners. In this generation the beam 
of the source was opened, forming a fan-beam and instead of a single detector a set of 
detectors were placed in front of it to record the x-ray intensity. This way, while there 
was still necessary to carry out linear movements, several measurements were acquired 
at the same time, reducing the time for each angular projection. A schematic depiction 
of a second generation scanner is shown in figure 1.2(B). 
The concept of fan-beam introduced in second generation scanners was extended for the 
design of third generation scanners. In this kind of systems, the angle of the fan beam 
was larger and a set of detectors forming an arc was placed in front of the x-ray source. 
The fan-beam in this case was large enough to span the whole subject in each view, 
avoiding the need of linear translation, further reducing the acquisition time from about 
5 minutes per slice in second generation scanners to roughly 5 seconds in third 
generation scanners [25]. The design concept of third generation scanners is shown in 
figure 1.2(C). 
A fourth generation design was proposed in which a complete ring of detectors were 
used, illuminated by a single x-ray source that was the only moving part of the system. 
It offers several advantages for reduction of image artifacts, especially those arising 
from stability and gain differences between the detectors. However it had limited 
success due to the large costs introduced by the use of such a large number of detectors 
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and to the reduction in artifacts achieved by the improvement in the detection 
technology. For this reason, third generation design concepts are the basis for modern 
CT systems. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Schematic depiction of the acquisition technology for first (A), second (B) and 
third (C) generation CT scanners. Labels show the average acquisition time for a single slice 
in the first examples of each generation. The figure has been extracted and adapted from 
[25]. 
 
Later advances in CT technology led to lower acquisition time for single slices, but, if 
more than one slice was to be acquired the bed holding the subject needed to be moved 
and a new rotation performed to obtain data for the new slice. This process was repeated 
for the number of required slices. In the late 80s this problem was overcame by the 
introduction of helical or spiral scanning techniques [36-37] that combine the rotation of 
the source-detector assembly with a continuous movement of the patient bed, reducing 
the acquisition time and minimizing artifacts due to patient motion. 
The extension of the detector by adding rows [38] and extending the x-ray beam in the 
axial direction –i.e. the direction perpendicular to the plane of the fan-beam– involved 
another breakthrough in the development of x-ray CT technology further reducing the 
acquisition time and turning x-ray CT into a true volumetric imaging modality that no 
longer provided slice data but whole volumes. 
Recently, x-ray CT is experiencing a new leap with the advent of true area detectors, 
especially those based on flat-panel technology. This kind of detector offers the 
possibility of acquiring volumetric data without linear translation of the patient in a 
single rotation of the system, opening the x-ray beam in the axial direction to form a 
cone instead of a fan and introducing what is called Cone-Beam CT (CBCT) [39]. 
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While CBCT can be of great potential for x-ray CT imaging it also poses several 
challenges that must be addressed prior to be turned into the standard technology for x-
ray CT data acquisition. First, the large angle of aperture of the cone can generate 
artifacts due to incomplete sampling (see section 1.3) and to partial volume effects [40]; 
second, the larger cone aperture also makes it much more difficult to reduce the effects 
of scatter in image quality (see chapter 6); and the image acquisition time is still longer 
for area detectors, making CBCT acquisition slower when compared with multi-row 
scanners. 
Despite these inconveniences, a great effort is being devoted to the improvement of 
CBCT technology and data processing, and its use is starting to become commonplace 
in several imaging environments, such as interventional C-arm imaging [6, 41], 
otolaryngology imaging [9, 11], imaging of extremities [8], breast imaging [12-13], 
imaging in radiotherapy [14-15], and, especially, micro-CT (CBCT) imaging that 
provides very high resolution CT data for small samples, either in vitro –e.g. geologic 
samples or isolated biological tissues– [42-44], or in vivo in small-animal imaging [2-4, 
45]. 
In the next subsection specific considerations for CBCT in small-animal imaging are 
provided. 
1.1.2 Small‐animal x‐ray CBCT design considerations 
Small-animal x-ray CBCT imaging systems are usually designed to provide 
complementary information for molecular imaging systems. The main design goals are 
to maximize image quality while reducing as much as possible the radiation delivered to 
the animal. 
Early implementations of x-ray CBCT systems were aimed at non-destructive testing 
for industrial applications or for in vitro study of biological tissues [25]. The main 
design goal for these systems was to achieve high image quality (resolution and 
contrast), regardless of the radiation dose delivered. They were not designed to facilitate 
the use of equipment for in vivo imaging, such as anaesthesia equipment or vital sign 
monitoring devices. Thus, the mechanical setup was such that the x-ray source and 
detector were fixed while the sample was rotated between these devices. This made 
system calibration easier and ensured long-term stability. 
In-vitro CBCT scanners can achieve very high spatial resolution values (~5 µm) using 
micro-focus x-ray sources and area detectors such as CCDs or flat-panel detectors. 
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However, to obtain an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio, it is necessary to perform long 
acquisitions at high radiation doses. Furthermore, the desired resolution in the 
reconstructed volume is commonly obtained in practice by using a high magnification 
factor (>3), which require the detector to be situated at some distance from the sample; 
therefore, such mechanical arrangements are only feasible if the x-ray source and 
detector are assembled on a horizontal flat surface. A typical configuration for an x-ray 
in vitro system is depicted in figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Typical configuration of an in vitro CBCT scanner. The magnification factor 
can be adjusted by varying the distance between the sample and the flat-panel detector. 
 
Small-animal CBCT scanners also offer a reasonably high spatial resolution with 
sufficient image quality, although they require acquisition time and radiation dose to be 
as low as possible. These two additional constraints reveal the need for a new approach 
to the implementation of the system. Therefore, a compromise must be sought between 
image quality, spatial resolution, acquisition time, and dose delivered. Furthermore, 
during the acquisition process, the animal must be kept steady which requires the gantry 
holding the x-ray source and detector to rotate around it. This is an important 
requirement, since it is necessary to minimize the disturbance to the animal and to avoid 
inconsistent projection data derived from any organ displacement that may occur if the 
animal is moving. Anaesthesia equipment and monitoring devices (heartbeat, breathing 
rate, temperature…) must be correctly placed, as monitoring becomes somewhat 
challenging if the animal is rotating. 
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The constraints imposed by in vivo requirements demand a more sophisticated and 
careful design if the system is to be compact. This requirement is even more important 
when space is scarce. In this setting, the mechanical features of the x-ray source and 
detector become more important, since these devices should be placed on a rotating 
gantry to keep the subject in a fixed position. To avoid instability during rotation, the 
weight and size of the devices should be as low as possible, and mechanical elements 
are necessary to counterbalance the system. Although some scanners make use of slip 
rings, this is not the most common solution, as they are expensive and rotation speed is 
not the most constraining factor. Therefore, the signal and power cables must be placed 
in such a way that they do not disturb the image acquisition process. This usually 
involves an extension of cable lengths, thus increasing signal losses and deteriorating 
the signal-to-noise ratio in the acquired data.  
Sensor specifications are also an important issue. Fast and sensitive detectors are 
extremely desirable for small animal CBCT, given that acquisition time and dose 
delivered are paramount. 
Since the acquired x-ray CBCT projection data must be highly stable along the 
acquisition path, it is necessary to use highly stable x-ray sources and detectors. If the 
detector is not stable, it becomes necessary to acquire several correction datasets during 
a single acquisition process, thus increasing total acquisition time. 
Different approaches can be adopted in the selection of the detector. Nowadays, CCDs 
connected optically to a scintillation screen are widely used in small-animal CBCT 
systems. These detectors show good spatial resolution (usually depending on the 
coupling between scintillator and sensor) and the fastest image rate. However, these 
devices are usually too bulky to integrate in a moving gantry. Another drawback is that 
the sensor can be seriously damaged by x-ray radiation [46] and must be carefully 
shielded, thus increasing the size and weight of the system. 
Modern designs make use of the so-called flat-panel x-ray detectors (semiconductor-
based light detector matrices coupled to scintillator screens [47] or direct conversion 
semiconductor detectors), due to their high resolution (equal to or better than that 
achieved by CCDs) and image quality, combined with a compact design and low weight 
that simplifies integration in the rotating gantry. Their main drawback is that most of 
them are slower than CCDs. 
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Some experimental developments [48-51] make use of photon-counting detectors based 
on cadmium telluride (CdTe) or cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) sensors. These devices 
are able to classify the incoming photons according to their energy, enabling accurate 
correction of energy-related artifacts, such as beam hardening or scatter. Much effort is 
being made in the development of x-ray photon-counting detectors for CBCT systems, 
but these are still at an early stage. The quality and image rate of the data acquired by 
state-of-the-art devices is not sufficient to allow them to be used in commercial pre-
clinical imaging systems. 
1.2 Physical background 
This section provides a brief overview of the physical principles involved in the 
generation of x-ray radiation, its interaction with matter and its detection. For a more in-
depth discussion of the physical processes involved in the formation of x-ray image the 
reader is referred to a collection of books, such as the one by Johns and Cunningham 
[52] that provides a detailed explanation of the physical basis of x-ray imaging, or the 
one by S. Webb [27] and the first volume of the Handbook of Medical Imaging [53] that 
extend the principles overviewed here. 
1.2.1 Production of x‐rays 
X-rays are a form of electromagnetic radiation which energy range falls above the 
visible range and in the range of the ionizing radiation, i.e. radiation able to remove an 
electron from an atom and, therefore, create an ion pair [54]. The energy range covered 
by x-ray radiation used in medical imaging goes from a few keV (~10 keV) to about 
150 keV or, equivalently from a wavelength of around 0.1 nm (12.4 keV) to 0.01 nm 
(124 keV).  
X-ray radiation in the vast majority of medical imaging systems is produced by 
bombarding a metal target with particles, usually electrons, accelerated to a high speed. 
When a high-speed electron hits the target, several interactions involving energy 
transfers can take place. Most of the interactions yield heat as the primary output but 
some of them will produce x-ray radiation. In x-ray tubes radiation is produced by two 
main interactions. 
The first process yielding x-ray photons consists in the interaction between a high-speed 
electron and the coulomb field of a nucleus of an atom in the target. As a consequence 
of the interaction the electron suffers a deceleration and its direction changes. During 
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this process the electron loses part or all of its kinetic energy and, as a consequence, an 
x-ray photon is produced. The radiation produced by this kind of interaction is called 
bremsstrahlung radiation (German for “braking radiation”) and forms the continuous 
energy spectrum of photons. Bremmsstrahlung radiation contains a larger quantity of 
low energy photons due to the larger probability for the electron of undergoing several 
partial deceleration events instead of a single event releasing all of its kinetic energy. 
The total intensity of bremsstrahlung radiation resulting from a particle of mass m and 
charge ze, incident on a target with charge Ze is proportional to [26, 54]: 
2 4 6
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As a consequence, particles with low mass generate a larger quantity of bremsstrahlung 
radiation, making electrons a suitable particle for the generation of x-ray radiation in x-
ray tubes. 
The second type of interaction involves the collision of the high-speed electron with one 
of the inner shell electrons of an atom of the target, ejecting it. When the hole is filled 
with an electron from an outer shell, a photon is emitted. The radiation yielded by this 
kind of process is called characteristic radiation. 
 
Figure 1.4. Simulated spectrum for a radiology x-ray source with a tungsten anode; the 
voltage of the x-ray source was set to 120 kV and the added filtration to 2.0 mm Al. In the 
figure the fraction of the spectrum generated by bremsstrahlung is shaded and the two peaks 
of characteristic radiation are clearly visible. 
 
Photons generated by this process have an energy value equal to the difference between 
the binding energies of the two shells involved in the transition of the electron. Since 
the energy of electrons at each shell is defined at discrete, quantized values, in 
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accordance to the classical Bohr model for the atom [54], the energies of characteristics 
x-rays are discrete and unique for each element of the periodic table. 
Figure 1.4 shows an example of an x-ray spectrum generated for a radiology x-ray tube, 
simulated using an analytical model [55]. The bremsstrahlung fraction as well as the 
characteristic peaks can be clearly identified. 
 
1.2.2 Interaction of x‐rays with matter 
Ionizing radiation can interact with matter in several ways that can result in the 
deposition of energy and, in some cases, in a secondary x-ray. The interactions between 
ionizing radiation and matter are [54] the photoelectric effect, Rayleigh scattering, 
Compton scattering, pair production and triplet production; whereas for the energies 
used in x-ray imaging only the first three are possible and are reviewed in this section. 
In the photoelectric effect –first described by Albert Einstein in 1905– the x-ray photon 
interacts with an electron in the medium, releasing all of its energy. The energy is 
transferred to the electron which is ejected from the atom with a kinetic energy equal to 
the excess energy after unbinding the electron from the atom, i.e. the energy of the 
photon minus the binding energy of the electron. As a consequence, if the energy of the 
x-ray photon is lower than the binding energy of the electron, the photoelectric effect is 
not feasible. The ejected electron leaves a hole and a subsequent cascade of events, 
analogous to the one described for the generation of characteristic radiation, takes place. 
This can result in a secondary x-ray. However, the binding energy of electrons in 
biological tissues is low and the resulting photon is most likely absorbed within a few 
micrometers. 
The probability of the photoelectric effect is roughly inversely proportional to the cubic 
of the excess energy of the photon [26], making the probability of photoelectric effect 
maximal when the energy of the photon matches the binding energy of the electron. 
Furthermore, the probability of the photoelectric effect is roughly proportional to the 
cubic of the atomic number [56], being a source of image contrast for materials with 
significantly different atomic numbers. 
The second type of interaction between an x-ray and the medium is the Compton –also 
known as incoherent or inelastic– scatter. In this type of interaction the energy of the 
photon is considerably larger than the binding energy of the outer electrons of the atom. 
The photon hits an electron and it is deflected, transferring in the process part of its 
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energy to the electron which is ejected from its shell. Therefore, the outcomes of a 
Compton event are a recoil electron, an ion, and a secondary x-ray propagating in a 
different direction and with lower energy than the original x-ray. Compton scatter is an 
interaction mainly involving outer electrons and, thus, it depends on the electron density 
instead of atomic number of the material [26]. 
The deflection angle of the photon and the energy transferred in the process are related 
by the next expression: 
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where E’ and E0 are the energy of the scattered and impinging photon, respectively,   is 
the angle of deflection of the scattered photon, and m0c2 is the rest mass of the electron, 
equal to 511 keV. Equation 1.2 implies that the energy of the scattered photon is smaller 
for large deflection angles and the effect is more pronounced for higher energy photons. 
The differential cross-section for Compton scatter can be estimated using the Klein-
Nishina equation: 
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where d is the differential solid angle for the deflection, and re is the classical electron 
radius. 
Equation 1.3 assumes a simplification of the situation in real materials and is exact only 
in the case of scattering from a free electron at rest. In real situations electrons are 
bound to atoms and also they are not at rest. These two implications must be taken into 
account when studying Compton scatter. However, the explanation is beyond the scope 
of this introduction and the author refers the interested reader to further references, such 
as [57-58]. 
The third mechanism of interaction is the Rayleigh –coherent or elastic– scatter. The 
main characteristic of Rayleigh scatter is that the atom does not undergo ionization and, 
therefore, there is no transfer of energy from the x-ray to the medium. In Rayleigh 
scatter the oscillating electric field associated to the x-ray sets electrons on an atom of 
the medium into temporary vibration. As a consequence of the oscillation of the 
electrons, they emit radiation with the same wavelength of the incident x-ray but in a 
slightly different direction. Deflection angles for Rayleigh scattering are small and they 
are smaller the larger the energy since the recoil imparted to the atom must not produce 
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ionization. For the last reason, Rayleigh scattering is more likely for low energy x-rays 
and high Z materials [54, 59]. 
Figure 1.5 shows the relative probability of deflection angles for Compton and Rayleigh 
scatter in water. Figure 1.5 has been extracted from [54]. 
 
 
Figure 1.5. Probability of deflection angles for Compton (A) and Rayleigh (B) scatter. Note 
the broader distribution of deflection angles for Compton scatter and how the distribution is 
more biased toward forward directions for larger energies. On the other hand, the angular 
distribution of Rayleigh scatter is broader for low energy values. The figure has been 
adapted from [54]. 
1.2.2.1 X‐ray attenuation coefficient 
The net effect of the interactions described above is that the intensity of x-rays 
measured in a straight line from the source and after crossing an object is reduced 
compared to the intensity exiting the source; either because some of the x-rays have 
been absorbed, they have deposited part of their energy and escape the object in a 
different direction, or just because their direction of propagation has changed. 
Summarizing, the x-ray photon beam has been attenuated as it passes through matter. 
As derived in [54], when x-rays pass through a material with a probability of interaction 
, the attenuation can be posed in terms of a differential equation which solution is the 
so-called Beer-Lambert law, yielding, 
0
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where I0 is the x-ray intensity –or analogously the number of photons– entering the 
material, I is the x-ray intensity after crossing through the material and L is the traversed 
thickness of material. 
The value of  is usually denoted as the linear attenuation coefficient of the material and 
represents the probability of interaction per unit length of material and, therefore, it 
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must be expressed in inverse length units, usually cm-1. Since  is the probability for all 
the interactions together, it is the combination of the individual probabilities for each of 
the interactions, and it is given by: 
C R      ,  (1.5) 
where  is the probability of photoelectric absorption, C is the probability of Compton 
scatter and R is the probability of Rayleigh scatter. 
The linear attenuation coefficient represents the attenuation of x-rays for a particular 
material at a specific energy, but it linearly depends on density. Since the same material 
can show different density values in different situations while the rest of its properties 
are kept untouched,  is commonly normalized by density (), yielding the mass-
attenuation coefficient, (). Units for mass-attenuation coefficient are usually cm2/g. 
As can be extracted from the description of the types of interactions between x-rays and 
matter, the attenuation coefficient –as well as its individual components– depends on 
the energy of the x-ray photons crossing the material. This dependency can be seen in 
figure 1.6 that shows the variation of the mass attenuation coefficient and its individual 
component as a function of x-ray energy for soft-tissue in the diagnostic energy range. 
Figure 1.6 illustrates the importance of each individual interaction as a function of x-ray 
energy. In accordance with the explanation above, the photoelectric effect and Rayleigh 
scatter are the dominant interactions for low energy photons, while the relative 
contribution of Compton scatter rises with photon energy, being the main source of 
attenuation for energies larger than ~30 keV. While Compton and Rayleigh scatter are a 
source of contrast in x-ray imaging, the deflected x-rays can also contaminate the 
measured data and generate undesired effects, as explained below and treated more in-
depth for CBCT systems in chapter 6. 
Another important quantity is the fraction of energy transferred to the particles in the 
material in the form of kinetic energy as a consequence of the interactions, given by the 
mass-energy transfer coefficient, and its derived mass-energy absorption coefficient. 
Both parameters are useful for the estimation of x-ray exposure from simulated beams 
and a description of them can be found in [54]. 
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Figure 1.6. Mass attenuation coefficient and its individual components for soft-tissue. The 
coefficients were generated using the PENELOPE 2006 [58] physical models –see chapter 
5– and material properties were extracted from the ICRP definition for soft-tissue. 
1.2.3 X‐ray detection 
The element in charge of recording the x-ray intensity attenuated by the object is the x-
ray detector. As stated above, there are several detector technologies usually associated 
with different imaging modalities or CT technologies. 
For the sake of conciseness and given that the present work is focused on CBCT and 
CBCT with flat panel detectors, an overview on the basic structure and functioning of 
this type of flat-panel detectors is provided below. 
As stated above, flat-panel digital detectors are one of the most widely used x-ray 
detection devices for CBCT in general and CBCT in the filed of small-animal imaging 
in particular. Several comprehensive reviews of flat-panel x-ray detector technology [1, 
47, 60-61] address topics not included in the present work and could prove useful for 
the interested reader. 
 
 
Figure 1.7. Scheme of direct (A) and indirect (B) detection approaches used in x-ray flat-
panel detectors. 
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Flat-panel detectors can be classified as direct conversion and indirect conversion 
devices (see figure 1.7). A comparative study of the performance of direct and indirect 
conversion flat-panel detectors can be found in [62]. 
Since x-ray detectors can be modeled using cascaded devices [63-67] the following 
explanation divides signal generation into two different stages, namely, x-ray 
conversion and data readout. Information on the position where the x-ray photon is 
detected and on its deposited energy is generated at the beginning of the first stage, 
where the x-ray photons (primary quanta) are stopped. Subsequent steps do not add new 
information to form the image. Thus, it is important to have a low noise level and 
adequate amplification in the stages following x-ray capture to ensure that no 
information is lost after the x-ray photons are detected. The stage with the poorest 
quanta detection capability is called the quantum sink and it limits system performance 
in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. Since the information lost in the quantum sink cannot 
be recovered, a well-designed detector should have its quantum sink at the very first 
stage of image formation, i.e. when x-ray photons are absorbed [47]. 
 
1.2.3.1 Indirect conversion flat‐panel x‐ray detectors 
Indirect conversion flat-panel detectors detect individual x-ray photons by generating 
optical photons as secondary quanta. A subsequent step is needed to convert the optical 
photons into electric charges on each pixel. Integrated over a period of time, this charge 
is then amplified and digitized. 
 
X-ray conversion stage 
The outer layer of the detector is made of a scintillation material, which provides a 
variable number of optical photons per x-ray photon stopped, depending on the energy 
involved in the interaction. 
The scintillation materials used in x-ray flat-panel detectors are usually inorganic 
compounds such as cesium iodide (CsI) or gadolinium oxysulfide (GOS). Scintillation 
in such materials is based on energy transfer to the molecules of the scintillator, 
depending on the energy states determined by the crystal lattice of the material. In 
insulator or semiconductor materials, electrons remain in a discrete number of energy 
bands. The two main energy bands are the valence and the conduction band. Electrons 
with an energy state that places them in the valence band are bound to the crystal lattice 
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and, therefore, fixed. However, those electrons with sufficient energy to reach the 
conduction band can move across the crystal. The band between the conduction and 
valence bands is the forbidden band, where no electrons can be found in a pure crystal. 
If a photon with sufficient energy reaches an electron in the valence band, it can 
increase its energy so as to reach the conduction band, thus leaving a hole in the valence 
band. The excited electron returns to the valence band by emitting a photon of energy 
equal to the difference between the energy levels. This energy is usually too high and 
the emitted photon energy does not correspond to the visible light range. 
To increase the number of visible light photons emitted, dopants are added to the crystal 
[68]. These materials create defects in the crystal lattice, where the normal energy band 
structure is modified, thus creating energy levels within the forbidden band. Excited 
electrons can fall first into one of these energy levels and later into the stable valence 
band, and emit photons with an energy that falls within the visible range. 
Several scintillation materials have been used in flat-panel detectors. Desirable 
characteristics of a scintillation material for this application are the possibility of 
implementing large-area screens, the production of a high number of optical photons per 
x-ray photon detected, high sensitivity to the energy spectrum of the x-ray beam, and a 
high degree of correlation between the direction of propagation of the incident x-ray 
photon and that of the optical photons generated.  
At present, the two scintillation materials most commonly used in flat-panel detectors 
are terbium-doped gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S:Tb) and thallium-doped cesium 
iodide (CsI:Tl). 
Gd2O2S:Tb has traditionally been used to detect x-rays and can be manufactured easily 
and cost-effectively using well-known technology [47]. It comes in the form of a 
powder [69] composed of microscopic particles with a density of 7.3 g/cm3. 
Gd2O2S:Tb has one of the highest figures of merit –defined as the best balance between 
high light production, fast response, and appropriate energy spectra– among powder 
scintillators: it is highly efficient and has a very low afterglow and an appropriate 
energy emission spectrum, centered at 540 nm. However, achievable spatial resolution 
is limited by the lateral scattering of the photons generated. Thicker scintillation screens 
offer a longer path for the optical photons, thus increasing scattering and worsening 
spatial resolution, while thinner screens stop a low fraction of the received x-ray 
photons, thus decreasing detector sensitivity. Therefore, a compromise must be reached 
between x-ray stopping power and achievable spatial resolution. 
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Micro-structured scintillation screens based on CsI:Tl were developed to meet the main 
imaging needs of x-ray systems, namely, the increase in x-ray stopping power while 
maintaining good spatial resolution. 
The manufacturing process of this type of scintillation screen is based on the deposition 
by thermal evaporation of long, thin, needle-shaped structures on a glass or plastic 
support or directly on top of the semiconductor light detectors [70]. Each of the needle-
shaped structures behaves as a light pipe, confining optical photons inside it and thus 
avoiding most of the lateral scattering present in non-structured screens (see figure 1.8). 
This light confinement makes it possible to increase the thickness of the scintillation 
screen (up to 1-2 mm), while maintaining good spatial resolution. Furthermore, light 
production, needle stability and shape, and resolution of the scintillator screen are 
highly dependent on manufacturing conditions [71], namely thallium concentration, 
pressure, temperature, and post-processing. 
 
 
Figure 1.8. Simplified light transport in a granular non-structured scintillator screen (A) and 
in a microcolumnar structured scintillator screen (B). 
 
The scintillator needle layer can be deposited directly on the semiconductor detector 
surface without degrading the properties of the photodetector elements in the array, thus 
achieving optimal spatial resolution and high x-ray detection efficiency, as optical 
coupling agents are not necessary to glue the scintillator screen over the semiconductor 
surface. Besides the aforementioned advantages of this kind of scintillator, the light 
production per photon stopped of CsI:Tl is among the highest known, and the peak of 
the emitted spectrum is at 550 nm, a value that matches the spectral response of most 
semiconductor photodetectors currently used in the development of x-ray flat-panel 
detectors [72-73]. Due to its advantages over other scintillation materials, CsI:Tl is 
becoming the preferred material for the x-ray photon conversion stage in flat-panel 
detectors.  
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Secondary quanta detection and readout 
Secondary quanta conversion and data read-out in indirect flat-panel x-ray detectors has 
traditionally been implemented as a pixel array based on hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (aSi:H) and thin-film transistor (TFT) technology. Each pixel consists of a 
reverse-biased photodiode and a TFT that acts as a switch. During exposure, charges are 
accumulated in the photodiode. After exposure, a gate pulse is generated for each row of 
pixels, thus switching the TFT of the given row of pixels to release the accumulated 
charges through the data line. The released charges are amplified and converted into a 
voltage using an array of charge-integrating amplifiers, with one amplifier per pixel in 
the row. The voltage signals from the row of pixels are then multiplexed and digitized.  
The technology described has mainly been used for digital radiography detectors; 
however, devices using this technology show a long signal decay time and a poor fill 
factor due to the wide electrode width and switch size [72]. These drawbacks impair the 
development of sensors with an appropriate frame rate and small pixel size, thus 
hampering the use of this technology for CBCT image acquisition. 
A newer technology for the read-out of indirect x-ray flat-panel detectors consists of 
sensors based on CMOS technology. CMOS image sensors are composed of a matrix of 
identical pixels which have a photodiode and a MOS switch transistor [73], two scan 
circuits which address the different rows and columns of the sensor matrix, and an 
output amplifier. 
The image formation process for the simplest CMOS image sensor, based on passive 
pixel elements, is quite similar to that of the pixel array based on aSi:H and TFT 
technology. First, the photodiodes are reverse biased. The incoming photons cause a 
decrease in the voltage of the photodiode, which is measured at the end of the imaging 
process. The drop in voltage gives an estimation of the number of photons that have 
reached the given pixel. After the pixel reading, the photodiode is reset. 
Current CMOS sensors use more sophisticated pixel designs, where every pixel has an 
active element that acts as an individual amplifier, thus reducing the noise level of the 
final image. Improvements in active pixel design have led to the development of the 
pinned photodiode pixel, which is in use for most current CMOS image sensors. In this 
kind of sensor, two measurements are taken and subtracted for each image pixel 
(correlated double sampling, CDS). The first contains information about the number of 
photons reaching the pixel, while the second gives an estimation of the photodiode 
offset voltage. This kind of design allows a further reduction of the noise level and dark 
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current of the detector. A sketch of a CMOS sensor with active pixels and CDS circuits 
is shown in figure 1.9. 
 
  
Figure 1.9. Sketch of a typical CMOS image sensor with active pixels and CDS. Adapted 
from [73]. 
 
1.3 CBCT image reconstruction 
In this section the basics of image reconstruction in CT in general and in CBCT in 
particular are briefly reviewed. Extensive research efforts had been devoted to the field 
of tomographic image reconstruction and a more detailed treatment of the tomographic 
image reconstruction problem can be found in several dedicated books or book chapters 
such as [26, 74-76]. 
As stated in the introduction section of this chapter, the physical property sought in x-
ray CT is the spatial distribution of the x-ray attenuation coefficient. However, the 
quantity recorded by x-ray detectors in the x-ray intensity behind the object to be 
imaged and CT systems measure this quantity for several positions –i.e. pixels of the 
detector– and from several angular views of the object. 
When several materials and/or densities are present in the object, the measured 
intensity, when related with the intensity measured for the non-attenuated beam, 
provides the accumulated attenuation for all the materials traversed by the x-ray on its 
way to the detector. Recalling equation 1.4 but this time including the effect of crossing 
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a continuous of attenuating materials –still obviating the dependence of the attenuation 
coefficient with photon energy– the intensity acquired is given by: 
( )
0
L
x dx
I I e
 .  (1.6) 
Normalizing equation 1.6 by the non-attenuated x-ray intensity (I0) and taking the 
negative log-transform of the result we arrive at the classical expression for projection 
data used as the starting point in transmission tomography reconstruction texts, yielding, 
0
log ( )
L
Ip x dx
I
       .  (1.7) 
Considering now a two-dimensional object recorded using a one-dimensional detector, 
equation 1.7, has to be represented in terms of the spatial distribution of  in the 
coordinate system of the object, the projection position inside the detector and the 
angular view. Assuming a parallel projection geometry (see figure 1.10(A)) we arrive at 
the following expression [75], 
 ( , ) ( , ) cos( ) sin( )p t x y x y t dxdy     
 
    .  (1.8) 
Projection data p(t,) is usually arranged into the new coordinate system formed by t 
and , building what is called a sinogram, depicted in figure 1.10(B). The name 
sinogram arises from the fact that the set of projections of an infinitely small point in 
the original coordinate system will describe a sinusoidal curve on the sinogram. 
 
 
Figure 1.10. Schematic illustration of the acquisition of a projection dataset (A) for the 
angular position q, recorded data are the accumulated attenuation factor as a function of the 
x-ray travel path. In panel (B) and example of a sinogram is shown (data in (B) does not 
correspond to the sinogram that would be obtained in the situation depicted in (A)). 
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The sinogram forms the Radon transform of the object that can be inverted to obtain the 
original distribution of  inside the object. The inverse Radon transform can be seen as 
the process of smearing back the projection value along its ray (t,) for each angular 
view and adding all the smeared rays in the original coordinate system, process known 
as backprojection. However, reconstructed data obtained by this process is significantly 
blurred. 
This intuitive version of the image reconstruction process can be put into mathematical 
terms by introducing the Fourier slice theorem. The Fourier slice theorem (also known 
as central slice theorem) can be stated as [26]: 
“The Fourier transform of a parallel projection of an object (x,y) obtained 
at angle  equals a line in the two-dimensional Fourier transform of (x,y) 
taken at the same angle.” 
The proof of the theorem can be found in [26, 75]. The Fourier slice theorem provides 
an straightforward way of reconstructing (x,y) by just computing the inverse Fourier 
transform of the projection data. However, this approach is seldom used in practical 
systems since it has several drawbacks such as the non-correspondence between the 
sampling grid of the Fourier transform and the slice pixels, among others [26]. For this 
reason, backprojection algorithms are commonly used. 
From the Fourier slice theorem one can elucidate the source of the blurring presented by 
the backprojection image. Since each projection is a radius in the 2D Fourier transform 
of the image –i.e. a line passing through the center of the Fourier transform– the only 
part of the frequency space that is sampled from every projection is the DC component, 
or zero frequency, and the density of sampling decreases the larger the frequency value. 
For this reason, when adding the data from all projections, low frequencies are 
overestimated while high frequency data is underestimated, causing the image to be 
blurred. Thus, we can add a frequency-dependent weight to the projection data to 
compensate the difference in sampling density. This situation is graphically depicted in 
figure 1.11. 
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Figure 1.11. Sampling patterns of the 2D frequency space showing the ideal situation (A) 
and the real situation when data is acquired as a set of angular projections (B). Note the 
overlapping of the different projections in the low frequency area. This effect can be 
compensated by giving a higher weight to high frequency areas, as shown in panel (C). The 
figure has been extracted and adapted from [26]. 
 
The intuitive weighting value can be posed into mathematical terms by introducing the 
filtered backprojection algorithm (FBP), which is directly derived from the Fourier slice 
theorem. After some mathematical manipulation –see refs [75-76]– the expression for 
the FBP reconstruction is: 
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where ( , )P    is the 1D Fourier transform of the projection data for the angle . Then 
the reconstruction process is usually carried out as follows. First, the projection is 
Fourier transformed and it is multiplied by the ramp filter  ; then the inverse Fourier 
transform of the filtered projection is smeared onto the image using the backprojection 
operation and the process is repeated for every projection in the dataset. While the ramp 
filtration is necessary to remove image blurring, CT data is usually band-limited and 
very high frequencies contain only noise that is enhanced by the filtering operation. For 
this reason, the ramp filter is usually apodized, multiplying it by smoothing windows, 
such as the Hanning or sinc windows. 
For the case of non-parallel geometries several modifications have to be made to 
equation 1.9. When moving to fan-beam geometry, where rays diverge from a source 
point to reach every position of the detector, the rays have to be weighted as a function 
of the angle they formed with the central ray of the beam (see [75]) prior to the filtration 
operation. 
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Both the parallel and fan-beam geometries sample the whole Radon space for the slice 
to reconstruct and the reconstructed data obtained by using the FBP method is 
mathematically exact. However, when acquiring data for several slices at once using 
cone-beam geometry with a circular acquisition trajectory, as is the case for all the 
systems considered throughout this work, obtaining mathematically exact 
reconstructions using variations of the FBP method is not feasible due to the 
incompleteness of the sampling space, according to the Tuy-Smith condition [77-78], 
which reads: 
“Exact cone-beam reconstruction is possible if the trajectory of the cone-
beam source intersects every plane intersecting the object.” 
The Tuy-Smith condition is not fulfilled in circular trajectories for any part of the 
volume except for the central slice, since rays not contained in the central slice cross 
several slices on their way to the detector. Whereas there is not an exact mathematical 
solution, in the case of acquisition trajectories where the solid angle spanned by the 
beam is not very large, Feldkamp, Davis and Kress [79], introduced an approximated 
algorithm that tries to compensate the data incompleteness by applying to the projection 
data a weighting factor dependent on the divergence between the trajectory of the ray 
for the position in the projection and the central ray of the beam. This factor is applied 
prior to the fan-beam weighting that is also necessary in CBCT with circular trajectory. 
Due to the not so critical impact of the approximation in the FDK method and to the 
simplicity and high computational efficiency of the method, most CBCT systems use 
the FDK reconstruction algorithm. However, a lot of work has been devoted recently to 
the development of iterative statistical reconstruction algorithms that have a great 
potential for reducing the effects of incomplete trajectories, noise, low number of 
projections, etc. Example of these types of methods can be found in [74]. Most of 
iterative algorithms are not used in practical systems due to their high computational 
burden; however the situation is rapidly changing due to the introduction of GPUs in the 
field of image reconstruction, offering their massive parallel computing capabilities for 
the speedup of iterative algorithms [80-81]. 
1.4 Non‐idealities in CBCT imaging 
CBCT, as well as conventional CT, is not free from non-idealities that cause artifacts in 
the reconstructed images. The artifacts are diverse and they arise from several sources 
that can be attributed to the design of the system and the underlying physics, with the x-
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ray source, or with the image formation at the detector. Artifacts can also be induced by 
the subject being imaged. In this section several sources of artifacts are briefly 
introduced, in particular those more closely related with the work presented in the 
following chapters. More detailed reviews offering descriptions of the origin and impact 
on image quality of the different artifacts in CT can be found in [25-26, 82]. 
1.4.1 Beam hardening 
As explained in section 1.2.1, x-ray tubes used in medical imaging generate a 
continuous spectrum of x-ray energies which is by no means monochromatic and 
contains x-ray photons with a variety of energies. In addition, the attenuation coefficient 
of tissues depends on x-ray energy –see section 1.2.2– and thus the attenuation of x-rays 
will then be different for different x-ray energies. 
On the other hand, analytical reconstruction algorithms presented in section 1.3 
inherently assume the beam to be monochromatic and treat the reconstruction of the 
attenuation coefficient as a linear problem. 
If we include the effect of the polychromaticity of the beam into equation 1.4, the 
projection value is given by: 
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where q(E) is the spectrum of the x-ray source normalized to unity area. Equation 1.10 
shows that the relation between the measured attenuation and the length of material 
traversed is no longer linear and, therefore, treating it as linear will generate 
inconsistencies in the reconstructed data. 
It is important to point out that the attenuation coefficient for all of the tissues is larger 
for low energy photons –see figure 1.6– and that makes the fraction of low energy 
photons in the total spectrum to be preferentially reduced for longer lengths of traversed 
material. The net effect is a shift towards high energy of the spectrum mean energy after 
being attenuated by a length of tissue and that shift is a function of the length of 
material. This shift means that the effective attenuation coefficient will be lower than 
expected for large material thickness, departing from linearity as assumed in the 
reconstruction algorithm. The effect is also more conspicuous for highly attenuating 
materials, such as bone. 
The lower attenuation value measured creates cupping artifacts –i.e. reduction of the 
apparent attenuation coefficient for homogeneous areas towards the central part of the 
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area, which is where crossing paths are longer– and inconsistencies for high attenuating 
materials (such as bone) that create streaks joining areas of this material. Streaks are a 
product of the different errors introduced by beam hardening when the beam crosses 
thick and thin parts of high attenuating material. An example of artifacts created by 
beam hardening is shown in figure 1.12(A). 
Effects of beam hardening can be alleviated by several techniques. One of the most 
widespread techniques is the so-called water correction [83] which exploits the 
similarity between water and soft-tissue. In water correction the attenuation is measured 
for known lengths of water and the deviation between the curve of attenuation as a 
function of thickness and the ideal linear trend is estimated. This estimation is used to 
build a table of correction coefficients for measured attenuation that are later applied to 
linearize real projection data. Water correction reduces cupping but it cannot deal with 
the inconsistencies introduced by highly attenuating materials. 
To reduce streak artifacts several methods have been proposed, most of them involving 
a two-step correction where a water correction is performed followed by a secondary 
correction for the highly attenuating parts of the object. Most of these methods are 
variations of the approach by Joseph and Spital [84]. 
Another method for the reduction of beam hardening artifacts involves the inclusion of 
the polychromatic nature of the spectrum in the reconstruction process, usually in the 
context of statistical reconstruction methods that aim at minimizing beam hardening at 
each iteration [85-87]. 
1.4.2 Scatter 
The x-ray attenuation coefficient for the energy range used in medical imaging is 
composed to a great extent by scatter, especially Compton scatter. Scattering 
mechanisms attenuate the x-ray beam in the sense that the particular photon undergoing 
the interaction is re-directed from its original path –besides loosing part of its energy in 
the case of Compton scatter– and, therefore is seen as attenuation when measuring the 
intensity for this path. However, scattered photons can still reach the detector at a 
different position and their intensity will be recorded erroneously. Then, the signal 
detected at each location is a mixture of primary and scattered photons. 
The scattered photons are incorporated into the intensity measured for a different ray –
i.e. detector position– reducing the attenuation observed in this ray and making the 
measurements inconsistent. The situation is especially important in the case of high 
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attenuating areas of the object surrounded by soft-tissue since in that case the relative 
error introduced in the measured attenuation value is larger. 
Since scatter reduces the recorded attenuation and it is particularly noticeable for high 
attenuating parts, its effect is similar to that of beam hardening, causing the 
reconstructed data to show cupping and streak artifacts between high attenuating 
regions of the object [88-89]. Effects of scatter can be observed in figure 1.12(A). 
It is straightforward to notice that scatter is a much bigger problem for large beam 
angles and large detectors, where scattered photons at larger deflection angles are more 
likely to hit the detector. This makes the problem of scatter more conspicuous in CBCT 
systems when compared to multi-row fan-beam systems and, in turn, in multi-row 
systems when compared with single-row fan-beam geometries. 
At this point of the discussion a question could arise: Is there a way to distinguish 
scattered from primary photons? Given that x-ray sources generate polychromatic 
spectra and that the detectors commonly used in CBCT are energy integrating detectors, 
once scattered photons have reached the detector they are basically indistinguishable 
from primary photons. However, the impact of scatter can be mitigated by several 
techniques which reject scatter prior to reaching the detector (use of antiscatter grids or 
large air gaps [90]), or that estimate the scatter signal, either using measurements [91-
92], analytical approaches [93], Monte Carlo simulation (chapter 5) [94-95], or hybrid 
methods [96]. 
While there are several methods to reduce the impact of scatter, it is still one of the 
major sources of image degradation in CBCT. The complicated nature of scattered 
radiation in some imaging scenarios prevents the accurate rejection or estimation of the 
spatial distribution of the scatter fluence, making the correction very challenging. The 
effects and nature of scatter in CBCT as a function of acquisition geometry and sample 
size are thoroughly studied in chapter 6 of this dissertation. 
 
1.4.3 Incomplete projection data 
For the reconstruction of CT data using the FDK algorithm it is necessary to measure all 
the line integrals crossing the object. It has been shown that this is not the case for the 
axial direction in circular trajectory CBCT, and, therefore, only approximated 
reconstructions are feasible. 
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However, the case of the interior data problem is more conspicuous. We refer to interior 
(or laterally truncated) data problem as the situation where part of the object lies outside 
the radial field of view (i.e. the circle containing the rays that are measured for all of the 
angular positions, as depicted in figure 1.10). When part of the object lies outside of the 
field of view, the reconstruction problem does not have a unique solution [77] and 
bright areas are generated at the boundary of the FOV in the reconstructed data. In 
addition to bright areas, truncated data results in low frequency drifts of the measured 
attenuation, as shown in figure 1.12(B). 
Several methods have been proposed for the correction of artifacts arising from the 
reconstruction of laterally truncated data [97-99]. Throughout this work we corrected 
laterally truncated data by using the extrapolation approach by Ohnesorge et al. [98]. 
  
 
Figure 1.12. Several types of artifacts in CT and CBCT created by beam hardening and 
scatter (A), lateral truncation of the projection data (B), and heterogeneous noise (C). Panel 
(C) was extracted from [26]. 
1.4.4 Noise and detector non‐idealities 
Detectors for CT in general and in particular flat-panel detectors commonly used in 
CBCT integrate the energy deposited by the incoming photons within the pixel area, 
with no discrimination of any property of the incoming photon. In this situation the 
signal and noise of the measured data has been proved to follow a compound Poisson 
distribution –see [100] and chapter 3– where the variance of the signal is proportional to 
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the mean, plus a fixed quantity coming from the additive noise in the electronic 
components [101]. In this case larger signal values show higher signal-to-noise ratios. 
In addition, flat-panel detectors do not have an infinite dynamic range and in some 
circumstances it is not possible to obtain an appropriate signal level for the most 
attenuated parts of the beam without saturating the detector in less attenuated areas. 
When this situation arises, the level of noise is different for the different attenuation 
parts of the object and artifacts can be noticed in the reconstructed data. For the case of 
asymmetric objects –e.g. a human thorax– there can be two directions with very 
different attenuation values and, therefore, noise levels. This in turn generates streaks 
running through the more attenuating part (see figure 1.12(C)). This phenomenon is 
usually referred as photon starvation. 
Photon starvation can be partially alleviated by automated exposure control (AEC) 
techniques that modulate the x-ray source current as a function of the angular position 
[102], or by image processing methods [103-104]. 
Under other circumstances, the modulation of the current is not feasible and other 
approaches could be used, such as methods for the extension of the dynamic range of 
the detector, as explained in chapter 3. 
Flat-panel detectors can also be the source of image artifacts for other causes besides 
noise. They can contain unresponsive elements –i.e. pixels, lines or rows– or elements 
in which the response is far from ideal. These defective elements produce a signal 
which departs from that of adjacent detector elements resulting in bright or dark rings in 
the reconstructed image. 
Another source of ring artifacts that can be seen as a milder version of the effect of 
defective elements is caused by small deviations between the gain curves of adjacent 
pixels after gain correction [105] –i.e. after normalizing the acquired data by the so-
called flat-field data generated with no object in the beam– which create slight rings 
visible in the reconstructed slice. These small deviations usually arise from slight non-
linearity of the gain curve of the pixel and several methods have been proposed to 
alleviate the effect in the image using interpolation techniques [106-107] or by 
modifying the gain correction process using more than one point [108-109]. 
1.4.5 Others 
Among the other effects degrading image quality in CBCT one can mention aliasing, 
which arises when the angular sampling of the data is not large enough to accommodate 
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the highest frequency features of the object. This causes the high frequency data to 
overlap with the low frequency part generating streak-like artifacts emanating from 
sharp edges in the object structure. 
Another source of artifacts in CBCT is the partial volume effect arising from the cone 
shape of the x-ray beam that can make some features of the object to fall within the 
beam when it is observed from one angular position but to fall outside of the beam 
when observed from the mirror position (see figure 1.13). 
 
Figure 1.13. Illustration of the partial volume effect. Solid lines represent projection at the 
first angular position (0º) where the rectangular object enters the beam, while for the mirror 
projection –dashed lines– the object falls outside the x-ray beam. 
 
Further artifacts can be generated from problems of the x-ray source such as the 
instability of its output, especially when the kVp of the beam is not stable, or as off-
focal radiation. 
The motion of the subject scanned can also turn into a source of artifacts which is more 
difficult to avoid when imaging moving organs into a living subject, such as in cardiac 
imaging or in lung imaging. While the effect of respiration and heart beat can be 
somewhat reduced by using gating techniques the subject can also move, degrading 
image quality in a more conspicuous fashion. 
1.5 Monte Carlo simulation of x‐ray systems 
The generic name of Monte Carlo is given to a set of numerical methods in which one 
or several processes, physical systems and phenomena are simulated by statistical 
methods using random numbers [110]. The basic concept of Monte Carlo is to describe 
a system or process by a set of a priori known probability density functions (PDF) and 
connection rules between them and then predict the output of the system or process to a 
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given input by randomly sampling the PDFs using the output of a stage as the input for 
subsequent stages. 
In this section a brief introduction to Monte Carlo simulation in photon transport 
problems is provided, whereas more detailed revisions of the Monte Carlo theory and its 
application to medical physics can be found in [58, 110-113]. 
Monte Carlo provides a means to accurately simulate photon transport in x-ray systems 
and has been widely used, especially for dose estimation [114] and scatter 
characterization [96, 115-119], since those quantities are difficult to obtain using 
analytical methods. 
Besides the mentioned studies there has been developed a collection of Monte Carlo 
simulation packages for the simulation of radiation transport in generic environments 
that are widely used in the medical imaging community, such as Geant [120], EGS 
[121], MCNP [122], or Penelope [58]. 
Monte Carlo simulations of radiation transport model each photon (or particle) as a 
random sequence of leaps inside a volume that end in an interaction where properties of 
the photon change (its direction and/or energy). After undergoing an interaction the 
photon can either be terminated –e.g. its energy is too low or it has been absorbed as 
outcome of the interaction– or start a new track according to its new properties to a new 
interaction point. The process continues until the photon is terminated or it leaves the 
volume. Every time the photon is transported or a new interaction is simulated, a 
sequence of PDFs is randomly sampled. 
In the particular case of photon transport, the interaction model is formed by a set of 
differential cross sections determining the PDFs of the random variables that define the 
track [58] in terms of the free path between interactions, the type of interaction taking 
place, and the energy loss and angular deflection applying to the photon as outcome of 
the interaction. 
While Monte Carlo simulation can provide very accurate predictions of the behavior of 
real systems if appropriate models are used, it is by nature a random method and, 
therefore, it is subject to statistical uncertainty. The uncertainty can be reduced by 
simulating a larger number of events, however at a larger computational cost. This need 
of increasing computational burden to obtain accurate simulations is the major 
drawback of Monte Carlo methods. 
When the simulation process is aimed at the estimation of a particular quantity arising 
from photons undergoing a subset of the available interactions –e.g. scattered x-rays 
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reaching the detector in CBCT–, it is possible to reduce the uncertainty of the quantity 
of interest by using a priori information favouring events more likely to end up in the 
addition of information to the sought parameter. This can be seen as purposely biasing 
the Monte Carlo process to avoid wasting time performing calculations that are useless 
to the particular application. Techniques that reduce the uncertainty of a given outcome 
of the simulation are known as Variance Reduction (VR) techniques. VR techniques, 
when appropriately implemented, are able to drastically reduce the noise of a given 
quantity without biasing its value or distribution. 
The following paragraphs briefly revise the most important components of x-ray Monte 
Carlo simulation. 
 
Random Number Generation 
Current Monte Carlo methods build upon the capability offered by computers to 
generate random numbers. All the random number generators used in Monte Carlo 
simulations are based on mathematical algorithms which generate very long sequences 
of numbers that are, therefore, repeatable, making them not true random, but pseudo-
random or quasi-random. 
The generator of random numbers is a key component in Monte Carlo simulation, since 
subtle correlations between the generated numbers could lead to large errors in the 
estimated quantities. As stated in [110], the sequence of random numbers used in Monte 
Carlo simulation should have the following properties: 
i. The sequences of random numbers should be uncorrelated. 
ii. The generator must have a long repetition period. 
iii. The sequence of random numbers must have a uniform distribution and be 
unbiased. 
iv. The sequence must be reproducible if it is started from the same point. 
v. The generator has to be as fast as possible 
vi. It is also desirable for the generator to be parallelizable, allowing the 
computation of several numbers at the same time. 
 
Given these requirements, a collection of methods for the generation of random 
numbers is available in the literature [123-125]. 
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Sampling of PDFs 
As stated above, random numbers in the Monte Carlo simulation are uniformly 
distributed. However, the physical interaction modelled in Monte Carlo simulation 
seldom show a uniform distribution and random sampling methods have to be applied 
for the selection of the interaction outcome as a function of the known PDF. 
For this reason a collection of methods has been proposed throughout the literature for 
the sampling of those functions. Examples of these methods are the inverse-transform 
method [126] that inverts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the event for 
the sampling, the Walker’s aliasing method [127] that generates a new uniform version 
of the PDF, keeping track of the changes, and then uses two random numbers to sample 
inside this uniform distribution and then within the respective modified values, or 
rejection methods [128] that subject the uniformly distributed random number to a test 
to determined whether it will be accepted or not. 
 
Variance Reduction Techniques 
As explained above, VR techniques help in reducing the uncertainty of a given quantity 
by modifying the Monte Carlo sampling process according to previous knowledge on 
the system, the process to simulate, or both. 
Particular examples of this type of techniques in photon transport is the interaction 
forcing [129] that modifies the length of the photon track according to the distance 
between the photon and the boundary of the material in materials where the probability 
of interaction is low to force the photon to interact before leaving the area. Another 
widely used VR technique is Woodcock tracking [130] that avoids the explicit 
computation of the points where the photon crosses through a boundary between two 
different materials –e.g. a soft-tissue area and a bone area– by using the lower mean free 
path of the materials in the volume and introduce virtual interactions. 
The inclusion of VR techniques in Monte Carlo simulation of scatter is illustrated in 
chapter 6 and [119], and examples of VR in x-ray simulation, either for scatter 
estimation or for dose calculations can be found in [96, 117, 131]. 
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2 Design, optimization and assessment of a small‐animal 
CBCT system combined with an 
fDOT system 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
As explained in the introductory section of this work, modern drug development 
techniques relies heavily on the use of small-animal models and molecular imaging 
techniques, PET, SPECT or fDOT, to provide the required functional information that 
characterizes the behavior of the drug. However, these techniques suffer from a lack of 
anatomical information that is commonly provided by anatomical imaging techniques 
such as MRI or CBCT being the last one more widely spread due to its low cost when 
compared and ease of integration.  
As well as complementing the information obtained using molecular imaging 
techniques, CBCT by itself is a valuable tool in small-animal imaging and is 
commonly used in research fields associated with the morphology of the sample (e.g., 
bone studies). For this reason, an important amount of research effort has been put in 
the last years for the development, assessment and evolution of CBCT systems and 
acquisition techniques, not only in the preclinical environment [132-136] but also in the 
clinical world, where the use of CBCT is becoming more popular for special 
applications such as cardiac imaging [137-140], otolaryngology [9-11], interventional 
C-arm [6, 41], musculoskeletal imaging of extremities [8]or in-line CBCT for IGRT 
[15]. 
In the last ten years, different CBCT systems based on microfocus x-ray tubes and 
semiconductor-based flat-panel detectors arranged in cone-beam geometry have been 
developed, and their suitability has been proved [2, 141]. Flat-panel–based cone-beam 
configurations present advantages over other configurations –e.g., pencil or fan-beam 
geometries– used in clinical applications. These advantages include reduction in 
acquisition time, large axial field of view (FOV) with no geometrical distortions, 
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optimization of radiated dose per time and data acquired, and a more compact, space-
saving design. Additionally, indirect conversion semiconductor flat-panels are 
particularly interesting for small-animal imaging due to their high-resolution capability, 
especially when the micro-columnar scintillation screen is directly grown on the 
semiconductor detector. Current advances in semiconductor technology point to 
improved features in the future [142-143]. 
Regarding molecular imaging techniques, fDOT has received significant attention due 
to its capability for imaging biological processes not visible with other techniques, its 
low cost and its innocuous nature since no ionizing radiation is used for the acquisition.  
However, fDOT is a low resolution technique and the reconstruction problem is highly 
ill-posed [144]. It has been proved that anatomical information provided by CBCT 
could be used not only to properly localize the fluorescence data, but also to provide 
prior information for the direct fDOT problem [145] or for the inverse fDOT problem 
[23, 146-149], yielding higher quality reconstructed data. 
For the last reason several combined fDOT-CBCT systems have been reported in the 
literature during the last years [150-152], most of them using previously developed 
CBCT systems. However very few details about the design and performance of the 
CBCT system of these developments are available and little information was provided 
on the optimization of acquisition geometry and protocols for the particular imaging 
task. 
Here we report the design in terms of hardware, software and acquisition geometry of a 
CBCT system designed to be coupled to a fDOT system. The system was designed for 
the acquisition of structural data to provide anatomical information for localizing fDOT 
data and for the acquisition of high-quality soft-tissue data to be used as prior 
information for the fDOT reconstruction or as a research tool by itself. 
We also addressed in this chapter the calibration of the system and present several 
methods, some of them new to the literature, to calibrate the different parameters. 
We optimized the geometrical configuration of the system and the spectral 
conformation of the beam to maximize image quality and delivered dose. 
The system was evaluated both in terms of its critical individual components and in 
terms of overall performance. To this end we measured the stability, linearity, 
resolution, and the noise and signal transfer properties of the detector; the stability of 
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the x-ray source; and the dose, resolution, contrast and noise properties of the 
reconstructed data. 
2.2 CBCT system design 
For the system design we took into account the imaging tasks required for the provision 
of complementary information to fDOT data. In particular, two different imaging tasks 
are contemplated, one for the provision of rough structural information mainly provided 
by bony structures in the animal body, and a second one for the provision of more 
accurate quantitative information for the provision of prior information for the fDOT 
data reconstruction process or to be used as standalone data. This second imaging task 
required the optimization of the relation between soft-tissue contrast and dose delivered 
to the subject. 
In the following sections we detailed the components and building process of the 
system, the data acquisition and reconstruction approaches implemented for the system, 
the calibration methods used to obtain high quality data and the methods followed to 
optimize the acquisition protocols according to the imaging task. 
An overall view of the fDOT-CBCT system with the shielding elements in place but 
with no covers is shown in figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1. Overall view of the fDOT-CBCT system with the shielding elements in place.  
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2.2.1 CBCT system components 
The main components of a CBCT system based on flat-panel detectors are the x-ray 
detector and the microfocus x-ray source. The constraints imposed by the imaging 
application determine the type of source and flat-panel detector chosen by the designer. 
In small-animal CBCT systems, it is important to use a detector with appropriate 
image resolution to obtain the high-quality images necessary for preclinical 
applications.  
The maximum pixel size and minimum resolution required for the detector depend on 
the geometrical configuration of the system (see below). High sensitivity and low noise 
level are also highly desirable features when attempting to minimize the radiation dose. 
The output of the x-ray tube must be stable enough to ensure a constant radiation level 
during the acquisition process. Its focal spot size must be sufficiently small to not 
degrade system resolution. The maximum admissible size for the focal spot is 
determined by the detector pixel size, the geometrical configuration of the system and 
the required resolution for the particular imaging task.  
Furthermore, highly stable motorized devices are used in the design of small-animal 
CBCT systems to place the animal within the FOV and to perform the rotational 
movement of the x-ray source–detector assembly around the sample. Finally, control 
components ‒e.g. computer, motion control drivers or shutter‒ and shield elements must 
be incorporated to ensure simple and safe operation. 
The scanner design includes a computer that controls the microfocus x-ray tube and the 
CMOS flat-panel detector, both of which are assembled in a common rotating gantry.  
The computer synchronizes the gantry motions with the image integration in the 
detector. The data acquired from each angular position are captured by a digital frame 
grabber. 
The x-ray flat-panel detector used is the C7940DK-02 model (figure 2.2 A) 
(Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, Japan). A complete description and an 
evaluation of some of the performance parameters can be found in [72, 153]. It is an 
indirect flat-panel detector based on a CsI:Tl scintillator screen and a high-fill-factor 
CMOS image sensor to detect the optical photons. The features of the flat-panel detector 
as reported by the manufacturer are summarized in Table 2.I. 
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Figure 2.2. Hamamatsu C7940DK-02 X-ray flat-panel detector (A) and detail of the needle-
like CsI:Tl crystal structures on the scintillator layer (B). Images courtesy of Hamamatsu 
Photonics K.K. 
 
The scintillator layer of the flat-panel detector is a 67.6 mg/cm2 microcolumnar CsI:Tl 
layer directly deposited over the CMOS photodiode matrix surface (figure 2.2 B). A 
photodiode matrix with active pixel elements connected to CMOS transistor switches 
enables detection and read-out of the visible photons generated on the scintillation 
screen. The photodiode CMOS matrix has 2x2 and 4x4 binning capabilities and a high 
fill-factor (79%). The on-chip signal amplification channels have a low noise level, and 
an offset suppression circuit based on CDS is assigned to each of these channels. This 
design achieves a high degree of image uniformity and a low noise level. However, 
correction tasks must be performed after acquisition of an image in order to obtain the 
best achievable quality. 
 
   Table 2.I. X-ray flat-panel detector characteristics.   
Parameter Value 
Pixel size 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 mm (Binning 1x1, 2x2, 4x4) 
Photodiode area 120 x 120 mm 
Number of pixels (Total/Active) 2400 x 2400 / 2240 x 2344 
Frame rate 2, 4, 9 fr/sec (Binning 1x1, 2x2, 4x4) 
Noise (rms) 1100 electrons 
Saturation charge 2.2 M electrons 
Dynamic range 2000 
Sensitivity (@ 80 kV) 50 LSB/mR 
 
The detector is placed on top of a 95 mm-long linear motion stage that allows its 
displacement in order to modify the acquisition geometry. The linear stage is the model 
LTM 80 (Owis GmbH, Staufen, Germany) equipped with a stepper motor. 
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The CBCT system makes use of a tungsten anode microfocus x-ray source (L9631-
MOD2, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, Japan). The source has 40 to 110 kVp 
energy range and maximum anode current of 1 mA, limited as a function of kVp to 
deliver a maximum power of 50 W. The focal spot size of the x-ray beam varies linearly 
between 15 and 80 m with the power set, for power values larger than 6 W. 
A fixed collimator made of a tungsten-bismuth alloy shapes the x-ray beam to cover the 
detector area and a filter holder is included to place filter materials for the x-ray beam. 
As stated above, the detector and x-ray source are mounted onto a rotating gantry. This 
gantry consists of an 80 cm-diameter aluminum plate that holds both components and a 
rotating motion stage model RV350PP (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA). 
The sample is placed inside the FOV of the system by means of a 295 mm-long linear 
motion stage, model LTM 80 (Owis GmbH, Staufen, Germany) equipped with a stepper 
motor. 
The motorized stages included in the system are managed by servo drives with 
integrated motion controller boards, model ISCM 4805 (Technosoft S.A., Neuchatel, 
Switzerland). The individual drives communicate via a CAN bus which end side is 
connected to the acquisition computer by a RS-232 serial link. 
All the components included in the system were connected to a regular personal 
computer in charge of the control of the whole system. The acquisition computer ran a 
Linux operating system (Fedora Core 9). 
2.2.2 Data acquisition 
Several acquisition schemes make it possible to obtain the projection data for the 
different angular positions. There are two main trends for the acquisition of CBCT 
data. Most of the current systems use a continuous acquisition scheme, most of the 
times using continuous x-ray beam flux [154]. This approach has the advantage of faster 
acquisition times when a fast detector is used, although the effect of image lag, 
mechanical imperfections and synchronization flaws are more conspicuous. 
An alternative is the acquisition of a stack of frames for each angular projection, with 
the gantry steady during the acquisition (step-and-shoot). While the gantry rotates, no 
image is acquired and the radiation beam is blocked to minimize the effect of image lag 
and to avoid the delivery of useless dose to the subject under study. Some of the 
systems reported in the previous literature followed this approach [4]. 
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We implemented both approaches for data acquisition in the system presented in this 
chapter. The data acquisition software was implemented in C language using a multi-
thread approach that guarantees the maximum data throughput provided by the detector 
and the correct synchronization between gantry movement and image acquisition, 
assuring that no frames are lost during the acquisition process. Continuous or step-and-
shoot acquisition can be selected by the user together with the rest of acquisition 
parameters by setting the proper flags when launching the application. 
The acquisition task was split into two different tasks each one associated to an 
execution thread generated by the main application. The two threads were synchronized 
using POSIX semaphores and used a shared memory area to share data. One of the 
threads was in charge of carrying out the movement of the system while synchronizing 
it with the flat-panel detector and transfer the data provided by the detector from the 
frame grabber memory to the shared memory area. 
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic description of the acquisition process for both the 
continuous (figure 2.3 A) and the step-and-shoot (figure 2.3 B) acquisition approaches. 
 
Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of the acquisition protocol for continuous (A) and step-
and-shoot (B) acquisition. 
 
Figure 2.3(A) shows a schematic description of the different tasks and their temporal 
synchronization for the acquisition of CBCT data using the continuous acquisition 
approach. As explained above there are two threads involved in the acquisition process. 
The first of the threads is in charge of launching the continuous rotation of the gantry 
around the subject, and of grabbing the acquired data from the frame-grabber dedicated 
memory area and move them to the shared memory area where they are left for the 
second thread to process them. The second thread accesses the shared memory area, 
performs the required processing (if any) on the data and save the data to disc before a 
new dataset is delivered by the acquisition thread. 
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In order to properly synchronize the acquisition process, the rotation speed of the gantry 
must be set as a function of the number of angular positions to acquire, Np, and the 
angular span, As, to be covered during the rotation. If we denote the image integration of 
the detector by Tfr, the rotation speed is given by the following expression: 
s
g
p fr
A
N T
   . (2.1) 
Every time a projection is available at the frame-grabber memory, the acquisition thread 
records the angular position where it has been acquired by interrogating the motion 
controller about the gantry encoder position. Immediately after recording the angular 
position, the thread locks the shared memory area, copies the acquired data to it and 
adds the angular position stamp to the dataset. Once the data has been moved, it releases 
the semaphore to the shared memory area, indicating the processing thread that a new 
dataset is available for processing. 
The time taken by the acquisition is only set by the acquisition thread, since the frame 
period of the detector is longer than the time needed for the basic processing and 
asynchronous writing to disc. 
If the sample is too large to fit inside a single axial FOV, the whole volume can be 
acquired by performing rotations combined with axial shifts of the bed. From the 
parameters of the detector and the requirements of the given acquisition, it is possible to 
calculate the time taken by the acquisition process. This effective acquisition time 
(excluding warm-up and sample positioning) is given (in seconds) by the following 
expression: 
acq fr p FOVT T N N   , (2.2) 
where NFOV is the number of bed positions to acquire. 
The step-and-shoot approach used was very similar to the one presented in [155], which 
was in turn based on the approach in [4]. The acquisition thread was implemented as an 
event-driven finite-state machine with two possible states to take advantage of the 
maximum data rate provided by the detector [156], thus reducing acquisition time and 
delivered dose. The first state (step) was used to move the gantry to the next angular 
position and to move the just acquired data from the frame-grabber memory to the 
RAM shared memory area. The second state (shoot) performs two tasks: 
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a) launching the acquisition of either a single frame or a frame sequence if several 
frames were to be averaged in the current angular position, and  
b) release the shared memory area to allow the processing thread to process the 
dataset acquired at the previous gantry position. 
 
The transition between states is triggered in synchrony with the detector image 
integration time, Tfr, as shown in figure 2.3 B. 
The processing tasks carried out by the processing thread are identical to those for the 
continuous acquisition protocol described above. 
Quality of the projection images can be improved by acquiring and averaging several 
frames per angular position. In this case, the finite-state machine remains in shoot state 
for a time equal to Nave times Tfr, where Nave is the desired number of frames, until the 
last frame of the current projection arrives. Therefore, in the multi-frame case there are 
several shoot periods between two step periods. Additional pre-reconstruction 
processing, such as filtering, could be performed during shoot intervals, when the CPU 
is idling. 
The step-and-shoot protocol has the capability of increasing the quality of projection 
data in terms of spatial resolution compared to the continuous protocol. This 
improvement is caused by the stationary position of the gantry during data acquisition, 
avoiding undesired motion artifacts. However the acquisition time is longer for the step-
and-shoot approximation owing to the detector frame discarded during every step 
interval. In addition, the current implementation of the system does not count with a 
beam shutter fast enough to block the x-ray beam during the step intervals and, 
therefore, higher dose is delivered to the sample when using step-and-shoot protocols. 
Analogously to the case for continuous protocols, the total acquisition time for step-and-
shoot protocols is given by, 
 1acq fr ave p FOVT T N N N     . (2.3) 
Note that when acquiring the same number of angular projections than using a 
continuous protocol, and with one frame for each of them, the total acquisition time is 
twice the time employed by the continuous acquisition, with the corresponding increase 
in dose. 
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2.2.3 System calibration 
Acquired raw projection CBCT data contain undesired properties that have to be 
corrected prior to reconstruct the tomographic volume, to obtain consistent attenuation 
values. In addition to the corrections performed on the raw data, a number of parameters 
describing the system have to be properly calibrated and applied during the 
reconstruction process for the generation of high quality data. 
In particular, the following calibration tasks are carried out for the system presented:  
obtaining of the gain and dark maps for each acquisition protocol, identification of 
defective elements in the detector, estimation of the deviation of the geometrical 
parameters of the system from their nominal values, calibration of the stitching 
parameters to concatenate volumes from two consecutive bed positions, and calibration 
of the water value for each acquisition protocol to convert reconstructed data to 
Hounsfield units. 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Screenshots of the software application for the calibration of the CBCT system. 
Interface for the calibration of defective elements in the detector (A), for the geometrical 
calibration of the system (B), for the stitching parameters to concatenate consecutive bed 
positions (C), and for the calibration of Hounsfield units (D). 
 
All the calibration methods, with the exception of the gain calibration which has to be 
performed regularly to maintain the quality of the reconstructed data, were included in a 
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user-friendly software application that allows the calibration of the whole system in a 
semi-automated way, applying the methods detailed below. Figure 2.4 shows several 
screenshots of the application. 
 
2.2.3.1 Gain and dark maps 
Raw image data provided by the FP detector is contaminated by structured noise which 
shows as deterministic patterns arising from the structure of the imaging sensor. This 
structured noise has to be removed to enhance the quality of the projection data and 
avoid artifacts in the reconstructed volume. In particular the raw signal is contaminated 
by two types of structured noise, namely dark signal and gain map of the detector [157]. 
The dark signal is the image that results only from random generation of electrons and 
holes in the reverse bias photo-detectors in the sensor area that generates a small current 
even when no radiation is reaching the sensor [158]. Since this signal is always positive, 
it has a non-zero mean with a random component superimposed. This non-zero average 
signal forms an offset image that depends on the image integration time and temperature 
of the sensor and that must be subtracted from the acquired data. The dependence of the 
offset on temperature makes it advisable to acquire the correction data just prior to the 
CBCT data acquisition. 
The second component of structured noise arises from the small differences in gain of 
the different individual pixels that generate slightly different signal values for a uniform 
flux of radiation. The gain map of the sensor is usually estimated by averaging a set of 
flood images for which the detector is irradiated with the beam set at the acquisition 
protocol configuration in terms of kVp and filtration and for a value of exposure 
sufficiently separated from the saturation point of any pixel in the detector. 
The straightforward way to correct the acquired data for dark and gain is the so-called 
flat-field correction [156, 159], which consists in the subtraction of the dark offset and 
the subsequent division by the dark-corrected gain map, according to the following 
expression [160], for a pixel with coordinates (u,v): 
( , ) ( , )( , )
( , ) ( , )
R
G
R u v O u vC u v
G u v O u v
  , (2.4) 
where R is the acquired data, RO  is the offset data acquired for the temperature 
conditions of the acquired data, G  is the gain map and GO  is the offset image for the 
temperature conditions of the gain map. 
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While the flat-field correction approach provides sufficient image quality for most 
applications, it inherently assumes a perfect linear gain curve for each pixel. In real 
detectors, however, it remains some degree of non-linearity in the gain curve of the 
pixels [109], causing the equalization of the pixel response to leave slight differences 
between the response of adjacent pixels that in turn translate into artifacts in the 
reconstructed image (see section 1.4.4). This effect is more evident for signal levels far 
from the calibration point. 
There are several approaches to compensate the remaining non-uniformity, among 
which the one proposed by Seibert et al. [109] and further extended by Kwan et al. 
[108] has been shown to largely compensate the non-linearity of pixel response. We 
selected a simplified version of it for the correction of raw data in the presented scanner. 
The approach consists in the acquisition of several gain maps for a set of different 
exposure levels at the detector, by modifying the anode current for the same beam kVp 
and added filtration. The highest current used is equal to the one used for classic flat-
field correction. Figure 2.5 depicts the deviation from ideal linear gain and how the 
multi-bright calibration data is obtained, for a simplified version of the approach in 
[109]. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Multi-bright calibration for the compensation of non-linearity in individual 
pixels gain curve. 
 
To correct a pixel of the acquired data, first, we identified the signal level in the gain 
maps closest (but lower) than the one of the pixel to correct; second, the pixel value is 
divided by the result of interpolating the identified gain value and the one for the 
immediately superior anode current value; and, third, the corrected value is scaled by 
the ratio between the interpolated gain and the one used for classic flat-field correction. 
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In our system we averaged 50 images for 5 exposure levels ranging from zero (dark 
signal) to 90 % of the saturation limit of the detector. 
 
2.2.3.2 Calibration of defective elements of the detector 
Some of the elements of the detector (isolated pixels, rows, or columns) are not 
responsive to the incoming radiation or their gain factor is very low and they provide an 
insufficient signal for appropriate image formation [156]. These elements have to be 
identified and corrected in the acquired data, usually by means of interpolation between 
the adjacent valid elements [66]. 
There are several methods for the identification of defective elements but most of them 
are proprietary and few details are available about their implementation and it is 
common to obtain defect maps directly from the manufacturer of the detector to which 
new identified pixels are added manually. We developed an automated method for the 
identification of defective elements from a set of images irradiated with a uniform x-ray 
beam, after dark and gain correction. 
We developed two approaches, one for the detection of defective rows or columns and a 
second one for the detection of isolated pixels. 
For the detection of rows (columns), the detection area is split into three regions and the 
average column (row) of each section is computed. We computed the 3-point derivative 
of the three averaged columns (rows). If two peaks separated by one position are larger 
than 1.3 times the average value of the derivative in one of the three averaged columns 
(row), the row (column) surrounded by the peaks is marked as defective. If the two 
peaks are larger than 1.15 times of the average value of the derivative but in more than 
one of the three regions, the row (column) is marked as defective. 
Isolated defective pixels are found by computing the 2D Fourier transform of the flood 
image with the highest current and filtering it with a quadratic 2D ramp filter which 
frequency response is given by: 
2 2( , )u v u vH f f f f  , (2.5) 
where fu and fv are horizontal and vertical frequency, respectively. 
After filtering the image, its inverse Fourier transform is computed and those pixels 
with a value larger than a user-selectable threshold are identified as defective. 
To identify clusters of grouped defective pixels, the image area is split into groups of 
four pixels and their average value is calculated for each of the uniform images. If the 
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average response of the cluster as a function of anode current is not monotonic or its 
linear regression has a R2 < 0.75, the cluster is marked as defective. Other approaches to 
estimate clusters of defective pixels use the temporal stability of their response [160]. 
 
2.2.3.3 Geometrical calibration 
It is well known that deviations between the expected geometrical setup of the system 
and the real one are a source of severe artifacts in the reconstructed data [161-162]. 
Therefore, correct alignment between source and detector is critical to achieve the 
theoretical resolution value and avoid the presence of artifacts in the reconstructed 
image. There are several suitable methods for estimating the differences between the 
geometrical parameters of the real system and those of the original design from 
experimental data [163-167]. These methods are usually based on the acquisition of a 
set of markers, usually ball bearings, placed on a phantom with a known geometry. The 
projection position and usually their trajectories are fitted to the theoretically predicted 
values, derived from the ideal geometrical arrangement, in order to calculate the 
deviation between the real and ideal geometry setup. 
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic depiction of the geometrical parameters of a CBCT, to 
clarify the following explanation. 
 
Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of the geometrical parameters of a CBCT, showing the 
world coordinate system (x,y,z) and the detector coordinate system (u,v). The blue dashed 
line in panel (A) shows the position of the central ray of the beam impinging on the detector 
at the piercing point (u0,v0). Panel (B) shows the three possible rotations of the flat-panel 
detector, two out of plane (,) and one in plane (). 
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In this system, the geometrical deviation from the original design was measured by 
means of an analytical procedure based on the assessment of the elliptical trajectories 
described by two ball bearings placed in a soft material, such as foam, as described in 
[166]. Using this method it was possible to estimate the value of the in-plane rotation of 
the detector () and one of the two out-of-plane tilt angles of the detector (), the 
position of the piercing point (u0, v0) ‒i.e. the position where the central ray, which joins 
the x-ray source focus and the isocenter, impinged on the detector surface‒, and the 
actual distance between the x-ray source and the flat-panel detector. The remaining 
angle, although not as critical as the previous two [163, 166], was first reduced as much 
as possible to be able to assume that its value is close to zero. The correct alignment in 
the direction of this angle was mechanically assessed. The estimated angular deviations 
are mechanically corrected. The position of the piercing point is stored to be included in 
the data description used by the reconstruction engine. 
 
2.2.3.4 Calibration of the bed stitching parameters 
As mentioned above, the extent of the axial FOV can be expanded by concatenating 
volumes acquired for two consecutive bed positions, with a small overlapping portion. 
While the ideal movement of the bed would be along the axis of rotation of the scanner 
real positioning systems present small deviations from this situation that translate into 
small differences in the position of overlapping structures in the two volumes to 
concatenate. When the volumes are concatenated and the overlapping area is fused, the 
discrepancies in the positions of structure arise as double contours that worsen image 
quality in this overlapping area 
We developed a method to model the deviation between the axis of displacement of the 
bed and the scanner rotation axis. We modeled the deviation using two angular shifts 
between the ideal and actual trajectories, as depicted in figure 2.7. 
We designed a dedicated phantom to estimate the angular displacements, shown in 
figure 2.7. The phantom was formed of a 30 mm-diameter PMMA tube with length 
equal to 2 times the axial size of the FOV minus the size of the overlap area. In our 
system we used an overlapping area of 20 mm and the size of the FOV depended on the 
selected magnification. The phantom was designed for an intermediate magnification 
factor of 1.6, yielding a total length of 130 mm. 
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Figure 2.7. Angular displacements calculated for the calibration of the bed movement (A) 
and sketch phantom used for the calibration process (B). 
 
At an axial position of half the phantom length –i.e. the central position of the 
overlapping area in the image– two sets of three 1 mm-diameter ball bearings were 
placed forming two rings. One of the rings was shifted 5 mm towards the bottom of the 
phantom and the second 5 mm towards the top. The bearings were positioned each with 
an angular distance of 120º with respect to the next and we set a phase shift of 60º 
between the two rings. 
The phantom was scanned twice, one per bed position, in such a way that the two rings 
fell into the overlapping area for both acquisitions. The two bed positions were 
reconstructed independently, yielding two reconstructed volumes, one with the 
overlapping area at the final slices and one with the overlapping area at the initial slices. 
We extracted the overlapping area and used a threshold at half the maximum value to 
segment the ball bearings from the surrounding elements. The center of mass for each 
ball bearing was computed after identifying unconnected areas –one for each ball 
bearing– using morphological operations. We found the misalignment parameters by 
minimizing the distance between ball bearings in the two volumes in the least squares 
sense. 
 
2.2.3.5 Hounsfield Units calibration 
Hounsfield unit conversion was calibrated for all the acquisition protocols by measuring 
a phantom consisting of three materials: air, water and Teflon. The average values in 
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two regions-of-interest drawn into the water and air regions were fit linearly according 
to the well-known expression for conversion to Hounsfield units [25]. 
 
2.2.4 Data reconstruction 
For the reconstruction of tomographic data we used a filtered backprojection-like 
approximation, based on the well known FDK algorithm [79], introduced above, for 
circular acquisition trajectories. Our implementation of the algorithm takes profit of the 
highly parallelizable nature of the reconstruction process and the massive parallel 
computation capabilities offered by Graphic Processing Units (GPUs). Also, to speedup 
the computation, the algorithm employs the hardware interpolation offered by GPU’s 
texture memory. 
The original FDK approach presented by Feldkamp, Davis and Kress [79] was intended 
at the reconstruction of complete circular trajectories (i.e. 360 degrees angular span) and 
cannot deal with laterally truncated projections, which generate artifacts in the 
reconstructed slices. We incorporated several modifications available in the literature to 
handle these types of inconsistencies in the data. 
 
2.2.4.1 FDK implementation in GPU 
As stated in section 1.3, the FDK reconstruction algorithm consists of several steps that 
have to be carried out sequentially. For every individual projection, the air value has to 
be normalized (I0 correction), prior to log-transform the data. Every row of the pre-
processed projection is then filtered by a frequency ramp-like filter yielding the high-
frequency version of the original projection data. The filtered projection is then 
backprojected along its angular direction onto the voxel grid of the reconstructed data. 
These three steps must be carried out sequentially, since the output of each one of them 
is the input for the next. However, every step involves several computations for every 
pixel in the projection domain or voxel in the reconstructed data domain. The 
processing of an individual pixel or voxel is to a great extent independent of the rest of 
pixels or voxels in the data and, therefore, a great reduction in computing time can be 
achieved by properly process them in a parallel fashion. 
Figure 2.8 shows a basic outline of the execution flow for the reconstruction of a 
volume. In the figure, blue boxes denote processing steps carried out on the CPU and 
orange boxes denote those carried out on the GPU. Most of the processing is performed 
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on the GPU, exception made of the initial steps where the projection data is loaded and 
the I0 is computed from an object-free area in the projection provided by the user. 
 
Figure 2.8. Outline of the FDK reconstruction process implemented in GPU. The tasks 
marked in blue are performed in the CPU, while those marked in orange are carried out in 
the GPU. 
 
After the calculation of the I0 value, the projection is loaded into an area in the global 
memory of the GPU. Every pixel in the projection is processed in parallel, normalizing 
it by I0 and log-transforming its value. 
If the projection is laterally truncated every row is extended in parallel, using the mirror 
extrapolation algorithm proposed by Ohnesorge et al. [98]. The extrapolation algorithm 
guaranteed a smooth transition from the last recorded attenuation value to zero 
attenuation while maintaining the noise properties of the projection data in the 
extrapolated region. 
Every pixel in the extrapolated projection is then multiplied by the FDK weighting 
factor that accounts for the divergence of the radiation beam in the longitudinal 
direction and, if the angular span of the acquisition is lower than 360 degrees, it is 
multiplied by an angle-dependent weight to account for incomplete acquisition 
trajectories. The weight to compensate incomplete trajectories is calculated according to 
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the approach presented by Silver et al. [168], which is based on the original work by 
Parker et al. [169]. 
The Fourier transform of each row of the processed projection is then computed using 
the CUFFT library (Nvidia Corp., Santa Clara, CA) and it is then filtered by a 
frequency-ramp filter multiplied by an apodizing window, selected by the user, to 
compensate the amplification of high-frequency noise caused by ramp filtration. Our 
implementation included Shepp-Logan and Hann apodizing windows. After performing 
the filtering step, the inverse Fourier transform of the filtered rows of the projection is 
calculated. 
The filtered projection is moved from the global memory space of the GPU to a two-
dimensional texture memory for the computation of its backprojection into the 
reconstructed volume. Texture memory offers several advantages over global memory 
for backprojection of the already processed projection data. First, texture memory is 
cached and provides faster access to data when an appropriate degree of memory 
coalescence is achieved within GPU execution blocks, and, second, it provides 
hardware-based interpolation algorithms to compute values for non-integer memory 
positions. 
In our implementation every instance of the backprojection GPU kernel processes a 
column of the reconstructed volume. For each column in the volume, we calculate the 
position where the ray joining the first voxel and the x-ray source focus hits the 
detector. Since voxels of the same column are projected along a column of the detector, 
the equation of this projection column is computed. 
The software computes the position of the projection for every voxel within the detector 
column and calculates the projected attenuation value using bilinear interpolation, 
taking advantage of the aforementioned hardware-based interpolation algorithms 
offered by texture memory. The estimated attenuation is added to the value in the voxel 
after the proper normalization. 
The process is repeated for every projection in the dataset. If the volume to reconstruct 
is too large to fit into the GPU memory, the software splits the computation into several 
sub-volumes and repeats the explained process for each of them. 
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2.2.5 Optimization of the geometrical configuration 
The selection of the appropriate geometrical configuration for the system is a key point 
for the performance of the CT system in terms of image quality and power 
requirements. 
Given a set of hardware components, the choice of the geometrical configuration of the 
system determines the achievable spatial resolution of the reconstructed data for the 
detector pixel pitch and x-ray source focal spot size [34], the air gap, which dramatically 
impact the quantity and properties of the scattered radiation [89-90, 119], the required 
x-ray power to obtain an appropriate signal level at the detector, and the minimum 
footprint for the system. 
The selection of a geometrical configuration implies the proper choice of a number of 
parameters which usually have opposite effects in the different outcomes to optimize. 
For instance, large air gaps are highly desirable to minimize the amount of scatter in the 
data and, therefore, the degradation of image quality caused by scatter [90, 119], but 
setting a large air gap forces the designer to increase the x-ray power, according to the 
inverse squared distance law, to achieve the required signal at the detector. A reduction 
in the required power is of great importance for the development of small-animal 
CBCT systems owing to the close relation between focal-spot size and x-ray source 
power that usually imposes the use of low-power sources to meet the resolution 
requirements of the small-animal imaging task. 
In addition to the increase in power, selecting a large air gap for a given magnification 
factor and/or target resolution enlarges the minimum footprint of the system which 
could lead to non-acceptable mechanical configurations for real systems. 
Summarizing, the selection of the geometrical configuration of CBCT is a complex 
problem with a non-unique solution in which a compromise between the different 
factors must be sought to obtain an appropriate level of image quality while keeping the 
system feasible to build. 
In the case of the small-animal CBCT system described in this chapter we had very 
strict requirements in terms of maximum size of the system, since the x-ray source and 
flat-panel had to be mounted on the 80 cm-diameter rotational gantry. Also, the FOV 
must be large enough to permit the imaging of large murines, such as rats. 
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Another clear restriction of our system is the explicit relation between delivered power 
and focal spot size which in turn limit the maximum air gap that can be accommodated 
for a desired resolution value. 
The position of the x-ray source at the rotating gantry was fixed to make it fit 
completely within the aluminum plate (see figure 2.1). This constraint fixed the source-
to-axis distance (SAD), which had a value of 155 mm. 
Given the size of the flat-panel detector and the need of a FOV large enough to fit a 
large rat (~70 mm diameter) plus a small margin to allow imprecise placement of the 
specimen that would arouse during regular imaging practice, we selected a minimum 
source-to-detector distance (SDD) of 230 mm. The baseline geometrical configuration 
yielded a magnification factor of 1.48 and a FOV size of 80.86 mm (78.06 mm after 
considering the non-active part of the detector). 
Provided the baseline geometrical configuration and given that the detector is mounted 
on a 95 mm-long motorized linear stage which permits the modification of the SDD up 
to 325 mm we investigated the impact of the magnification factor and focal-spot size on 
the spatial resolution. This study served as the basis for the subsequent optimization of 
the acquisition protocol by identifying the limits in power for a required resolution as a 
function of the magnification of the system. 
We followed an approach previously described by Zbijewski et al. [8] based on a simple 
model that computed the MTF of the system as a combination of the presampled MTF 
of the detector and an analytical model for the MTF of the x-ray source focal spot. The 
MTF of the complete system is then computed as the product of the two MTFs at the 
central plane of the reconstructed volume, i.e. a coronal plane parallel to the detector 
which intersects the isocenter of the scanner. 
The presampled MTF of the detector was experimentally measured as explained in 
section 2.3.1. For the focal spot blur we picked up a first-order model described in [8, 
52, 170] which modeled the focal spot as a Gaussian with a width value given by the 
nominal focal spot size modified by the magnification factor, according to the next 
expression: 
2 2 2( , ) exp( [[( 1) / ] ] ( ))s u v s u vMTF f f M M a f f    , (2.6) 
where M is the magnification factor, as is the focal spot nominal size, and fu and fv are 
the horizontal (i.e. along detector rows) and the vertical (i.e. along detector columns) 
components of the frequency, respectively. While the assumption of a Gaussian 
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distribution is not realistic [170], it has been proved useful for this kind of calculation 
[34]. 
To obtain the proper MTF measurement, the presampled MTF of the detector must be 
translated to the isocenter of the scanner, which is performed by multiplying the original 
spatial frequency values by the magnification factor M. 
Denoting the translated presampled MTF for the detector as MTFFP, the total MTF for 
the system is given by: 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )t u v FP u v s u vMTF f f MTF f f MTF f f  . (2.7) 
To evaluate the achievable spatial resolution we considered MTFt to be symmetric. This 
is a reasonable assumption since the analytical model adopted for MTFs is indeed 
symmetric and the presampled MTF has been shown to be also symmetric for FPs with 
square pixels [66]. Taking into account the symmetrical properties of MTFs, without 
lose of generality and for the sake of simplicity, we evaluated the function along the 
horizontal frequency direction. 
We assessed the achievable spatial resolution as a function of magnification and x-ray 
power as the cutoff frequency for values of MTFs of 0.5 and 0.2, denoted as MTF50 and 
MTF20. 
2.2.6 Optimization of the acquisition protocol 
The selection of the appropriate imaging protocol is of paramount importance for the 
minimization of dose while maintaining the desired level of image quality. While the 
geometrical configuration of the system, as stated above, has a major impact on the 
achievable resolution, fixes the maximum x-ray power to be used for a desired 
resolution and a given magnification factor, and plays an important role on the effect of 
scatter (see chapter 6), the selection of the x-ray beam peak energy and filtration must 
also be carefully carried out.  
Depending on the imaging task the x-ray tube voltage and beam filtration must be tuned 
to maximize the image quality provided between the areas of interest for a target dose 
or, equivalently, to minimize dose for a required image quality. 
Several studies were carried out at the early times of CBCT imaging to find the 
optimal energy maximizing image quality as a function of sample size, assuming a 
monochromatic beam. Grodzins [171] used the number of photons reaching the detector 
as the optimization criteria, deducing a simple formula for the optimal energy for 
cylindrical samples. Spanne [172] used several optimization criteria on the basis of 
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findings by Grodzins. Results in [172] showed that using the dose at the centre of the 
object, instead of the number of photons behind it, could yield a difference in optimal 
energy of a factor of 10 for large sample sizes. 
Several recent works [173-175] explored the impact in image quality of x-ray energy 
and filtration optimization in breast CT, clinical CT and CBCT using the dose-
weighted contrast-to-noise ratio (CNRD) as the optimization criteria. CNRD is defined 
for a sample consisting of only one homogeneous material as, 
CCNRD
N D
 , (2.8) 
where C is the contrast between the material of interest and water, N is the noise level in 
the area of the material of interest, measured as the standard deviation of the voxel 
values, and D is the averaged dose absorbed in the sample, usually expressed in mGy. 
Hupfer showed that for imaging tasks involving the discrimination between soft-tissue 
materials, which was modelled as a constant difference in density for the same mass-
attenuation coefficient, the selection of beam filtration played a major role, while the x-
ray tube voltage affected the results to a lesser extent. For an ideal energy-response 
detector, i.e. a detector providing the same signal regardless of the energy of the 
incoming x-ray photons, a moderately hard filtration was found to provide larger CNRD 
values. On the other hand, for voltage values above 50 kV the performance in terms of 
CNRD was fairly constant. 
For the case of bone imaging, the divergence in mass-attenuation coefficient for bone 
and soft-tissue is maximized for low energy photons. Therefore, the use of soft spectra 
enhanced CNRD. X-ray beam filtration in this case did not make a big difference in 
CNRD when compared to x-ray source voltage. 
Basing our study in the results by Hupfer, we introduced in the analysis the response of 
the flat-panel detector. To obtain an accurate representation we used the cascaded 
systems theory first introduced by Johns and Cunningham [52] and further developed 
and adapted to flat panel detectors by Siewerdsen et al. [65-66] which has been shown 
to provide accurate representation of the signal formation chain in flat-panel detectors 
[8, 64, 66]. In this particular case we are not interested in the spatial frequency 
properties of the signal formation, only in the mean pixel signal. This value is given, for 
a known beam spectrum and after some manipulation, by [119] 
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where g1 is the energy-dependent probability of absorption of the scintillator, g2 is the 
energy-dependent number of visible photons generated per absorbed x-ray photon. The 
value for g2 was selected as 50 photons per absorbed keV, as stated by Rowlands et al. 
[176]. For the development of equation 2.9 we only took into account the energy-
dependent factors of the cascaded systems model for the detection process, since the 
effects of energy-independent factors play a minor role in the selection of the optimal 
spectral configuration of the beam. 
For the selection of the optimal spectral configuration of the beam for the discerning 
between soft-tissue areas we proceeded as follows. Following Hupfer et al., we consider 
that CNRD can be considered constant from 50 kV. Taking that into account we 
calculated the signal provided by the detector behind two synthetic soft-tissue 
cylindrical phantoms, one of 32 mm diameter (mouse sized) and one of 50 mm diameter 
(rat sized). We performed the calculation for a range of voltage values (40 – 110 kV) 
and for several filtration thicknesses of aluminum (0.5 mm to 3 mm in 0.5 mm 
increments) and copper (0.05 mm to 0.3 mm in 0.05 increments). To generate the x-ray 
spectra for the optimization study we used the modified TASMIP model for microfocus 
sources, described in chapter 4, and applied the Beer’s law to obtain the filtered signal, 
using the mass energy attenuation coefficients in the NIST database [177]. We 
compared the signal generated by the detector to that of an ideal detector with flat 
energy response and gain equal to the result of averaging g1(E) across the whole energy 
span. 
The voltage value that provided the maximum gain with respect to the ideal detector for 
each filtration was marked as candidate for the optimal spectrum. 
As stated above, hard beams provided better CNRD values. To select the optimal beam 
filtration, we computed the x-ray tube power required to set the detector at a working 
point of 90% of the maximum pixel signal for the maximum magnification factor of the 
system. We selected the hardest beam permitting the use of a moderate power value 
achieving a compromise between CNRD and resolution requirements. 
For the case of bone imaging protocols low kV values are desired to maximize the 
CNRD, as shown in [173]. However, for low voltages, flux reduction due to beam 
filtration is much more conspicuous. In addition low voltages are often associated with 
low efficiency of the x-ray source [52]. A compromise must be sought to use a low kV 
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value and maintain an appropriate signal level at the detector. It is also important to 
keep the x-ray source power low enough to not noticeably degrade spatial resolution. 
To find an appropriate spectral configuration of the beam, obtaining a compromise 
between the factors pointed above, we estimated the power required to set the detector 
at 90 % of the maximum pixel value as a function of x-ray source voltage and filtration. 
We used the same range of filtration and voltage described for the optimization of the 
soft-tissue protocol. We calculated the average signal behind the object, consisting of 
the soft-tissue cylindrical synthetic phantoms with a longitudinal insert of bone, with a 
diameter of 2 mm and 3 mm for the mouse and rat, respectively. The calculated signal at 
the detector provided an estimation of the maximum signal to noise ratio achievable in 
the projection data. 
We selected the minimum voltage and softer filtration that provided a signal of about 50 
times the additive noise floor, which is ~8.3 analog-to-digital units (ADU), measured as 
standard deviation of the pixel signal after dark subtraction [178]. 
2.3 CBCT system assessment 
We assessed the performance of the CBCT system both in terms of the most critical 
individual components and in terms of overall CBCT image quality and dose, as a 
function of acquisition protocol. 
2.3.1 Assessment of x‐ray source and detector performance 
Since the x-ray source and detector are key components of a CBCT scanner and they 
are responsible to a great extent of the final image quality, we carried out specific tasks 
for the evaluation of their performance. 
We measured the temporal stability of the output of the source, the linearity of the 
response of detector pixels as a function of exposure, the stability of the detector 
response, the spatial resolution of the detector and its noise and signal transfer 
properties. 
 
2.3.1.1 Temporal stability of the x‐ray source 
Temporal instability of the x-ray source can have important impact in the final image 
quality, depending on the nature of the instability. A small degree of temporal instability 
in the value of the anode current is usually observed but this kind of instability only 
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affects the number of photons reaching the detector and, therefore, the mean signal 
value and the noise quantity. The deviation in mean is corrected by the I0 correction 
performed during reconstruction and, if the variation is small enough, the effect of the 
drift in noise is negligible.  
On the other hand, when the variation is not in anode current but in the tube voltage, the 
effects can be more difficult to compensate. In case of small deviations from the mean 
tube voltage, effects can be considered negligible, but the dependence of the attenuation 
coefficient of the different tissues on x-ray photon energy could cause inconsistencies in 
the attenuation data measured across different angular directions. These inconsistencies 
are not straightforward to compensate for, and degrade image quality. 
For the reasons presented above, it is advisable to check the stability of the output of the 
x-ray source. To this end we measured the dose rate delivered as a function of time that 
must be nearly constant if the output is stable. 
We measured instantaneous dose rate values using a Radcal Accu-Gold (Radcal, 
Monrovia, CA) multi-purpose meter to which a 10 cm-long, 3cm3-active-volume, 
pencil-shaped ion chamber (Radcal 10X6-3CT) was connected. Both elements are 
shown in figure 2.9. 
 
 
Figure 2.9. Radcal Accu-Gold digitizer module and 3cm3 CTDI ion chamber used for 
exposure measurements. 
 
We measured the output stability for a range of kV values within the limits 
recommended by the manufacturer of the x-ray source (40 to 110 kV) with 2 mm Al 
added filtration and no sample in the beam. 
The x-ray beam showed a variation of less than 1% for all the spectral settings. 
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2.3.1.2 Linearity and stability of the detector response 
Measurements were performed with a different source than the one included in the 
system, an Apogee XTG5011 (Oxford Instruments, Scotts Valley, CA). The source used 
for the measurements had very similar characteristics (tungsten anode and beryllium 
output window) than the one used in the final system, with the exception of a maximum 
voltage of 50 kV.  
To test the linearity of the pixel signal values we acquired a series of images for the 
same x-ray beam configuration and different anode current values. The x-ray source 
voltage was set to 40 kV with 1 mmAl added filtration. The anode current was set from 
0.2 to 0.5 mA in 0.025 mA steps. The images were acquired for 4x4 binning with a 
homogeneous radiation field and no object between the x-ray source and detector. The 
result of the test showed an excellent degree of linearity (R2 > 0.99) over the dynamic 
range of the detector. 
The stability of the detector output was estimated by measuring mean pixel signal 
across a set of flat-field images over a given period of time for a fixed x-ray source 
setting. We acquired 360 consecutive flat-field images for 30 kV and 0.4 mA with no 
object between the x-ray source and the detector. Measurements were separated by 10 s 
intervals. 
Measurements showed a peak-to-valley ratio during the experiment lower than 0.05% of 
the mean pixel value. 
 
2.3.1.3 Spatial resolution of the detector 
The resolution of x-ray imaging detectors is usually expressed in terms of the 
presampled MTF. The presampled MTF describes the signal transfer characteristics as a 
function of spatial frequency taking into account all the detection stages except 
sampling. If the sampling stage is included in the calculation, the detector spatial 
response may become undersampled, leading to aliasing errors in the estimated MTF. 
Among the different methods proposed to estimate the presampled MTF, those based on 
imaging a slanted slit or a slanted edge are the most widely used owing to their 
relatively easy implementation and accurate results. 
The following paragraphs present a brief description of the procedure proposed in [179-
180], which implements a variation of the slanted-edge method. A comprehensive 
review of the different versions of the slanted-edge approach can be found in [181]. The 
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selected algorithm is based on the analysis of the edge response function (ERF), which 
is obtained by imaging a phantom consisting of an x-ray-opaque object with a polished 
edge. The phantom is placed directly over the detector surface at a shallow angle (1.5º - 
3º) with respect to the pixel matrix. The edge position is estimated with sub-pixel 
accuracy in the image area by using linear interpolation. This position is then fitted to a 
straight line by linear regression. 
The slope of this line is used to determine the number of rows (Nav) necessary for a 1-
pixel lateral shift of the edge position in the original image –see figure 2.10–. 
The algorithm generates an oversampled ERF using the pixel value at the edge position 
for Nav consecutive rows. As depicted in figure 2.10, the value of the pixel in the first 
row (red mark) corresponds to the first data point of the ERF. Then, the pixel value of 
the second row (blue mark) yields the second data point and so on. Finally, the pixel 
value of the Navth row –fifth row in figure 2.10– is the last data point of the ERF. 
The detector area is split up into groups of Nav rows, and oversampled ERFs are 
estimated for each of the groups according to the process explained. These calculated 
ERFs are then aligned by linear regression and averaged in order to reduce noise.  
The line spread function (LSF) is estimated as the 3-point derivative of the average 
ERF. Finally, an estimation of the MTF is obtained as the Fourier transform of the LSF. 
The calculated estimation is corrected for the sinc function introduced by the derivative 
operation, and the frequency axis is corrected for the slant angle. The result is an 
accurate estimation of the presampled MTF. 
 
 
Figure 2.10. Schematic example of the calculation of the presampled MTF of the detector 
using the slanted edge method. Marks over the edge image (left panel) indentify the 
corresponding sampling points on the ERF (right panel). 
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Measurements of detector MTF were performed on a slanted polished copper edge of 1 
mm thickness with the x-ray source voltage set to 40 kV and 1 mmAl added filtration. 
The source used for the measurement was the one described in section 2.3.1.2. 
 
2.3.1.4 Noise and signal transfer properties of the detector 
We measured the capabilities of the detector for the transference of noise and signal as a 
function of spatial frequency and for the different imaging protocols used for the 
acquisition of CT data. To this end, we measured the Normalized Noise Power 
Spectrum (NNPS), Noise Equivalent Quanta (NEQ) and Detective Quantum Efficiency 
(DQE).  
The NNPS provides an estimation of the noise variance of the image for the different 
spatial frequencies. On the basis on the NNPS, overall frequency-dependent maximum 
signal-to-noise ratio characteristics of the image acquisition chain were estimated by 
including the MTF into the calculation, yielding the NEQ measurements.  
Introducing in the calculation the photon flux reaching the detector surface one could 
provide an idea of the global signal and noise transfer characteristics of the detector for 
a given imaging setting. This information is provided by the DQE that can be seen as 
the ratio of the signal-to-noise ratio for the output image and the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the input radiation flux reaching the detector [182]. 
For this set of measurements we acquired flat-field data for the beam spectral 
configuration of the four CT data acquisition protocols defined for the system, i.e. bone 
mouse, soft-tissue mouse, bone rat, and soft-tissue rat. Anode current for the bone 
configurations was set to the maximum anode current contemplated in the particular 
protocol, while for the acquisition of data for soft-tissue configurations we set the anode 
current to 88% and 81% of their nominal maximum values, for the mouse and rat 
protocol, respectively. 
Flat-field data were pre-processed prior to compute NNPS, NEQ and DQE by 
subtracting the dark offset and performing the gain correction. Defective elements in the 
images were also corrected before processing the data. 
NNPS was estimated following [182-184]. We used 256 half-overlapped ROIs of 
256x256 pixels distributed symmetrically from the center of the image. We fitted the 
data in each ROI to a 2-dimensional polynomial function. The result of the fitting was 
subtracted to the original ROI to remove low frequency trends contaminating noise 
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measurements. We computed NNPS by performing the 2-dimensional Fourier transform 
of the data that was subsequently normalized by the dimensions of the ROI and by the 
squared mean signal on the ROI. The final NNPS was the average of the NNPS 
computed for all the ROIs. NNPS is then given by the next expression, 
 2
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where N is the number of regions −256 in our case− used for the calculation, u and v 
are the pixel size in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, Ii is the part of the 
original image for ith ROI, Si is the 2-dimensional polynomial fitting for detrending, and 
Nu and Nv are the number of pixels forming the ROI in the horizontal and vertical 
directions respectively. 
NEQ was estimated by computing the ratio between the squared MTF calculated as 
described in section 2.3.1.3 and NNPS for the different protocols, and DQE was 
estimated by normalizing NEQ results by the estimated photon flux at the detector 
surface, yielding: 
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where 0q  is the mean photon flux at the detector surface. To estimate 0q  we measured 
x-ray exposure at the isocenter of the scanner, using a Radcal Accu-Gold (Radcal, 
Monrovia, CA) multi-purpose with a 10 cm-long, 3cm3-active-volume, pencil-shaped 
ion chamber (Radcal 10X6-3CT) –see figure 2.9–. Exposure measurements were then 
translated to the detector plane by applying the squared distance law. Photon flux values 
were generated using spectra generated by the TASMIP model for micro-focus sources 
–see chapter 4– and following [52, 55], yielding 
 
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where X is the air kerma at the detector surface in mR, en/ is the mass-energy 
absorption coefficient for air, E is the photon energy, p(E) is the unit-area normalized x-
ray beam spectrum, and kV is the voltage set at the x-ray source. Final 0q  values were 
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computed by multiplying the result of equation 2.13 by the measured air kerma for the 
particular protocol. 
2.3.2 Dose 
We characterized the dose delivered to the subject for the acquisition protocols designed 
for the scanner using a Radcal Accu-Gold (Radcal, Monrovia, CA) multi-purpose meter 
to which a 10 cm-long, 3cm3 active volume, pencil-shaped ion chamber (Radcal 10X6-
3CT) was connected. 
We performed two sets of measurements, one for the mouse protocols and one for the 
rat protocols, using two CTDI phantoms. CTDI phantoms consisted of a cylinder of 
PMMA with diameter of 32 mm for mouse and 50 mm for rat. A longitudinal 
cylindrical opening with diameter of 12 mm was drilled at the center of each phantom to 
place the ion chamber (see figure 2.11). Similar phantoms have been used in previous 
publications [185] and are commercially available for the evaluation of dose properties 
of CBCT scanners [186]. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. CTDI phantoms used for dose estimation for the rat and mouse protocols. 
Phantoms are made of PMMA ( = 1.18), mimicking soft tissue, and the ion chamber is 
placed in the central opening. 
 
Phantoms were placed as close to the isocenter as possible and two datasets were 
acquired for each phantom (rat and mouse) and associated acquisition protocol (soft 
tissue and bone), one for complete rotation (360º) and one for partial rotation (220º) 
adding to a total of four datasets per phantom. The Accu-Gold meter provided instant 
dose measurements, allowing the estimation of dose rates and total dose as a function of 
the angular position of the system. To compensate for deviations between isocenter and 
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the actual position of the phantoms, values at the isocenter were obtained as the average 
dose rate across all the acquired projections. 
CTDI measurements were used as the gold standard for dose evaluation, providing a 
measured value comparable with data in previous literature for other scanners. We 
extended the dose study by using realistic Monte Carlo dose estimation using the 
modified MC-GPU [187] Monte Carlo simulation package described in chapter 5 and 
[95, 119]. The simulated data provided the energy deposited in each voxel in eV. 
Energy values were converted first to Joules and afterwards to dose units normalizing 
them by the mass of the voxel in kg. 
We simulated the CTDI phantoms for equivalent acquisition conditions in terms of x-
ray beam spectral properties and acquisition geometry. CTDI simulated data provided a 
means to found the proper scaling factor relating mAs and number of photons in monte-
carlo simulation, and dose at the isocenter. 
Dose distribution and absolute value in realistic imaging conditions was evaluated using 
monte-carlo simulation for realistic murine-like digital phantoms. The phantoms were 
generated from the Digimouse dataset [188] scaled to an average diameter of 32 mm 
and 50 mm for the mouse and rat protocols, respectively. The simulation included a set 
of tissues resembling those present in real animals, namely generic soft-tissue, lung, 
brain, muscle, skin, bone marrow and cortical bone. Cross sections for the different 
tissues were obtained from the Penelope database [58], except for bone marrow that was 
extracted from data in [189]. Adipose tissue was not included in the study due to the 
lack of identification of this type of tissue in the Digimouse dataset. 
Table 2.II shows the simulation parameters used for the dose estimation in the CTDI 
and realistic phantoms. 
 
Table 2.II. Parameters for the monte-carlo dose estimation. 
Rat Protocols Mouse Protocols Parameter Soft-Tissue Bone Soft-Tissue Bone 
X-ray beam  68 kV (0.2 mm Cu) 
50 kV 
(1.0 mm Al) 
66 kV 
(0.2 mm Cu) 
60 kV 
(1.0 mm Al) 
Number of projections 360 360 360 360 
Angular span 360º 360º 360º 360º 
Photons per projection 108 108 108 108 
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2.3.3 Assessment of tomographic image quality 
2.3.3.1 Spatial resolution 
The system resolution was measured using a variation of the standard test method 
ASTM E1695-95 [190], which is based on the examination of the CT image of a 
uniform disc of polycarbonate. In our case we substituted the polycarbonate disc by a 
rod made of PMMA due to the possibility of access to this material at our institution. 
We carried out acquisitions of the PMMA rod placed as close as possible to the 
isocenter of the scanner for the two extreme geometrical configurations of the scanner, 
i.e. for minimum and maximum magnification. 
The MTF of the reconstructed image is obtained from the average ERF of an axial view 
of the rod. To compute the average ERF we proceeded as follows. We resampled the 
reconstructed slice in a 14 times denser grid, i.e. pixel size is reduced to 0.071 times its 
original size. We found the center of the circular area in the resampled data by 
computing the centroid of the rod area in the image. Prior to calculate the centroid, we 
binarized the image using a threshold of 0.3 times the maximum value in the slice. The 
binary image then underwent a morphological closing operation using a circular kernel 
with a diameter of 12 pixels and an erosion operation to remove outliers outside the area 
covered by the rod. 
From the estimated center position, 720 equiangularly spaced radial profiles were traced 
toward the edge of the circular region. To obtain accurate subpixel measurements we 
aligned the profiles using the same method described in section 2.3.1.3. The aligned 
profiles were subsequently averaged, obtaining the average ERF for the circular area. 
The calculated average ERF formed the basis for the MTF estimation that was 
computed using the same procedure described in section 2.3.1.3. The use of a circular 
edge for the estimation of the ERF implicitly assumes isotropic resolution at a radial 
distance from the isocenter inside a single slice, which is a reasonable assumption in 
CBCT, as shown in [26].  
The cut-off point where the MTF decreases below 20% of its maximum value was used 
as the standard resolution value. The cut-off point at 10% was also calculated. 
The performance of the system in terms of MTF was measured for three different 
configurations. We designed the set of measurements in such a way as to cover the 
whole span of expected resolutions for the system. We measured the MTF for a detector 
pixel size of 0.05 mm –i.e. no pixel binning–, for the minimum (M1) and maximum (M2) 
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magnification factor of the system, viz. 1.48 and 2.10, providing the limits for the 
highest resolution values as a function of geometry; and for a detector pixel size of 0.2 
mm –i.e. pixel binning 4x4–, for the minimum magnification factor, showing the lower 
limit in resolution for the system. 
We estimated the influence in resolution of the reconstruction filter, by measuring MTF 
for each of the experiments on data reconstructed using the three filters included in the 
system, namely Ram-Lak filter, Ram-Lak windowed using a Shepp-Logan window with 
cutoff frequency at the Nyquist frequency, and Ram-Lak windowed with a Hann 
window with cutoff frequency at the Nyquist frequency. 
 
2.3.3.2 Contrast, noise and HU uniformity 
We evaluated the impact of noise in image quality for the optimal acquisition protocols 
contemplated in the system by exploring the contrast and noise properties of the 
reconstructed data.  
 
 
Figure 2.12. Phantom for the evaluation of CNR (A) and ROIs used for the estimation of 
contrast and noise values. 
 
Figure 2.12 shows the phantom used for the evaluation of contrast and noise. It consists 
of a 60 mm-diameter rod of PMMA (= 1.18 g/cm3) with six 15 mm-diameter 
cylindrical openings containing 4 rods of plastic materials and two empty volumes that 
can be filled with liquids. In our experimental setup we included plastic rods made of 
Nylon ( = 1.15 g /cm3), Polyoximethilene (Delrin,  = 1.41 g/cm3), and PTFE ( = 2.2 
g/cm3). One of the empty volumes was filled with water and the second one with a 
mixture of water and an iodinated contrast agent (Iopamidol, Iopamiro 300, Bracco, 
Italy) at a concentration of 15 mg I/ml. 
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We acquired CT data of the phantom for all the acquisition protocols contemplated for 
the scanner with the detector configured in binning 4x4 –i.e. pixel pitch of 0.2 mm- 
each at four different mAs values, namely 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 times the maximum 
mA usable for the protocol all of them for 720 angular projections with an integration 
time of 111 ms and evenly distributed on an angular span of 360º. The datasets were 
acquired using the continuous acquisition approach. We generated three reconstructed 
volumes for each dataset, one for each reconstruction filter used in the system. 
The figure-of-merit used to estimate image quality was the contrast-to-noise ratio 
(CNR). CNR was calculated using the following expression, 
1 2
2 2
1 2
CNR
 
 
  , (2.14)
where 1 and 2 are the average attenuation coefficients of the two materials for which 
the calculation is performed, measured on the reconstructed image, and 1 and 2 the 
standard deviation for the attenuation values measured on the image for the two 
materials. 
For the calculation of CNR we used the water insert as the reference tissue (1, 1). We 
measured average value and standard deviation inside the ring-shaped ROIs depicted in 
figure 2.12(B) for all the materials in the phantom, exception made of the PMMA 
background to exclude the biasing of the results by deterministic quality degradation 
effects not related with noise, such as cupping. Calculations were performed on the 
reconstructed data in attenuation units, i.e. prior to the conversion to HU. 
To take into account the dose delivered to the sample for the acquisition, we introduced 
a redefinition of CNRD –see section 2.2.6–, including this time the contrast between 
two materials instead of one material and its theoretical contrast with water. In this case, 
we used our definition of CNR, which includes the noise properties of the two materials 
under assessment, and weighted it by the CTDI for the acquisition protocol used which 
is a surrogate of the dose delivered at the central area of the phantom. This way, CNRD 
is defined as: 
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where D is the CTDI value for the acquisition protocol and mAs value used in the 
experiment. 
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In addition to CNR and CNRD we evaluated the level of noise in the water insert for the 
different protocols and reconstruction kernels as a function of dose (mAs). We 
estimated noise as the standard deviation of the HU values for the water ROI shown in 
figure 2.12(B). 
To investigate the uniformity of HU values across the volume we measured the degree 
of cupping in the reconstructed data. Following [119, 191], defining µcenter and µedge as 
the mean value of a 30x30 voxel ROI at the center and close to the edge of the PMMA 
area, respectively –square ROIs in figure 2.12(B)–, cupping was estimated by, 
100 edge centercup
edge
t
 

  . (2.16)
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Geometrical configuration of the system 
Figure 2.13 shows the dependence of system MTF50 and MTF20. Data show that a 
maximum resolution of ~8.2 lpmm, measured as MTF20, can be achieved for the lowest 
magnification factor in the system (M = 1.48). For this case, the increase of the focal 
spot size with power has a moderate impact, reducing the maximum attainable 
resolution to 7.8 lpmm. 
As the magnification factor is increased, the effect of using a larger power is much more 
noticeable and the degradation in image resolution is larger. For the case of the 
maximum magnification factor in the system (M = 2.10), the maximum attainable 
resolution is ~11.5 lpmm and it is degraded to ~9.8 lpmm if the tube is set to deliver its 
maximum power. Thus, the MTF20 cutoff frequency value is degraded by 15% 
compared to 5% for lower magnification. 
As expected from the shape of MTF curves for detector and focal spot, the degradation 
caused in the MTF50 by increasing power is lower, yielding a better performance for 
mid-frequency imaging tasks. 
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Figure 2.13. Estimated MTF cutoff frequency at 50 and 20 % of the MTF for f = 0, as a 
function of the magnification factor and the x-ray source power, that determines the focal-
spot size. 
2.4.2 Optimization of the acquisition protocol 
The optimal working point for the x-ray source can be extracted from the plots in figure 
2.14, where we compared the signal provided by the detector used in the system to that 
provided by an ideal detector with flat energy response and gain equal to the average 
gain across energy for our detector. The maxima of the curves –marked by red dots in 
figure 2.14– identified the kV value for each filtering configuration that yielded the 
maximum signal, maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio of the projection data. 
Curves show that optimal x-ray source depended on filtration and sample size but, in 
any case it is located between 62 and 78 kV. Also, copper filters showed better 
performance in the maximization of the signal at the detector. For this reason we 
selected copper as the filtering material for soft-tissue imaging protocols. 
To obtain an appropriate signal at the detector we selected the working point that 
provided a pixel signal of around 90% for the nominal integration time of the detector 
for 1x1 binning (500 ms), for the maximum power of the x-ray source and for the 
maximum source-to-detector distance of the system (SDD = 325 mm for M = 2.10).  
The aforementioned factors led to the selection of 0.2 mm Cu as the appropriate x-ray 
filtration for soft-tissue imaging. Optimal voltage working points for the selected 
filtration were 68 kV and 66 kV for the mouse and rat configurations, respectively. The 
anode current needed to get a signal level of 90% of the saturation signal for maximum 
SDD were 0.68 mA and 0.74 mA, for the mouse and rat configurations, respectively, 
yielding output powers of 46.2W and 48.8 W, both below the 50 W limit of the source. 
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When pixel binning was applied the 90% saturation anode current dropped to 50% of its 
original value for 2x2 binning and 25% of its original value for 4x4 binning. 
Power values were reduced by a factor of 2 when minimum SDD was set for the 
acquisition, in accordance with the inverse squared distance law. 
 
 
Figure 2.14. Relative signal compared to an ideal, flat-energy response detector as a 
function of x-ray tube working voltage and x-ray beam filtration. The column on the left 
shows the results for the soft-tissue cylinder with the size of a typical mouse and the column 
on the right for the cylinder with the size of typical rat. Top row shows the results for 
aluminum filtration and bottom row for copper filtration. 
 
For the case of bone imaging, as shown by Hupfer et al. [173], CNRD was larger the 
lower the voltage set at the x-ray source. To select the optimal working point we 
computed the x-ray source power needed to set the detector air signal at 90% of the 
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saturation point for maximum SDD, and the signal behind the object for this working 
point, both shown in figure 2.15. 
 
 
Figure 2.15. Minimum power needed to obtain a signal of  90% of the detector saturation 
point (left column) and signal behind the object (right column) for the mouse size (solid 
lines) and for the rat size (dashed lines). The dotted horizontal line in left column plots 
marks the power limit of the x-ray source. 
 
Results by Hupfer et al. showed no clear benefit from variations in filtering, but the 
plots showing detector signal behind the object in figure 2.15 show that using a very 
low filtration reduced the necessary power and could help in reducing the required 
voltage, but the attenuation suffered by the beam is very high, yielding very low signal 
values behind the subject. When using copper filters, the minimum voltage for which 
the required power falls below the x-ray source limit is of 50 kV for 0.05 mm Cu, but it 
grows up to 60 for 0.1 mm Cu. Given the low improvement provided by harder 
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filtration, we chose to be on the safe side and use a lower filtration that allowed to use 
lower power and to achieve better resolution values. For practical usage of the system 
we also selected only one filter for the bone imaging task, for it was impractical to use 
two different filters depending on sample size. We selected 1 mm Al filtration for the 
bone imaging task. For this filtration, we selected 50 kV for the mouse configuration, 
requiring a power of 28.7 W that yields a signal of ~75 times the noise floor (~620 
ADU). The signal at the detector for this voltage in the case of the rat phantom was 
~250 ADU, too low to provide sufficient image quality. For this reason we decided to 
increase the x-ray source voltage to 60 kV for the case of rat-sized subjects, requiring a 
power of 20.8 W and providing a signal of ~46 times the noise floor (~379 ADU). For 
samples of intermediate size, the x-ray source voltage can be tuned between the mouse 
and rat values, to maximize CNR while obtaining sufficient signal. 
2.4.3 Detector resolution and signal and noise transfer properties 
The detector included in the system showed a good resolution in terms of MTF for no 
pixel binning, as depicted in figure 2.16.  
 
Figure 2.16. Presampled MTF for the Hamamatsu C7940-DK02 measured using the slanted-
edge method. The spatial frequency at MTF10 was 8.1 lpmm, a figure compatible with the 
manufacturer’s specifications. 
 
Good resolution characteristics were expected due to the columnar structure of the 
scintillator and its small thickness (~150 m), properties that minimized the spread of 
the visible light photons on their travel from the x-ray photon interaction point to the 
sensor surface. Frequency cutoff at MTF20 is 5.6 lpmm, at MTF10 (MTF = 0.1) is 8.1 
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lpmm and the frequency cutoff for MTF5 (MTF = 0.05) is above the Nyquist frequency 
for a pixel pitch of 0.05 mm, i.e. 10 lpmm. The MTF curve is shown in figure 2.16. 
We evaluated the frequency-dependent noise transfer properties of the detector for the 
four acquisition protocols by the NNPS distributions displayed in figure 2.17.  
 
 
Figure 2.17. NNPS 2D distributions for the mouse bone (A1) and soft-tissue (A2) protocols 
and for the rat bone (B1) and soft-tissue (B2) protocols. Plot shows the radial average of the 
two dimensional distributions. NNPS values for the soft-tissue protocols (solid curves) are 
larger and more concentrated around low frequencies while for bone protocols (dashed 
curves) the peak NNPS is lower and the distribution is slightly more spread. 
 
As expected from an isotropic pixel detector, NNPS 2D distributions showed radial 
symmetry, indicating isotropic frequency-dependent noise properties across the 
detector. It is worth noting the slight deviation from this situation of the central 
horizontal row of the distribution, corresponding to vertical zero frequency (fv = 0). This 
row showed a relatively low frequency peak and an overall higher value. As we detailed 
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in the discussion section below, we believe this is generated by residual image 
structured noise not eliminated by gain and offset corrections. 
The high radial symmetry allowed the computation of the radially averaged NNPS 
curve, shown also in figure 2.17. We averaged 90 profiles evenly distributed along 360º 
to reduce noise and improve the visibility of the results. While all the experiments were 
carried out for pixel signal values well above half the dynamic range of the detector, 
where additive electronic noise have a minor effect and the noise in the image is 
dominated by photon detection statistics, data for bone protocols were acquired for 
higher signal values. This is shown in the NNPS distributions as a decrease in the peak 
value of the distribution. Noise power for the different protocols showed a very similar 
distribution in frequency with a slightly larger quantity of low frequency noise for soft-
tissue protocols, i.e. harder spectra. 
NEQ and DQE data are depicted in figure 2.18 for all the protocols. NEQ peak values 
were larger for the bone protocols, in accordance to NNPS results. NEQ provides an 
estimation of the maximum signal-to-noise ratio achievable for the acquisition 
conditions and it is, therefore, affected by the exposure level. While NEQ was larger for 
bone protocols, the ratio between NEQ values for bone and soft-tissue protocols was 
lower that the one for NNPS values, pointing to poorer relation between signal and 
noise transfer for bone protocols compared to soft-tissue protocols. 
For the computation of DQE, the mean number of photons per mR and mm2, obtained 
using equation 2.13, was of 1.11·105 and 2.18·105 for the mouse bone and soft-tissue 
protocols, respectively, and of 1.35·105 and 2.13·105 for the rat bone and soft-tissue 
protocols, respectively. Air kerma values at the detector surface were of 23.36 mR and 
3.88 mR for the mouse bone and soft-tissue protocols, respectively, and of 15.68 mR 
and 3.74 mR for the rat bone and soft-tissue protocols, respectively. 
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Figure 2.18. NEQ and DQE for the Hamamatsu C7940-DK02 detector and for the different 
acquisition protocols designed for the system. NEQ values are larger for the bone protocols 
due to the anode current level used for the tests. When including exposure-related 
considerations in the calculation –i.e. computing DQE– soft-tissue protocols showed 
superior performance. 
 
DQE curves showed peak values around 0.6 for the soft-tissue protocols and around 
0.3-0.4 for bone protocols. Since DQE is an estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio 
transfer capabilities of the detector, larger DQE values for soft-tissue protocols imply 
larger performance of the detector in transferring the information contained in the x-ray 
flux reaching its surface and potential benefits for minimizing dose for a required noise 
level. 
2.4.4 Dose 
The value of CTDI for the acquisition protocols specified above –see section 2.4.2–, 
was of 2.19 mGy/mAs for the mouse bone protocol, 0.79 mGy/mAs for the mouse soft-
tissue protocol, 2.15 mGy/mAs for the rat bone protocol and 0.61 mGy/mAs for the rat 
soft-tissue protocol. 
Figure 2.19 shows the estimated dose distribution in the CTDI phantom obtained from 
the monte-carlo simulations assuming a homogeneous cylinder of soft-tissue. It is 
important to notice the larger difference between the doses deposited near the edge of 
the phantom and at its central part, for both the mouse and rat bone protocols when 
compared to the dose distribution for soft-tissue protocols that is much more even. This 
spatial variation of dose arises from the lower mean energy of the spectrum for bone 
protocols that reduces the mean free path of photons in the phantom making them more 
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likely to interact near its surface. On the other hand, the harder spectra used for soft-
tissue protocols make the photons to traverse a longer distance before interacting. 
 
 
Figure 2.19. Measured CTDI per mAs and Monte Carlo estimated dose distribution at the 
central slice, for the mouse (A) and rat (B) phantom sizes and for the bone (1) and soft-
tissue (2) protocols. Blue circumferences show the position and extent of the ion chamber 
placed inside the CTDI phantoms. Numbers show CTDI measurements normalized by mAs. 
 
Simulated dose distribution on realistic murine phantoms reproduced to a large extent 
the trends observed in CTDI data (see figure 2.20). Dose distribution for complete 
trajectories –i.e. 360º angular span– showed peak soft-tissue dose values near the skin 
of the subject and very high differences (~10 fold) between soft-tissue dose and bone 
dose, as expected from the larger attenuation coefficient shown by bone for soft spectra, 
responsible of the superior contrast achieved for bone imaging tasks. This effect is more 
pronounced in the case of rat sized subjects, due to the larger length of material 
traversed by photons. 
Also, the dose distribution is biased towards the surface of bone areas, for the same 
reasons, but, in this case, the difference between the surface and the interior part of the 
bone is larger owing to the small mean free path of photons in bone, making them much 
more likely to interact very close to the surface. This effect is more pronounced for the 
skull area that contained thicker bones. 
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For the case of soft-tissue imaging protocols the dose is more evenly distributed along 
the subject, as expected from CTDI simulated data, and the difference between dose 
delivered to bone and to soft-tissue areas is less pronounced (~6 fold). 
Dose values measured on a circular ROI of the same size of the CTDI ion chamber (12 
mm diameter) are in agreement with CTDI measurements, being on the range of 2 to 3.5 
mGy/mAs for bone protocols, around 1 mGy/mAs for soft-tissue mouse protocol and 
somewhat lower (~0.7 mGy/mAs) for the soft-tissue rat protocol. 
 
Figure 2.20. Monte Carlo simulated dose for complete trajectory acquisition protocols, 
normalized by mAs. Average dose values measured over the circular ROIs depicted on the 
central part of the distributions are labeled on top of them. Dose distributions are shown for 
a slice at the brain area, one at the thorax and one at the abdomen. 
 
Figure 2.21 shows the dose distribution for partial acquisition trajectories, spanning 
220º. The distributions showed a significant anisotropy, being higher the dose deposited 
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for parts of the subject close to the x-ray source during its trajectory. This effect is more 
pronounced for bone imaging protocols, as expected from the large anisotropy shown 
by their dose distribution for complete trajectories. 
 
Figure 2.21. Monte Carlo simulated dose for partial trajectory acquisition protocols covering 
an angular span of 220º, normalized by mAs. Average dose values measured over the 
circular ROIs depicted on the central part of the distributions are labeled on top of them. 
Dose distributions are shown for a slice at the brain area, one at the thorax and one at the 
abdomen. 
2.4.5 Tomographic data resolution 
Figure 2.22 shows the MTF curves for the three configurations included in the 
experimental study. As expected, the MTF is better for the binning 1x1 configuration 
and, inside it for the larger magnification factor, in accordance with results in section 
2.4.1. 
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Cutoff frequencies at 0.2 (0.1) MTF when using the Ram-Lak filter are 12.1 (13.5), 7.1 
(8.4) and 2.7 (3.3) lpmm for binning 1x1 and M2 magnification, binning 1x1 and M1 
magnification, and for binning 4x4 and M1 magnification, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2.22. MTF of the reconstructed data for the native detector pixel size of 0.05 mm –
binning 1x1– (A) and for a detector pixel size of 0.2 mm –binning 4x4– (B). The effect of 
the reconstruction filter kernel on resolution is shown for three filtering kernels, namely 
pure Ram-Lak (continuous curves), Ram-Lak multiplied by a Shepp-Logan window (dashed 
curves), and Ram-Lak multiplied by a Hann window (dash-pointed curves). Binning 1 data 
was measured for the two limit magnification factors in the system, M1 = 1.48 and M2 = 
2.10. 
 
Effects of the reconstruction filter on the resolution of the system can be extracted from 
figure 2.22. For binning 1x1, the effect of windowing the ramp filter is shown as a 
reduction in resolution which is larger for the M2 configuration than for the M1 
configuration. Specifically, the frequency value at 0.2 (0.1) MTF is reduced to 11.9 
(13.2) and 10.2 (12.0) lpmm for the Shepp-Logan windowed filter and for the Hann 
windowed filter, respectively, for the M2 configuration; for the M1 configuration they 
are reduced to 6.8 (8.2) and 5.6 (7.3) lpmm for the Shepp-Logan and for the Hann 
windows, respectively. 
For the case of binning 4x4, the reduction in resolution caused by smooth filters is 
larger, being the 0.2 (0.1) MTF cutoff frequency reduced to 2.5 (3.0) and 1.9 (2.2) 
lpmm for the Shepp-Logan and Hann windows, respectively. 
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2.4.6 Contrast, noise and HU uniformity 
We acquired tomographic data for the CNR phantom using the four acquisition 
protocols –mouse bone, mouse soft-tissue, rat bone, and rat soft-tissue– and for four 
exposure settings. Exposure was of 1.3, 2.6, 3.9 and 5.2 mAs for the mouse bone 
protocol; 1.7, 3.4, 5.1 and 6.8 mAs for the mouse soft-tissue protocol; 1.6, 2.4 and 3.2 
mAs for the rat bone protocol; and 1.9, 3.8, 5.7 and 7.6 mAs for the rat soft-tissue 
protocol. Only three exposure settings were used for the case of the rat bone protocol 
due to the not guaranteed stability of the beam for very low anode current values. 
 
Figure 2.23. Central slice of the reconstructed volume of the CNR soft-tissue phantom for 
the four acquisition protocols and for 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 times the nominal mA value for 
each protocol. Yellow labels provide the dose delivered to the center of the sample for each 
dataset, estimated from CTDI measurements. 
 
The dose delivered to the center of the sample for each of the acquisitions was estimated 
from the CTDI measurements in section 2.4.4 scaling them by the mAs value. Delivered 
dose values were 2.82 mGy, 5.63 mGy, 8.45 mGy and 11.44 mGy for the mouse bone 
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protocol; 1.39 mGy, 2.78 mGy, 4.17 mGy and 5.37 mGy for the mouse soft-tissue 
protocol; 3.36 mGy, 5.04 mGy and 6.72 mGy for the rat bone protocol; and 1.17 mGy, 
2.34 mGy, 3.51 mGy and 4.64 mGy for the mouse soft-tissue protocol. 
Figure 2.23 depicts the central slice of reconstructed volume data for each of the 
acquisition protocols –reconstructed with the Hann filter– together with the dose 
delivered during the acquisition. 
Image data showed a similar noise level across acquisition protocols, for the four 
exposure bins. This is the expected result, since mAs values used for each protocol 
yielded similar signal levels at the detector. While noise level is similar in all datasets 
soft-tissue protocols showed superior contrast between tissues and lower deposited 
dose, proving better performance for imaging the soft-tissue-like materials included in 
the phantom. Thus, materials are more easily identified when using the two soft-tissue 
acquisition protocols, being the more obvious improvement the capability of identifying 
the water region that was not visible for the bone protocols. 
Cupping artifacts are more evident for bone protocols, as can be observed in the drop of 
image intensity toward the interior part of the inserts in the images generated for the 
bone protocols. 
CNR and CNRD quantitative results, shown in figure 2.24, follow the trends hinted by 
visualization of the reconstructed data. Soft-tissue protocols showed larger CNR and 
CNRD values for all the materials in the phantom. The use of the soft-tissue protocol 
for mouse increased CNR values by factors 2.5-3.0 for Nylon, for the lowest and 
highest mAs setting, respectively, 1.5-2.0 for Delrin, 1.5-2.1 for PTFE, and 2.0-3.6 for 
the iodinated contrast. When including dose in the estimation of performance, ratios of 
CNRD between soft-tissue and bone protocols rose to 3.6-4.4 for Nylon, 2.2-3.0 for 
Delrin, 2.1-3.1 for PTFE, and 2.9-5.2 for Iodine. 
Results for the rat protocols were very similar, showing very similar gains in CNR and 
slightly lower gains in CNRD, being those of 2.9-4.1 for Nylon, 2.2-2.8 for Delrin, 2.2-
2.7 for PTFE and 3.3-4.0 for the iodinated contrast, reflecting the average lower 
dose/mAs delivered by the rat bone protocol compared to the mouse bone protocol. 
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Figure 2.24. CNR and CNRD curves for the defined image acquisition protocols, as a 
function of dose, for data reconstructed with the Hann filter. Panel A1 shows the curves for 
mouse bone protocol, A2 for mouse soft-tissue protocol, B1 for rat bone protocol, and B2 
for rat soft-tissue protocol. CNR curves are drawn in black and CNRD curves are drawn in 
gray. Continuous curves depict results for the Nylon area, dashed curves for Delrin, dash-
point curves for PTFE, and point curves for iodinated contrast. 
 
HU standard deviation as a function of dose is shown in figure 2.25, for the four 
acquisition protocols and for the three reconstruction filters, viz. Ram-Lak, Shepp-
Logan and Hann. Noise values were reduced by a factor of ~2 for all of the protocols 
when using the Hann window and by a factor of ~1.20 for the Shepp-Logan window. 
The noise reduction provided by windowed filters did come at the cost of a lower 
resolution, as shown by results in section 2.4.5. 
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Figure 2.25. Noise in the reconstructed data as a function of dose for the water area of the 
CNR phantom. Noise was measured as standard deviation in the HU values for the mouse 
bone (A1) and soft-tissue (A2) protocols and for the rat bone (B1) and soft-tissue (B2) 
protocols. Data show the impact in noise of the reconstruction filter, showing a reduction in 
noise when apodizing the frequency response of the Ram-Lak filter. 
 
Cupping measurements (tcup) confirmed the visual trends that pointed to a more uniform 
distribution of HU values for the soft-tissue imaging protocols, compared to bone 
protocols. Average tcup in PMMA was of 0.25 for mouse bone protocol and it reduced to 
0.21 for mouse soft-tissue protocols, and rat bone protocol showed a tcup value of 0.24 
that was reduced to 0.22 for the soft-tissue protocol. 
2.4.7 Small‐animal CBCT data 
Figure 2.26 shows an example of a reconstructed volume of a mouse acquired using the 
presented system and the bone protocol. Data were reconstructed using the Shepp-
Logan and Hann filters to illustrate the impact in noise and resolution of the filtration. 
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Data were acquired with a total of 5.2 mAs, estimated dose from CTDI of 4.38 mGy, 
720 projections and 4x4 binning. 
 
 
Figure 2.26. Example of a mouse CBCT dataset using the bone protocol. Axial slice at the 
thorax reconstructed with a Hann window (A1) and with a Shepp-Logan window (A2) and 
coronal slice reconstructed with a Shepp-Logan window (B). 
 
 
Figure 2.27. Example of a mouse CBCT combined with a fDOT volume. Coronal slice (A) 
and volumetric render (B). 
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Figure 2.27 shows an example of a CBCT image fused with a fDOT reconstruction 
acquired with the presented system. The fluorescence compound was confined into a 
capillary tube and both datasets were reconstructed separately and subsequently fused. 
2.5 Discussion and conclusions 
We have designed and built a new CBCT system to be used in combination with a 
fDOT system. The system provides a high capability of adaptation to the imaging task 
by allowing the user to optimize the geometrical configuration and the acquisition 
protocol, covering from fast, low-dose, low-resolution protocols for the provision of 
anatomical landmarks based on bone structure, to the provision of high-resolution data 
with a competitive low contrast resolution for the visualization of soft-tissue structures. 
The CBCT system presented was based on a microfocus x-ray source and a flat-panel 
detector with a CsI:Tl scintillator and a CMOS sensor. The system permitted the 
movement of the detector to modify the magnification factor and, as a consequence, the 
FOV and resolution of the reconstructed volume. To achieve the maximum versatility 
for the use of the system we implemented two acquisition approaches one making use 
of a step-and-shoot acquisition scheme, where the slight blurring caused from motion is 
eliminated, and a continuous acquisition scheme that reduces the acquisition time and 
delivered dose. Both implementations used a multi-thread structure that maximizes the 
data throughput while guaranteeing the synchronization between data acquisition and 
processing. 
While we have not found evident resolution loss from the use of continuous rotation 
approaches, thorough investigation of the appropriateness of the acquisition technique 
to the imaging task must be carried out for special situations requiring very high 
resolution or involving the acquisition of a low number of projections over a large 
angular span [192-193], where the use of a step-and-shoot approach could be beneficial. 
For those cases it would be mandatory to include a fast beam chopper to minimize the 
dose delivered to the subject. The development of such device is a subject of current 
research at our institution. 
For the reconstruction of the acquired image data we developed a fast implementation 
of the well-known FDK method that takes profit of the highly parallel nature of the 
reconstruction process and of the massive parallel computing capabilities offered by 
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modern GPUs. The reconstruction engine included the most common projection data 
preprocessing tasks (I0, geometrical corrections and log conversion). In addition to 
standard processing we included correction techniques to allow the reconstruction of 
incomplete trajectories, following the approach in [168], and laterally truncated data 
that could arise when targeting the acquisition to a small ROI on the subject by 
increasing magnification. Laterally truncated data was extrapolated according to [98]. 
The system can be calibrated in a semiautomatic way using methods previously 
reported on the literature (geometry and gain maps generation) or designed specifically 
during the development of the system (defects, bed stitching). The calibration process 
can be carried out using a single software application and simple phantoms allowing the 
performance of calibration tasks by non-specialized staff. 
The CBCT system was specifically designed for providing both low quality data for 
the positioning of the optical functional information on its anatomical site as well as for 
the acquisition of high-quality data that could be used by itself or as a source of prior 
information to be incorporated into the functional data reconstruction. Information in 
the first case is achieved mainly by the contrast between soft-tissue and bone areas of 
the subject. For the second case it was necessary to maximize the contrast between soft-
tissue structures since the optical properties can change drastically between different 
soft-tissue areas that have much more similar x-ray properties [194]. 
To achieve a good balance between image quality and suitability of the acquisition 
protocol to the imaging task we sought the spectral configuration that theoretically 
maximized the CNRD of the reconstructed data between bone and soft-tissue or 
between soft-tissue areas, basing our study on results by Hupfer et al. [173]. We found 
that voltages between 66 kV and 68 kV combined with copper filtration were the most 
appropriate for soft-tissue imaging because they maximized the detector signal while 
not exceeding x-ray source maximum power for the most extreme imaging conditions. 
However, the large power required for maximum magnification will diminish image 
resolution according to data in figure 2.11, providing a maximum resolution of ~9 lpmm 
at MTF20. This inconvenient might be overcome by increasing the image integration 
time of the detector while reducing the anode current by the same factor, at the cost of a 
larger acquisition time and a lower dynamic range of the projection data [178] which 
impact must be further assessed. 
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For the case of bone imaging, voltage values between 50 and 60 kV were found to be 
the lowest providing a sufficient signal value at the detector and were selected 
according to their higher CNRD for low photon energies. 
The evaluation of the individual components of the system showed the suitability of the 
x-ray source and detector for the acquisition of CBCT data in terms of temporal 
stability and signal linearity that is further corrected by the multi-bright gain correction 
employed in the system. 
The evaluation of the signal and noise transfer characteristics of the detector indicated a 
DQE(0) ranging from 0.3 (mouse bone protocol) to 0.6 (mouse soft-tissue protocol). 
These results are in agreement with data in the literature. Konstantinidis [159] reported 
a DQE(0) of 0.25 for a 28 kV and 1.5 mm Al added filtration beam for a very similar 
device and Siewerdsen et al. reported a DQE(0) of ~0.65 for harder beams [65-66] and 
similar scintillators. 
The measured NEQ showed an overall slight higher value on the row for zero vertical 
frequency, together with a peak at an intermediate-low frequency. The structured noise 
shown by the flat-panel detector consists of a group of vertical bands of the same size. 
For this reason we believe the source of these effects in NEQ is the residual part of the 
structured noise remaining after the dark and gain corrections. However, no visible 
artifacts were observed on the corrected image. 
DQE results also pointed at the suitability of the soft-tissue imaging protocols for 
maximizing the signal-to-noise transfer capabilities, as shown by the larger DQE values 
obtained. 
Measured dose and CNRD values for the different acquisition protocols are in the same 
range or below data reported in previous literature, specially when using the soft-tissue 
imaging protocols. Vaquero et al. [4] reported a dose value of 33 mGy for a similar 
spatial resolution protocol compared to ~5 mGy when using the rat soft-tissue protocol 
and Hann window for a similar noise level. Hupfer et al. [185] reported CTDI values for 
a 32 mm-diameter PMMA phantom of ~3.5 mGy/mAs for a 50 kV with 0.5 mmAl 
added filtration beam and a system with SAD = 170 mm. This result is comparable to 
the CTDI of 2.19 mGy/mAs measured in our system for the mouse bone protocol (50 
kV, 1.0 mmAl added filtration and SAD = 155 mm). 
Zbikewski et al. [8] showed a signal-difference-to-noise ratio of ~1 for a dose value of 
~10 mGy and for an adipose insert –which provided a theoretical signal difference of 
~115 HU– and water and a 90 kV with 0.3 mmCu added filtration (harder than the 
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beams used here) for a 250 mg/cm2 detector, compared to a signal difference of ~180 
HU between Nylon and water for the rat soft-tissue protocol and a similar CNR value 
for 5 mGy. 
Analysis of the tomographic resolution achieved by the system showed slight 
degradation with respect to the theoretical maximum resolution for the minimum 
magnification factor that provided a resolution of 7.1 lpmm (at MTF = 0.2) compared to 
the theoretically achievable of 8.7 lpmm. This effect however is not reproduced for the 
higher magnification factor. One possible explanation is the presence of subpixel 
misalignments left after the geometrical calibration for this magnification factor. 
However, no apparent artifacts or blurring is observed in the data and a more in-depth 
study must be carried out in order to find the actual cause for the apparent loss in 
resolution. 
Another conclusion that can be extracted from the resolution and noise data is the effect 
in reducing noise caused by the reconstruction filters which, under some circumstances, 
overcome the loss in resolution. As an example, the use of the Shepp-Logan windowed 
filter reduced noise by 20% while the resolution remains almost untouched, suggesting 
the use of this filtration for regular imaging practice. On the other hand, the Hann 
windowed filter indeed reduced the resolution of the data but also reduced the noise by 
a factor of two and it could provide very important dose reduction capabilities for not-
very high frequency imaging tasks. In addition, there exists a tradeoff between 
magnification, resolution, noise and filtration. Noise is increased by increasing 
magnification owing to the inverse squared distance law, but resolution is also 
increased. In this case, the use of a smooth filtration could provide better resolution at a 
lower noise for the same dose.  
There are some important factors beyond the scope of this work that affect image 
quality and must be studied or implemented for the improvement of image quality 
and/or the reduction of dose. One of them is the quantity and nature of x-ray scatter in 
such a compact geometry as the one presented here. Several hints are provided in 
chapter 6 and [119, 195] but a dedicated study has to be carried out to assess the impact 
of scatter for this particular configuration and the possible scatter reduction techniques. 
As a further example, for making the most out of the variable geometrical setup of the 
system it must be studied the development and application of advanced data completion 
schemes involving the acquisition of partial high-resolution datasets and their 
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completion with low-resolution, very low-dose datasets. Examples of such data 
completion techniques can be found in [196-197]. 
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3 Expansion of the dynamic range of flat panel detectors for small‐
animal cone‐beam CT: a dual‐
exposure technique 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Analytical reconstruction algorithms used in CBCT, such as FDK [79], produce severe 
artifacts in the reconstructed slices when the field of view (FOV) covered by the 
acquired projections truncates the object under examination [10, 79]. Thus the scanner 
FOV should be larger than the size of the sample. If the subject has a high attenuation 
region, it is not possible to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) inside this 
area without saturating the detector elements in the object-free region. Such a problem 
can arise in any CT scanner, when the dynamic range of the subject exceeds that of the 
detector. 
Several approaches have been proposed to address this issue. Most were originally 
developed for optical imaging –i.e. photography and video– and are based on hardware 
modifications or special detector designs. Some implementations include the use of a 
non-conventional pixel design [198], multiple sensors inside a single pixel [199], 
spatially varying pixel sensitivity [200], or combinations of special scintillator and pixel 
designs [201]. In addition to the methods mentioned above, a small number of software-
based methods have been developed. An example can be found in [202], who 
mathematically estimated a high dynamic range (HDR) dataset from the low dynamic 
range image. 
Some of the most widely used software-based techniques for extending the dynamic 
range of optical image detectors are based on the acquisition of several images, each 
with a different exposure to incident radiation [203]. The acquired data are then 
combined to obtain a new HDR image. The combination algorithm to obtain the value 
of a pixel of the HDR image can be as simple as the selection of the best sample from 
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the original dataset [204] or a more elaborate process, which takes advantage of all the 
information contained in the acquired data [205-206].  
The use of multi-exposure–based techniques to extend the dynamic range of flat-panel 
detectors in CBCT has been reported elsewhere [207]. However, the algorithm for 
obtaining the HDR data from datasets with different exposures was not fully developed, 
the performance of the method was not compared with that achieved by conventional 
scanning methods, and discontinuities were observed in the HDR data. 
We introduce a dual-exposure technique based on a maximum likelihood approach to 
extend the dynamic range of flat-panel detectors. The method combines two projection 
datasets using a maximum likelihood estimation based on previous knowledge of the 
detector response to incoming radiation. The detector response is described using an 
existent analytical model [101] for pixel mean and variance which was extended to 
include the effect of saturation. The validity of the detector model was assessed using 
experimental data, and a parametric description was generated for a real flat-panel 
detector. The performance of our method in extending the dynamic range and its 
potential limits were evaluated using simulated data. In addition, the performance of the 
method in realistic imaging scenarios was assessed using experimental projection and 
CT data from a commercial CBCT scanner. 
3.2 Materials and methods 
3.2.1 Generation of HDR projection data 
The aim of the method is to measure x-ray projection data with a dynamic range that is 
larger than that achieved by the detector using a regular acquisition protocol.  
In order to generate the HDR data, a minimum of two datasets must be acquired at two 
x-ray exposure levels (different mA value for the same kVp value). First, a regular 
acquisition is performed, followed by the acquisition of a partially saturated dataset. 
Figure 3.1 outlines the workflow of the HDR data generation process. The following 
subsections detail the different steps. 
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Figure 3.1. Outline of the dual-exposure method to obtain an HDR projection. Two datasets 
are acquired at different x-ray flux levels, and the dark signal is subtracted from both of 
them. After estimating the variance for each pixel in the dataset—according to the detector 
model—both datasets are combined using a maximum likelihood approach, thus generating 
the HDR data, which eventually undergo a standard gain correction step. 
 
The mA for the first scan is set to the regular value according to the acquisition 
protocol. This value would be close to the maximum value not saturating any pixel of 
the projection images. At this mA setting, parts of the image showing very high 
attenuation can be underexposed and, therefore, may not provide a suitable signal. 
A second scan is carried out at a higher mA value, which makes it possible to obtain a 
partially saturated dataset that provides improved information about all or, at least, 
some of the underexposed areas of the first scan. The ratio of the mA value for the 
second acquisition to the mA of the first one –i.e. the Bucky factor for the second 
acquisition– is denoted as A2. The original dataset is combined with the partially 
saturated dataset following the method described below, which is based on the proposal 
in [206] modified to meet the particular features of x-ray flat-panel detectors. 
While the method presented here aims to combine two datasets, it can easily be 
extended to any number (N) of datasets with Ai (i = 1, …, N) values.  
3.2.1.1 Pixel model 
Flat-panel detectors show a linear relationship between the energy integrated within the 
pixel area and the pixel signal. Furthermore, the statistics of the incoming photons 
follow a compound Poisson model [100], for which the classic linear relationship 
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between variance and mean, which is characteristic of Poisson processes, still holds. 
Given these premises, we assume a simple linear model for the pixel mean response (m) 
and its variance (v), following [101], 
( )m X gX p  , (3.1a)
( ) ( )v X h m X p n     , (3.1b)
where X is the exposure to incident radiation, g is the linear gain factor of the pixel, p is 
the mean dark offset of the pixel (i.e. the mean pixel signal in the absence of radiation), 
h is the linear factor relating mean and variance of the pixel signal, and n is a noise 
component accounting for all additive noise sources of the pixel that do not depend on 
exposure. These additive noise sources include quantization noise, a consequence of the 
digitization of the integrated energy, which depends on the bit depth of the detector 
[208]. 
In the present context, we are interested in the expansion of the dynamic range of the 
sensor to maximize the span of discernible x-ray attenuation factors. The attenuation 
value is obtained after the gain correction of the acquired data; therefore, we are not 
interested in the characterization of the gain properties of the detector and consider the 
product gX as a single variable whose range is determined by the dynamic range. 
Consequently, we can rewrite equations 3.1a and 3.1b as, 
( )m gX gX p  , (3.2a)
( )v gX h gX n    , (3.2b)
Pixel values read from the detector are then assumed to be realizations of a Gaussian 
variable with mean and variance given by equations 3.2a and 3.2b. 
The detector can enter the saturation part of the curve if gX is large enough to yield 
pixel values above the maximum. In that case, the pixel signal behaves as a clipped or 
censored Gaussian variable (i.e. realizations above the maximum yield the same pixel 
value), and the linear relation in equation 3.2b no longer holds. The point where the 
linear relation is no longer valid is considered the upper limit for the dynamic range. 
Expressions for the variance of the censored variable as a function of the mean, m(gX), 
and original variance for a non-truncated detector, v(gX), provided by equations 3.2a 
and 3.2b, can be found in Appendix 3.A. 
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3.2.1.2 Joint probability density function and maximum likelihood 
estimation 
To extend the dynamic range of the recorded image using the proposed method, we 
defined a joint probability density function (j-pdf) for the acquired data. 
According to the previously described pixel model, each pixel observation can be 
considered a realization of a Gaussian-distributed random variable [100], with mean and 
variance given by equations 3.2a and 3.2b if the signal lies inside the non-saturated 
range. 
Since values of a single pixel for the acquired datasets are independent, the j-pdf of the 
multi-exposure data can be expressed as the product of the pdfs of N Gaussian-
distributed random variables, yielding 
 2( )
( ) exp
( )
N ij i j
i ji
Y m A gX
P
v A gX
     
 jY , (3.3) 
where Yij is the recorded pixel value for pixel j and acquisition i and Yj is the vector of 
the N values recorded for pixel j. 
The HDR signal for pixel j is estimated as the value of gXj that maximizes the 
probability of observation of the acquired data or, equivalently, minimizes the absolute 
value of the exponent in equation 3.3, yielding the following expression for the 
objective function: 
 2( )
( )
( )
N ij i j
j
i i j
Y m A gX
O gX
v A gX
 . (3.4) 
Equation 3.4 could be minimized by iterative approximations, but the proposed method 
is aimed at the raw data processing stage, which is usually highly demanding in terms of 
processing time. For this reason, we propose to replace the gXj term in the denominator 
by the actual pixel value after dark correction (Yij – pj). Deriving equation 3.4 with 
respect to gXj after performing the approximation in the denominator and leaving the 
resulting equation equal to zero, the expression for the maximum likelihood estimation 
of gXj becomes: 
2
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. (3.5) 
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In the present case, two datasets with two different Ai values (i = 1, 2; and A1 = 1) are 
combined. However, to obtain a valid signal over a continuous range, A values must be 
properly selected to ensure some degree of overlap between the gain curves of the 
acquisitions, i.e. pixels below the dynamic range of the detector for the ith acquisition 
must not be saturated for the (i+1)th acquisition. 
3.2.2 Experimental setup and data analysis for the detector 
model 
We validated the analytical model for the detector and the HDR extension method using 
a commercial small-animal multimodality imaging system, the Argus PET/CT (Sedecal, 
Madrid, Spain). To assess the validity of the model, we acquired image data for several 
exposure levels and fitted the measured parameters (p, h, and n in equations 3.2a and 
3.2b) to the detector model. Using the acquired data, we obtained a set of typical 
parameter values that characterize the performance of the detector for a configuration 
suitable for small-animal imaging scenarios. 
3.2.2.1 Cone beam micro‐CT system 
The CBCT subsystem of the Argus PET/CT is a small-animal CT designed to provide 
anatomical information that is complementary to functional PET data. A thorough 
description and evaluation of the system can be found in [4]. 
The system incorporates a microfocus x-ray source (Oxford Instruments, Oxfordshire, 
UK) based on a tungsten anode with maximum peak energy of 50 kVp that is capable of 
delivering a continuous power of 50 W (anode current range 0-1 mA). The energy 
spectrum is conformed using a 1-mm Al filter, which adds to the 0.125-mm–thick Be 
output window.  
The x-ray signal is detected using a CMOS-based flat-panel detector (Hamamatsu 
Photonics K.K., Japan). The detector contains a CsI:Tl scintillation crystal grown 
directly on top of the sensor, with an active area of 12x12 cm2 and pixel size of 0.2 mm, 
0.1 mm, or 0.05 mm depending on the selected binning configuration (4x4, 2x2, or no 
binning). Binning also sets the minimum integration time of the detector, which is 0.125 
s, 0.25 s, and 0.5 s for 4x4, 2x2, and no binning, respectively. Image integration time 
can be extended up to 10 s regardless of the binning configuration. The detector signal 
is formed by 12 bits. 
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3.2.2.2 Characterization of the flat‐panel detector and estimation of 
parameters for the linear model 
We acquired series of images for 25 x-ray exposure levels and set 4x4 binning for three 
image integration times, viz. 125, 500, and 1000 ms. Exposure on the detector surface 
was set by changing the anode current of the tube from zero to above the saturation 
point of the detector. We acquired 50 images for each exposure level, and, to avoid 
potential lag effects, the x-ray flux was turned off for two seconds between acquisitions 
of consecutive series of images. Data were acquired for 35 kVp (a common setting for 
small-animal imaging) with no object in the FOV, thus obviating object-related effects 
such as beam hardening or scatter. 
Mean pixel value and variance were computed for every pixel of the detector at each of 
the exposure levels. We estimated the dark signal value, p (intercept of the gain curve), 
as the mean value for 0 mA. To obtain the dynamic range properties of individual 
pixels, and allowing for the effects caused by non-uniform distribution of radiation, we 
arranged the variance of each pixel in a histogram as a function of the mean value of the 
particular pixel for the same exposure setting. The resulting variance curve was adjusted 
to the linear model to provide values for n (intercept of the variance curve) and h (slope 
of the variance curve). For large exposure values, a considerable fraction of events fell 
into the saturated part of the gain curve of the detector, forcing the variance of the pixel 
value to depart from the expected linear trend and creating an elbow in the variance 
curve, in agreement with the previously introduced censored Gaussian model. The 
position of the elbow was considered to be the upper limit for the pixel dynamic range. 
According to [209], the lower limit for the dynamic range was estimated as the signal 
level necessary to obtain an SNR of one. 
The validity of the censored Gaussian model for the completion of the linear model for 
variance at areas near saturation was proved by theoretically calculating the variance of 
a censored Gaussian variable limited to 4095—the maximum pixel value for a bit depth 
of 12 bits—as a function of gX, using the n, h, and p parameters calculated.  
We investigated the overall properties of the detector as a function of x-ray exposure by 
averaging the mean and variance curves of individual pixels and proceeded with the 
individual pixel analysis (see above) to obtain the parameters for the averaged detector. 
As an alternative to anode current modification, exposure can be increased by extending 
the integration time of the detector for a constant anode current. We characterized the 
performance of the detector in terms of dark signal and additive noise as a function of 
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integration time. To this end, we acquired series of 50 images for integration times 
ranging from 0.125 s to 2 s using 4x4 binning. Mean pixel value and variance were 
computed for each pixel, and the average across all the pixels in the detector was 
assumed to reflect the overall behaviour of the detector. 
3.2.2.3 Impact of dark signal and additive noise on detector dynamic range 
The impact of the dark signal level and additive noise on the dynamic range of the 
detector was estimated using an analytical calculation of the minimum and maximum 
pixel values. We obtained the lower limit for the pixel signal by making the SNR equal 
to one, i.e. m(gX)2 = v(gX), and we used the censored Gaussian model to find the elbow 
of the variance curve v(gX), which is the upper limit for the pixel signal. Dynamic range 
was computed as the difference between the upper and lower limits, and the resulting 
value was normalized by the maximum pixel value for the bit depth of the detector. 
3.2.3 Assessment of the performance of the HDR method 
We evaluated the potential performance of the HDR method by means of simulated data 
obtained using the detector analytical model for generic detectors with ideal properties, 
i.e. limited only by quanta statistics. The effects of detector non-idealities on the 
performance of the HDR method were analyzed. 
The actual performance of the method in realistic small-animal imaging scenarios was 
assessed for both planar and tomographic imaging using two dedicated phantoms. 
Experimental data were acquired using the previously described Argus PET/CT 
scanner. Each test protocol included the acquisition of a dataset using the dual-exposure 
technique presented here and a second dataset using a regular single-exposure 
technique. All acquisitions were performed in such a way that the number of frames 
acquired per angular position for the single-exposure data was chosen to match the mAs 
values used for dual-exposure data. Therefore, the same dose was delivered to the 
sample for both the single- and the dual-exposure data acquisitions. 
3.2.3.1 Analysis of the performance of the HDR method for generic 
detectors 
The performance analysis was carried out for an ideal detector with the h value obtained 
for the Argus PET/CT detector and p=n=0. For this ideal detector, simulations of pixel 
signal were carried out as a function of the attenuation of the x-ray beam. To this end, 
the theoretical air exposure (gXa) was set at around 90% the saturation limit for the pixel 
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value, and the beam was assumed to be attenuated by a range of water thicknesses (x) 
from 0 cm to 25 cm at 0.5 cm intervals. We performed 500 realizations of a Gaussian-
distributed random variable for each thickness value. According to Beer’s law, we set 
the mean of the Gaussian function to m=gXa·exp(-wx), where w is the linear 
attenuation coefficient of water. Variance was given by the detector model for m. For 
the sake of simplicity and with no loss of generality, the bit depth of the virtual detector 
was set to 8 bits. 
For each water thickness value, dual-exposure data were simulated for different values 
of dose Bucky factors (A), starting at 1 and running up to exp(-wx)-1. The simulated 
signal for each value of A was combined with the original signal –i.e. A=1– using the 
HDR method, and the SNRs of the combined data were computed. 
To confirm that the HDR method achieved an effective extension of the dynamic range 
of the detector, SNR values for the HDR method were compared to the theoretical 
improvement in SNR which would be obtained by averaging an equivalent number of 
frames delivering the same total dose to the subject, that is, A-1/2. 
To assess the importance of the dark signal for the dynamic range of the detector, the 
HDR method was applied to simulated data for which the Bucky factor (A) was set by 
increasing the exposure time instead of the x-ray source anode current.  
Since the additive noise level of the detector is constant with integration time, its effect 
is limited to the reduction of the initial dynamic range of the sensor; however, the 
potential for dynamic range extension offered by the HDR method does not depend on 
the level of additive noise present in the detector. 
3.2.3.2 Performance evaluation with planar projection data 
We designed and built a dedicated phantom to evaluate the performance of the dual-
exposure technique with planar projection data. The phantom consisted of a set of layers 
of copper tape of different thicknesses ranging from 0.45 to 1.125 mm. The layers were 
arranged to form a staircase structure as shown in figure 3.2. 
The Argus PET/CT system contains a PMMA tube that protects the gantry from 
accidental leaking of fluids. When attenuation is very high, the signal can be 
contaminated by scatter generated in the protective tube from the non-attenuated part of 
the beam, thus masking the results. To allow proper evaluation of the algorithm using 
the planar phantom, the non-attenuated part of the beam was blocked by framing the 
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phantom in a lead window 2.5 mm thick, thus practically suppressing the scattered 
radiation generated in the protective tube. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the phantom designed to evaluate the performance of the 
method with planar image data. Top and side view. The numbers show the thickness of the 
different layers. The lead frame surrounding the phantom is not shown in the diagram. 
 
The Argus PET/CT system contains a PMMA tube that protects the gantry from 
accidental leaking of fluids. When attenuation is very high, the signal can be 
contaminated by scatter generated in the protective tube from the non-attenuated part of 
the beam, thus masking the results. To allow proper evaluation of the algorithm using 
the planar phantom, the non-attenuated part of the beam was blocked by framing the 
phantom in a lead window 2.5 mm thick, thus practically suppressing the scattered 
radiation generated in the protective tube. 
We measured profiles across the staircase pattern and SNR values on each of the steps 
to evaluate the performance of the HDR algorithm. SNR values were estimated as the 
ratio of mean to standard deviation of pixel values measured on 40×20–pixel ROIs 
centered on each of the steps. 
Table 3.I shows the acquisition parameters for the projection data. The integration time 
of the detector was extended to reduce the value of current saturating the detector and to 
obtain a larger range of anode current for the HDR method. The dark correction was 
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performed using 50 averaged images. For the gain correction we used 50 averaged 
images acquired at the nominal current of the single-exposure protocol. 
 
Table 3.I. Acquisition parameters for projection data. 
Protocol 1 Protocol 2 
Parameter Dual-exposure Single-exposure Dual-exposure 
Single-
exposure 
X-ray beam energy 30 kV 30 kV 35 kV 35 kV 
X-ray beam filtration 1 mm Al 1 mm Al 1 mm Al 1 mm Al 
Number of exposures 2 1 2 1 
X-ray tube current 0.10 / 1.00 mA 0.10 mA 0.08 / 0.96 mA 0.08 mA 
Integration time 1500 ms 1500 ms 1000 ms 1000 ms 
Frames per projection 1 11 1 13 
Total output 1.65 mAs 1.65 mAs 1.04 mAs 1.04 mAs 
Acquisition time 3 s 16.5 s 2 s 13 s 
 
3.2.3.2 Performance evaluation with tomographic data 
Contrast resolution on tomographic slices was evaluated using a dedicated phantom 
consisting of a homogeneous cylinder made of PMMA (density = 1190 kg/m3). The 
phantom contained cylindrical openings of different diameters on the PMMA rod that 
were filled with an iodinated contrast agent (iopamidol 300 mg/ml, Iopamiro 300, 
Bracco s.p.a., Milan, Italy). A copper sheet 0.5 mm thick was fixed around the PMMA 
cylinder to simulate a hard bone skull. A sketch of this phantom is shown in figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3. Diagram of the contrast resolution phantom. The phantom consists of a uniform 
PMMA background surrounded by a 0.5-mm–thick layer of copper tape. To estimate 
contrast inside the PMMA region, cylindrical openings of several diameters were drilled on 
the uniform region and filled with an iodinated contrast agent. The size of the cylindrical 
inserts ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 mm in 0.25 mm steps, with three inserts per size. 
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As in the previous case, we set the acquisition parameters for the dual- and single-
exposure scans to deliver the same radiation dose to the subject under study (see Table 
3.II), and the dark and gain corrections were performed equally. 
 
Table 3.II. Acquisition parameters for the low-contrast resolution study. 
Parameter Dual-exposure Single-exposure 
X-ray beam peak energy 35 kV 35 kV 
X-ray beam filtration 1 mm Al 1 mm Al 
Number of angular projections 360 360 
Number of exposures 2 1 
X-ray tube current  0.06 / 0.96 mA 0.06 mA 
Integration time 1000 ms 1000 ms 
Number of frames per projection 1 17 
Total output 367.2 mAs 367.2 mAs 
Acquisition time 720 s 6120 s 
 
Tomographic reconstruction was carried out using a regular FDK approach with a 
Shepp-Logan windowed ramp filter (see chapter 2, section 2.2.4). Reconstructed 
volume size was 512x512x142 voxels with a voxel size of 0.125x0.125x0.5 mm. To 
minimize the impact of ring artifacts in the measurements, both the single-exposure and 
the HDR data were processed using the ring artifact removal method described in [106], 
with identical parameters for both datasets. 
The impact of noise on the detection of the inserts was evaluated by visual inspection. 
The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between the 1.5-mm iodine regions and the PMMA 
background was measured for both datasets. The expression used to compute the CNR 
values was: 
2 2
IPMMA
IPMMA
CNR
 
 


, (3.6) 
where PMMA and I are the average voxel value of the PMMA and iodine insert regions 
respectively, and PMMA and I are the standard deviation values inside these regions. 
The resulting values presented below are the mean of the three CNR values calculated 
from each of the three 1.5-mm inserts. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Detector model assessment 
Figure 3.4 shows the overall pixel mean and variance as a function of exposure for the 
three image integration times set in the study (left plot) and as a function of integration 
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time when no radiation is reaching the detector (right plot). The response of the detector 
in analog-to-digital units (ADU) is linear with radiation level. Detector pixel variance, 
averaged over the detector area, shows a linear trend that is broken at the point where 
some of the pixels enter the saturation area and the analytical model for variance breaks 
due to clipping of the pixel signal, as explained by the censored Gaussian model. The 
point where the variance reaches its maximum value was considered the upper limit for 
the exposure setting. 
Variance curves in the left panel of figure 3.4 show that the extension of the integration 
time lowers the maximum exposure value. This effect can be explained by the trend of 
the dark signal as a function of the integration time shown in the right panel of figure 
3.4. The increase in dark signal reduces the available dynamic range of the sensor and, 
therefore, the maximum exposure value saturating the detector. Variance of the dark 
signal does not seem to depend on integration time, suggesting that additive noise can 
be considered constant. 
 
Figure 3.4. Mean response and mean variance of the detector as a function of exposure (left 
plot) and when no radiation is reaching the detector (right plot). The mean pixel value is 
represented by solid curves on the left plot; variance is represented by dashed curves. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows the overall performance of the detector, i.e. averaging values over the 
detector area and not taking into account effects caused by the non-uniformity of the 
exposure reaching the detector surface, such as 1/R2 or Heel effects. The dynamic range 
of single pixels can be extracted from individual variance as a function of their mean 
value after dark signal correction, calculated as described in section 3.2.2.2. Individual 
pixel variance is shown in figure 3.5 for the three image integration times.  
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The parameters for the linear noise model (n and h) extracted from the data in figure 3.5 
were found to be constant across different integration times, showing an almost constant 
level of additive noise n = 68.49 ADU2 (as expected from the results in figure 3.4) and a 
slope relating signal mean and variance of h = 0.33. 
The theoretical variance curve calculated using the censored Gaussian model (figure 
3.5) shows good agreement with experimental data, thus proving its suitability for 
estimating pixel variance and, therefore, obtaining accurate simulated values of pixel 
signal and noise for generic detectors. 
According to the results in figure 3.5, image integration time also affects the dynamic 
range of individual pixels, which is 3763:1 for an integration time of 125 ms, 3647:1 for 
500 ms, and 3258:1 for 1 s. The upper limits for the dynamic range were estimated by 
the elbow of the gain curves and found to be 3772, 3656, and 3267 ADU above the dark 
signal, for 125, 500, and 1000 ms, respectively. The lower limit to obtain an SNR of one 
was 8.66 ADU above the dark signal, regardless of integration time. 
 
Figure 3.5. Pixel variance as a function of pixel mean, after subtraction of the dark signal, 
shows a linear relationship up to the saturation point of the detector. The theoretical value 
for pixel variance is shown by solid curves; experimental data are represented by markers. 
The detector shows a level of additive noise of n = 68.49 ADU2, a variance slope of h = 
0.33, and a maximum dynamic range of 3763:1.  
3.3.2 Impact of dark signal and additive noise on detector 
dynamic range 
The normalized dynamic range of the detector as a function of the dark signal and 
additive noise is shown as a two-dimensional distribution in figure 3.6. 
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As expected from previous results, the normalized dynamic range in figure 3.6 shows a 
much larger dependence on the dark signal than on additive noise, owing to the squared 
relation with the latter. According to this finding, the dynamic range of the detector is 
set to a large extent by the level of the dark signal in the detector unless the value of 
additive noise is so large that it almost reaches unfeasible values. The relatively low 
impact of additive noise in the dynamic range, despite being a considerable source of 
noise when a low number of photons reach the detector [101], justifies the exclusion of 
additive noise in the assessment (shown below) of dynamic range extension capabilities 
offered by the HDR method. 
 
Figure 3.6. Normalized dynamic range as a function of dark signal, p, and additive noise, n, 
for a 12-bit detector.  
3.3.2 Performance of the HDR method for generic detectors 
The results extracted from the simulated data are shown in figure 3.7. When the 
attenuation of the beam is high enough, the number of photons reaching the detector is 
not sufficient to exceed the noise level. Since the signal provided by any single frame 
does not contain valid information, the increase in dose from the acquisition of a larger 
number of frames does not translate into a benefit in terms of SNR. This finding is 
shown in figure 3.7-A, when the beam is attenuated by more than 17 cm of water. 
Figure 3.7-B shows how the HDR method makes it possible to extend the dynamic 
range of the detector, since the SNR of the data can be maintained constant throughout 
attenuation by increasing the dose by the appropriate factor. As opposed to frame 
averaging, the increase in dose is translated into a recovery of SNR regardless of 
attenuation if the Bucky factor is large enough to provide a valid signal. When the 
Bucky factor is below that value, the use of the HDR method has the same effect as 
frame averaging (see lower left corner in figure 3.7-B). 
Note that the SNR obtained by the HDR method is larger than that achieved by frame 
averaging, even when the signal is not below the minimum level. For instance, the 
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maximum SNR achieved by averaging frames for 5 cm of water is 25.16; using the 
HDR method, the SNR increases to 28.47. The larger SNR shows the denoising effect 
of the maximum likelihood estimation, which adds to the dynamic range extension. 
In cases where it might not be feasible to increase the current of the x-ray source, the 
increase in exposure can be obtained by extending the image integration time of the 
detector. However, when the overexposed image for the HDR method is obtained using 
a longer integration time, the performance of the method undergoes notable degradation 
(see figure 3.7-C). The rise of the dark signal narrows the dynamic range of the 
overexposed image, reducing it to zero when the Bucky factor needed to obtain a valid 
signal is too large. 
 
Figure 3.7. Performance of the HDR method for the extension of detector dynamic range 
estimated by the SNR of the acquired data for different attenuation values (B, increasing the 
x-ray source current and C, increasing the image integration time) compared to the SNR 
obtained by averaging techniques for the same attenuation values (image A). When the 
attenuation of the x-ray beam is large enough, an insufficient number of photons reach the 
detector, no information is registered in the image, and the SNR falls to zero owing to the 
lack of signal. Using the HDR method, the SNR of the image can be maintained almost 
constant, provided the current span of the x-ray source is large enough. 
3.3.3 Results for planar projection data 
Figure 3.8 shows a planar image of the bar pattern phantom, for both the single- and the 
dual-exposure data, acquired using protocol 1 in table 1 (30 kVp).   
Profile data across the bar pattern for both acquisitions, plotted in figure 3.9, show how 
the signal is masked by noise for high attenuation values, thus concealing the transition 
between consecutive copper thickness values. As expected from the analytical results 
above, frame averaging cannot improve SNR in these areas, owing to the lack of valid 
photons. The steps become visible when the HDR method is applied. 
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Figure 3.8. Copper stair phantom acquired using the single-exposure protocol (A) and the 
dual-exposure protocol (B) for acquisition protocol 1 (30 kVp). The lead frame is not shown 
in the image. The white line denotes the position where the profile data were measured. 
Note the extension in the dynamic range provided by the HDR method which translates into 
an enhancement of the visibility of the high attenuation regions of the phantom. The 
acquisition of both datasets delivered the same radiation dose to the sample. 
 
Figure 3.9. Profile plot across the bar pattern phantom projection for the single-exposure 
protocol (grey curves) and the dual-exposure protocol (black curves) for 30 kVp (left) and 
35 kVp (right), i.e. protocol 1 and 2, respectively (table 1). Image log values have been 
normalized by the attenuation factor of copper at the mean energy of the beam to show the 
estimated thickness of copper. Deviations from real thickness values could arise from the 
impossibility of knowing the exact composition of the phantom material and from physical 
effects such as beam hardening. HDR data show a lower noise level for large thickness 
values, at both energy levels.  
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SNR measurements as a function of mean pixel value of the ROI are shown in figure 
3.10. Using the HDR method, the detector achieved a dynamic range that provides a 
useful signal for most of the attenuation values, while single-exposure data do not 
provide a valid signal for large thickness values. Besides the extension in dynamic 
range, SNR values show better denoising capabilities for the HDR method than for 
frame averaging, even when the signal is large enough to allow the increase in SNR by 
averaging. However, as the signal level grows, the SNR curve for the HDR data shows 
asymptotic behaviour, and the performance of frame averaging approaches that of the 
HDR. 
 
Figure 3.10. SNR measured inside the ROIs for each of the thicknesses as a function of the 
mean value for the HDR and frame averaged data. Data perform better when the HDR 
method is used, especially for a high thickness value (low mean pixel value). When the 
attenuation value is too high, the lack of a valid signal (even in the overexposed data) makes 
it impossible to obtain an appropriate SNR (even when using the HDR method). Such is the 
case for the first four points in the 30 kVp curve in accordance with the image and profile 
data that show poor quality inside those areas. Once the number of photons in the 
overexposed data is large enough, the SNR of the HDR data grows fast, and the curve 
departs from the averaging curve.  
3.3.4 Results for tomographic data 
Figure 3.11 depicts a slice of the reconstructed volume for the single-exposure and for 
the dual-exposure scans, with and without ring artifact correction. The single-exposure 
image has a poorer contrast resolution, and most of the inserts are masked by noise and 
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artifacts (see zoom-in window in figure 3.11). Using the HDR technique, we can 
observe a marked reduction in the level of ring artifacts and noise present in the data.  
The mean CNR value inside the 1.5-mm inserts for the single-exposure data is 0.58, 
which grows to 1.71 when the HDR method is used. 
 
 
Figure 3.11. Slice of the contrast resolution phantom acquired using a regular single-
exposure protocol (left column) and the dual-exposure protocol developed in this study 
(right column). The high level of artifacts and noise makes it difficult to discern the inserts 
from the surrounding background. If a ring artifact reduction method is applied, visibility 
improves but remains low. When the HDR method is used, artifacts are almost suppressed 
and the CNR becomes larger, making the inserts visible.  
 
If the post-processing method (see section 3.2.3.3) is applied to suppress ring artifacts, 
the quality of the resulting single-exposure data is greatly improved (see second row in 
figure 3.11). Suppression of the artifacts eases the visual detection of low contrast 
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features at the expense of slight blurring. One side effect of ring reduction that is 
directly associated with the aforementioned blurring effect is the reduction in the overall 
noise level of the dataset, which also helps to improve the visibility of the inserts. All 
these effects increase the original CNR value to 0.98. 
On the other hand, when the ring reduction algorithm is applied to the HDR dataset, 
minor quality improvement is achieved, owing to the low level of artifacts present in the 
original data. While the less intense ring artifacts are reduced, the degradation caused by 
blurring is much more noticeable and the CNR value is reduced to 1.66. 
3.4 Discussion 
The method presented in this study extends the dynamic range of flat-panel detectors 
such as those used in small-animal CBCT. This extension is achieved by means of a 
modified acquisition process and an additional processing stage using the acquired data, 
thus obviating the need for hardware modifications that may be difficult and expensive 
to implement in commercial devices. 
In order to form the HDR image, we propose the combination of two datasets using 
maximum likelihood estimation based on a previously published theoretical model for 
the mean and variance of pixel signal. The model was extended to take into account the 
effect of saturation in the variance of pixel signal. The model for detector response 
showed good agreement with experimental data, thus proving its validity for the 
realistic simulation of theoretical detectors.  
The detector showed a linear response that broke at the saturation point and a reduction 
in dynamic range for longer integration times. Since additive noise and variance slope 
were found to be constant across integration time, the reduction in dynamic range came 
solely from the increase in dark signal with integration time. 
Theoretical results on the effect of dark signal and additive noise on the dynamic range 
of the sensor showed that the upper limit for the detector signal is set to a large extent 
by the offset imposed by the amount of dark signal in the pixel value. A further 
contribution comes from the increase in pixel variance induced by a larger value of 
additive noise according to equation 3.2b and the censored Gaussian model. The lower 
limit for pixel value (after dark subtraction) set by equaling the SNR to one depended 
only on the level of additive noise. 
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Simulated data showed that, using the HDR method, the dynamic range of the detector 
could be theoretically extended to infinity provided that the anode current of the x-ray 
source could be increased with no limit. Since a longer integration time reduced the 
dynamic range of the detector, the performance of the HDR method degraded when the 
detector exposure was increased by extending the image integration time instead of the 
anode current. This in turn hampered the method when the limit of the x-ray source 
current was too low to obtain a valid signal behind the parts of the sample with the 
highest attenuation values. 
Experimental results showed enhanced image quality for projection and tomographic 
data in samples containing areas of high attenuation. This enhancement resulted from an 
increase in the dynamic range of the detector. 
The results for the copper staircase phantom showed that the signal inside the high 
attenuation areas was masked by noise in the single-exposure data owing to the lack of a 
valid signal inside the area in any of the frames acquired. This lack of signal prevented 
enhancement of the visibility of the phantom structure by frame averaging. After 
applying the dual-exposure technique, the overexposed image provided a valid signal in 
some of the highly attenuated areas, revealing the part of the structure that was not 
visible with the single-exposure data and, therefore, extending the dynamic range of the 
detector.  
SNR curves displayed asymptotic behaviour as the signal grew, meaning that highly 
attenuated areas benefited more from the improvement in dynamic range and that for 
large signal values the noise reduction provided by the HDR method would be much 
lower. This result implies homogenization of the noise properties across high and low 
attenuation areas, a desirable property for subsequent data processing stages. 
With regard to tomographic data, the contrast and noise obtained using the method 
presented here was better than the one obtained using single-exposure methods, when 
applied on samples containing high attenuation materials that exceed the dynamic range 
of the detector. The poor contrast resolution in the single-exposure data can be 
explained by the lack of photons reaching the detector for highly attenuated areas in 
some of the acquired projections. This lack of photons in the single-exposure data 
caused the signal level to be low and more homogeneous in highly attenuated areas. 
During gain correction, the small differences between individual pixel gains, instead of 
being attenuated, were introduced into the near zero areas, thus causing ring artifacts to 
be much more conspicuous and conceal details inside areas surrounded by high 
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attenuation material in the reconstructed volume. Besides the boosting of ring artifacts, 
low signal levels yielded lower SNR owing to the rise in the relative contribution of 
additive noise, in accordance with the theoretical results, thus degrading the noise 
properties of the reconstructed dataset.  
Since all the data acquired were used in the combination process, no discontinuities 
were observed in the reconstructed slices. Discontinuities were observed in previous 
proposals, which used a cut-and-paste approach for the combination of the acquired 
datasets [207]. 
We were unable to compare the performance of our method with that of hardware-based 
approaches, which would certainly be more effective, especially in terms of acquisition 
time, since only one dataset is acquired. However, our approach is much less expensive 
and could be included as a minor modification to the image processing chain of any 
system based on a flat-panel detector, regardless of the particular hardware 
implementation.  
Other approaches aimed at minimizing the effect of the limited dynamic range of the 
detector on image quality try to reduce the dynamic range of the radiation reaching it. 
The most widespread approach is bow-tie filtering, which modifies the spatial 
properties of the beam before it is attenuated by the sample [210] in an attempt to obtain 
a more even distribution of radiation at the detector surface. When compared with 
dynamic range extension techniques, such as the one presented here, it is noteworthy 
that the effect of bow-tie filters is reduced when the acquisition conditions depart from 
the expected scenario. For instance, if the shape or size of the sample is significantly 
different from the expected one or there are unexpected high attenuation objects, the 
dynamic range of the attenuated beam could still be too high for the flat-panel detector. 
On the other hand, the HDR method presented does not impose any prior condition on 
the sample properties, offering the same potential for the accommodation of a subject 
with a larger dynamic range independently of the attenuation distribution of the imaged 
sample. 
The dual-exposure technique proposed here could be further extended to a multi-
exposure approach based on several exposure levels to obtain a similar SNR in all the 
parts of the projection image. However, the maximum mA achievable by the x-ray tube 
limits the maximum dynamic range that can be obtained using a multi-exposure method. 
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3.5 Conclusions 
We propose a new dual-exposure technique to extend the dynamic range of x-ray flat-
panel detectors, which are commonly used in small-animal CBCT. 
Our results show that the method proposed effectively extends the dynamic range of the 
detector, thus increasing performance with respect to conventional protocols when there 
are areas of high attenuation inside the subject under study. 
Future works will assess the performance of the technique on small animals. Different 
combination algorithms and models for the probability density functions are under 
study. 
Appendix 3.A 
According to the model presented for mean and variance of the pixel signal, the value of 
a single pixel for a set of acquisitions maintaining a constant radiation flux follows a 
Gaussian distribution with mean m and variance v given by equation 3.2. If a significant 
part of the distribution lies above the maximum pixel signal, all the potential values 
falling on that part of the curve would receive the maximum pixel value, thus 
concentrating the upper tail of the distribution in that single value, as shown in figure 
3.A.1. 
 
Figure 3.A.1. Probability density function of a Gaussian distribution with  = 3650 and  = 
240 representing the distribution of a pixel signal for a 12-bit detector, thus limiting the 
maximum pixel value to 4095. The plot on the left shows the original distribution of pixel 
values, while the plot on the right shows the real distribution of pixel values after censoring 
the upper part (shaded on the left plot). 
 
Analytical expressions for mean and variance of Gaussian censored distributions can be 
found in [211] and are reproduced below. 
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Let a be the censoring value, i.e. the maximum pixel value, and mo(gX) and vo(gX) the 
mean and variance of the original non-censored distribution, according to equation 3.2. 
The mean of the censored pixel distribution is given by 
   1/2( ) 1 ( ) ( )o om gX a m gX v gX     , (3.A.1)
where  is the cumulative distribution function at point a and  is given by 
( )
( )
    , with 1/2
( )
( )
o
o
a m gX
v gX
  , (3.A.2)
where  is the probability density function for the non-censored pixel value distribution. 
The value for the variance of the censored distribution yields the next expression, 
     2( ) ( ) 1 1ov gX v gX           , (3.A.3)
where  = 2-. 
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4 Modification of the TASMIP tungsten anode x‐ray spectral 
model for the simulation of 
microfocus x‐ray sources 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The ability to obtain accurate estimations of the x-ray spectrum for a given voltage and 
added filtration is of paramount importance for the simulation and optimization of x-ray 
imaging systems [64, 173-175, 212-213]. 
A variety of methods has been reported in the literature for predicting x-ray spectra, 
especially for sources containing tungsten anodes. The spectra generation methods 
made use of several strategies for estimating the parameters of the spectrum. They can 
be empirical, based on adjustment to measured data, such as methods that aimed at 
estimating the shape of the spectrum from attenuation measurements using different 
approaches, such as the Laplace transform [214], analytical models [215] or maximum 
likelihood estimations [216], or a combination of analytical models and iterative 
optimization [217]. Another empirical method, the TASMIP model [55, 218], provided 
a set of polynomial curves that generated the shape of the spectrum as a function of x-
ray source voltage, after fitting the curves to experimentally measured spectra.  
Other methods use semi-empirical approaches, making use of physical models 
somewhat modified or completed by measured data. Methods that fell into this category 
include the earliest attempt to model bremsstrahlung intensity, developed by Kramer 
[219] and models that build upon this one, such as the one by Birch and Marshall [220] 
and its evolution by Tucker et al. [220-222]. Poludniowski [223] reported a spectral 
model based on physical models that described more accurately the process of x-ray 
generation in metal targets than previous, semi-empirical, attempts and need no 
empirical information. 
The third category of x-ray spectra generation models is based on the simulation of the 
x-ray generation process, tracking the emitted electrons in the target, by Monte Carlo 
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techniques. Examples of this kind of methods can be found in [224-225]. While Monte 
Carlo simulation has the potential to accurately describe the x-ray generation process 
and create very accurate spectra it also has a large computational burden that can 
hamper their use when a large number of spectra have to be generated. 
Among the aforementioned spectra simulation methods, TASMIP is widely used [8, 95, 
119, 226-229] due to its accuracy, simplicity, and to its integration in a publicly 
available software package, called Spektr [230], that provides extended functionalities 
for the generation of realistic x-ray spectra and derived quantities, such as photon 
fluence or exposure. However, the TASMIP model provided means to generate x-ray 
spectra for typical x-ray sources used in radiology and for x-ray sources used for 
mammography but it lacks a dataset for the generation of spectra for microfocus x-ray 
sources. Microfocus sources present a low inherent filtration, similar to that of 
mammography x-ray sources, and a large x-ray voltage span, comparable to the one 
shown by radiology x-ray sources. 
In this chapter we report the adaptation of the TASMIP empirical model for the 
simulation of x-ray spectra in microfocus x-ray sources. We generated a new set of 
spectra by estimating the value of inherent filtration affecting the radiology dataset and 
combining both models, the one for mammography and the one for radiology. The new 
dataset was further corrected for variations in inherent filtration and anode roughness to 
match experimental measurements of exposure and attenuation. The modified spectra 
were used to generate a new set of polynomial coefficients analogous to those used by 
the TASMIP models for radiology and mammography. 
4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 TASMIP model for the generation of x‐ray spectra 
TASMIP is an empirical model proposed by Boone et al. for x-ray sources with 
tungsten anode for radiology [55] and mammography [218]. The model uses 
polynomials to estimate the photon output in an x-ray energy bin as a function of x-ray 
source voltage. The coefficients of the polynomials were obtained by fitting 
experimentally measured spectra to the highest order polynomial (maximum order of 3) 
that best represented the data given the available number of data points for each energy 
bin. Then, the photon output for the ith energy bin –with energy Ei– is computed as: 
2 3
0 1 2 3( ) i i i iq Ei a a kV a kV a kV       , (4.1) 
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where ain is the n-order coefficient of the polynomial for the ith energy bin and kV is the 
voltage set at the x-ray source. 
The dataset used as reference for radiology spectra was published by Fewell et al. [231] 
and the one used for mammography was measured specifically to build the TASMIP 
model. The main differences between the x-ray sources used for both models were the 
inherent filtration of the source and the usable voltage range. 
The model for radiology is defined for voltages between 30 and 140 kV in 1 keV energy 
bins while the model for mammography is defined for voltages between 18 and 40 kV 
in 0.5 keV energy bins. 
An example of spectra generated using TASMIP for mammography and radiology is 
shown in figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Spectra generated by the TASMIP model for mammography (A) and radiology 
(B) x-ray sources. The divergence between both sets of spectra is manifest, especially in the 
low energy part which is the part of the spectrum more affected by inherent filtration. 
Mammography spectra were scaled prior to display to obtain consistent units between the 
two datasets. 
 
For the simulation of spectra throughout this work we used the publicly available Spektr 
[230] implementation of the TASMIP model. Spektr included the TASMIP model for 
radiology and a set of complementary functions for the calculation of derived quantities 
such as exposure or attenuated spectra. For the generation of the mammography spectra 
we included a new function in Spektr to read the polynomial coefficients for 
mammography and rebin them to a grid with 1 keV bins. 
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4.2.2 Air Kerma measurements 
For measurements of Kerma in air we made use of the CBCT scanner described in 
chapter 2. The x-ray source of the system was a tungsten anode-based microfocus 
source; model Hamamatsu L9631-MOD2 (Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, 
Japan). The voltage of the source could be set between 40 and 110 kV for guaranteed 
stable output and the maximum delivered power was 50 W. The only nominal inherent 
filtration included in the source was a beryllium output window 0.5 mm thick. 
We measured air Kerma at the isocenter of the scanner –i.e. at a distance of 155 mm 
measured from the focal spot of the source– using an Accu-Gold multi-purpose meter 
(Radcal, Monrovia, CA) and a 10 cm-long pencil-shaped ion chamber (Radcal 10X6-
3CT). The bottom edge of the ion chamber was fixed to the center of the bed at its very 
beginning in such as way as to leave the active volume of the ion chamber pendant in 
air to avoid the contamination of measurements by scattered radiation generated at the 
bed. All the measurements were translated to a distance of 1 m by applying the inverse 
squared distance law. 
To obtain absolute exposure values as well as attenuation measurements as a function of 
x-ray source voltage we measured air Kerma behind a set of attenuating materials. 
We designed three different experiments, one for the measurement of data for the 
modification of the TASMIP model and two for the validation of the beam spectra 
simulated using the modified model. 
One dataset for each of the experiments consisted of acquired exposure data for x-ray 
source voltages between 30 and 110 kV in 5 kV increments, with an anode current of 
0.4 mA.  
For the first experiment we acquired 9 datasets with the beam attenuated by different 
thicknesses of aluminum, namely 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 mm Al. 
Incremental thickness values were obtained by piling up individual plates of aluminum 
with a thickness of 0.5 mm, as shown in figure 4.2(A). Aluminum plates were extracted 
from a HVL attenuator set, model 115 A (Gammex, Middleton, WI), and had a 99% 
purity. 
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Figure 4.2. Schematic depiction of the experimental setup for the three experiments 
performed in the presented work. The sketches show the final state for each of the 
experiments, when all the attenuating plates have been stacked and the beam is undergoing 
maximum attenuation. 
 
For the second experiment we measured exposure for the same voltage and current 
settings but in this case the beam was attenuated by copper plates. Copper thickness was 
varied between 0 and 0.3 mm by piling up 0.1 mm-thick copper plates, as depicted in 
figure 4.2(B). Copper plates were extracted from a pure copper HVL attenuator set, 
model 116 (Gammex, Middleton, WI). 
In the third experiment we attenuated the beam using three different thicknesses of 
PMMA, namely 8, 16 and 24 mm; obtained from stacking individual PMMA plates 
with a thickness of 8 mm. The reference beam contained 0.5 mm Al added filtration to 
mimic the minimum filtration used in realistic imaging environments. The aluminum 
filter was placed behind the PMMA plates to absorb most of the low-energy scattered 
photons generated at them and prevent the scatter flux to reach the ionization chamber 
and thus to contaminate the measurements. The arrangement for the third experiment is 
shown in figure 4.2(C). 
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4.2.3 Estimation of the inherent filtration and generation of the 
polynomial coefficients 
In accordance with the hypothesis that tungsten spectra generated by the TASMIP 
radiology model, the TASMIP mammography model and those produced by microfocus 
x-ray sources differ only in inherent filtration and probably in anode roughness and/or 
angle. We defined a three step fitting process for the generation of the modified spectra 
that formed the basis for the new interpolation polynomials. 
The first step of the process was aimed at finding the best match between the spectra 
generated by the TASMIP model for mammography and the ones generated by the 
model for radiology, in terms of aluminum filtration, tungsten filtration and scale factor 
due to the different units used for the generation of both spectra. 
To this end we defined a three parameter model affecting the mammography spectra 
and found the optimal values for the three parameters by minimizing, in the least-
squares sense, the difference between the shape of the transformed mammography 
spectra and the one of the radiology spectra. The transformation applied to a 
mammography spectrum to get an estimation of the radiology spectrum is given by, 
( ( ) ( ) )ˆ ( ) ( ) Al Al W WE x E xR Mq E s q E e
    , (4.2) 
where E is the energy bin, qM is the original mammography spectrum, s is the scale 
factor to be found during the minimization process, Al and W are the x-ray attenuation 
factors of aluminum and tungsten, respectively, and xAl and xW are the thicknesses of 
aluminum and tungsten sought. 
The cost-function for the minimization was built by adding the squared differences 
between the estimated ( ˆRq ) and original ( Rq ) radiology spectrum for each energy bin 
and kVp value. 
For the optimization process we generated a set of mammography and radiology spectra 
from 30 to 40 kVp in 1 kVp increments, since this is the range of voltage overlapping 
between the two models. To match the energy grid for the two spectra dataset, the 
mammography dataset was rebinned from its original 0.5 keV grid (see section 4.2.1) to 
a grid with bins of 1 keV. 
Due to the lack of spectral data for energy bins below 10 keV (and to the low accuracy 
of the first bins) in the radiology dataset, we used energies above 15 keV for the fitting. 
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Optimal parameters of the model were found by minimizing the least-squares cost-
function using the Levenberg-Marquardt method as implemented in the lsqnonlin 
function of the Matlab® (Mathworks, MA) package. 
The second step of the process consisted in the generation of a new set of x-ray spectra 
( ˆcq ) by combining the mammography and radiology datasets over the whole span of 
kVs covered by our source. The new spectra were produced as follows. 
First, a new set of radiology spectra was simulated for voltage values between 30 and 
110 kV in 5 kV steps. The effects of inherent filtration were removed by applying the 
Beer’s law for the negative values of the estimated thickness of aluminum (xAl) and 
tungsten (xW), i.e. by “unattenuating” the spectra. 
We used data from the mammography dataset to compensate the lack of data for energy 
bins below 10 keV and instabilities caused by the “unattenuation” process in the low 
energy range due to the low values in the original radiology spectrum that were subject 
to numerical inaccuracy. Data by Boone et al. [218] showed a large degree of linearity 
for the first energy bins of the mammographic model. For this reason we removed the 
higher order terms of the original polynomial coefficients and linearly extrapolated the 
values of energy bins from 6 to 13 keV beyond the kVp range covered by the 
mammographic model and up to 110 kVp, matching the kVp values used to generate the 
radiology dataset. Values up to 13 keV in the unattenuated radiology spectra were 
substituted by the extrapolation of mammography data, obtaining a complete dataset for 
the voltage range covered by the microfocus x-ray source used in the present work. 
The third, and last, step of the fitting process yielded the final spectra for the generation 
of the modified TASMIP model for microfocus x-ray sources. In this step the dataset 
arising from the previous stage was modified to match the experimental measurements 
by minimizing the difference between the estimated and measured attenuation –
calculated as the ratio of exposures– in the least-squares sense. We used a method 
similar to the one proposed by Meghzifene et al. [232] that used attenuation 
measurements and numerical optimization to find the thickness of aluminum attenuating 
the spectra generated at the anode. 
We obtained the exposure for the simulated spectra by integrating, across energy, the 
inverse of the x-ray quanta per unit of exposure, weighted by the spectra in the dataset. 
The number of x-ray quanta per unit exposure for a particular energy bin can be 
obtained using the expression by Johns [52]: 
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E  is the mass-energy absorption coefficient for air, X is the exposure 
value in mR and   is the photon fluence in photons/mm2. Using equation 4.3, the total 
exposure value is given by [55]: 
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t u
XX E q E dE  , (4.4) 
where ˆuq is the estimated microfocus spectra. The value of ˆuq was estimated by finding 
the aluminum and tungsten filtration that, when applied to ˆcq , minimized the difference 
between estimated and measured attenuation. Analogously to equation 4.2, ˆuq is given 
by: 
( ( ) ( ) )ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) Al Al W WE x E xu cq E q E e
   . (4.5) 
We built the last fitting process on two premises: first, that the housing of x-ray sources 
–responsible for inherent filtration– contains several materials that are not exactly 
aluminum (while they have similar atomic number) and, therefore, the equivalent 
aluminum thickness could vary with x-ray source voltage; and, second, that anode 
roughness can be modeled as a voltage-independent tungsten thickness [233]. For these 
reasons we set as parameters for the optimization process one value of aluminum 
thickness per kVp and a single tungsten thickness shared for all kVp values. 
Attenuation data were computed for the aluminum filtered exposure data –see section 
4.2.2 and figure 4.2(A)– using 0 mm Al as the reference point (i.e. we used 8 
attenuation points, namely 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 mm Al). The cost-
function was minimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt method. 
The estimated microfocus spectra ( ˆuq ) generated after the optimization process was 
subsequently used to find the coefficients for the new TASMIP polynomials. The 
polynomial fitting was performed in an analogous fashion to the one described by 
Boone et al. [55], finding a polynomial (with a maximum degree of 3) that related x-ray 
source voltage to photon output, per energy bin. We used the polyfit routine in Matlab® 
for finding the polynomial coefficients. 
Residual differences in the efficiency of the x-ray source used in this work and those 
used by Boone et al. were compensated by finding the average scaling factor between 
measured and estimated values of exposure behind aluminum attenuators. 
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4.2.4 Evaluation of the spectral model 
We evaluated the accuracy of the spectra generated by the modified TASMIP model for 
microfocus sources in terms of exposure and attenuation, for the three exposure datasets 
described in section 4.2.2. 
In particular we compared the exposure estimated by the simulated spectra to the one 
measured behind the aluminum and PMMA attenuators, and the attenuation factors 
using 0.5 mm Al as the reference beam for both materials. We also compared 
attenuation factors in copper using 0.1 mm Cu as the reference beam. We did not use 
the non-filtered beam –i.e. 0 mm Al or 0 mm Cu filtration– as the reference from the 
attenuation analysis to enhance the visibility of the data due to the large dynamic range 
of attenuation values if the non-filtered beam was included in the study. 
To further assess the validity of the model we compared the estimated and measured 
exposure values at the isocenter of an Argus PET/CT scanner (Sedecal, Madrid, Spain) 
which is described in [4]. The Argus PET/CT includes a tungsten anode-based x-ray 
source, model Apogee 5011 (Oxford Instruments, Oxfordshire, UK) with a maximum 
voltage of 50 kV and maximum power of 50 W. The beam is filtered with 1 mm Al. 
 Measurements were performed in an analogous fashion to the one described in section 
4.2.2, for voltages between 30 and 50 kV in 5 kV steps and for an anode current of 0.4 
mA. The data were obtained without the protective PMMA tube –see chapter 3, section 
3.2.3.2– which was removed for technical service, preventing the data to be 
contaminated by scatter generated at the PMMA tube. 
4.3 Results 
The new set of coefficients for the polynomial curves of the modified TASMIP model 
can be found in Appendix A1 of the present document. 
Figure 4.3 shows a set of spectra generated using the modified TASMIP for microfocus 
sources, with no added filtration. The spectra show a large number of photons in low 
energy bins, resembling the shape of the mammography spectra in that part of the 
energy span –see figure 4.1(A)–, and it follows the shape of the radiology spectra for 
high energy photons, although after removing the effect of inherent filtration.  
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Figure 4.3. Spectra generated by the modified TASMIP model for microfocus x-ray sources 
plotted for a range of voltages between 30 and 110 kV in 5kV increments. 
 
We found the radiology spectra to present an inherent filtration of xAl = 1.68 mm Al 
with a negligible quantity of tungsten filtration (xW < 10-10 mm). The second fitting 
process which matched attenuation and exposure measurements to the spectra resulting 
from the combination of mammography and radiology data yielded a negative value of 
aluminum thickness for all the voltages, ranging between 0.20 and 0.22 mm Al and a 
value of tungsten filtration of 0.0029 mm W, which can be generated by a value of 
roughness of the anode of ~3 m. 
Exposure as a function of source voltage for the raw beam –i.e. 0 mm Al added 
filtration– is shown in figure 4.4(A). Simulated exposure shows a good agreement with 
measured values, with an average relative mean error of 0.03. 
The exposure curve for the beam filtered by different thicknesses of aluminum is shown 
in figure 4.4(B). In this case the simulated data also show a good agreement with 
measured exposure. 
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Figure 4.4. Panel (A) shows the air Kerma at a distance of 1 m away from the source 
measured –circular markers– and estimated –solid lines– using the spectra model for no 
added filtration in the beam and x-ray source voltage from 30 to 110 kV in 5 kV increments. 
Air Kerma measurements and estimations for a beam filtered by aluminum are compared in 
panel (B), for a range of added filtration between 0.5 and 4 mm Al in 0.5 mm increments. 
 
Simulated attenuation values for aluminum –see figure 4.5(A)– showed very good 
agreement with measured data with a maximum average error of 0.07, for a peak energy 
of 35 kVp. For the case of copper, the correspondence between simulated and measured 
attenuation is worse, with a deviation that can be visually appreciated in figure 4.5(B). 
The maximum mean error in this case was of 0.1, for the data corresponding to 35 kVp. 
To illustrate the difference between the modified model and the original TASMIP for 
radiological sources, attenuation curves are presented again in figure 4.6, comparing 
simulated attenuation (red curves) to measured data (blue curves). The deviation is 
much larger in this case and it is especially noticeable for copper, with average relative 
errors between 0.6 and 4.4. 
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Figure 4.5.  Attenuation curves from measured –circular markers– and estimated –solid 
line– data as a function of added filtration for different x-ray source voltages. Panel (A) 
show the attenuation values for different thickness of aluminum referred to 0.5 mm Al. 
Attenuation values using copper as attenuating material are shown in panel (B), using 0.1 
mm Cu as the reference point. 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Comparison between attenuation values for aluminum –panel (A)– and for 
copper –panel (B)– attenuators obtained by the classic radiological version of the TASMIP 
model –red curves– and experimentally determined –blue curves. 
 
Simulated exposure and attenuation for the PMMA attenuators is shown in figure 4.7, 
together with measured data. Simulated and measured curves present small deviations, 
with a maximum relative average error of 0.05 in exposure (for 8 mm PMMA) and of 
0.06 in attenuation (for 24 mm PMMA). 
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Figure 4.7. Air Kerma (A) and attenuation values (B) measured –circular markers– and 
estimated –curves– using the modified TASMIP model behind PMMA plates of different 
thicknesses, as a function of x-ray source voltage. We used 0.5 mm Al added filtration for 
the reference –i.e. non-attenuated– beam. 
 
The simulated exposure for 1 mm Al added filtration agreed to a great extent with the 
measured data, for the Hamamatsu x-ray source (already shown in figure 4.4(B) and 
depicted again in figure 4.8) and for the Oxford x-ray source, shown in figure 4.8. The 
last point in the exposure curve for the Oxford source broke the trend and departed not 
only from the simulated data but also from the experimental data obtained with the 
Hamamatsu source. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Experimentally determined –markers– and simulated –curve– air Kerma values 
for x-ray beams between 30 and 50 kVp and 1mm Al filtration. Red dots represent the 
values obtained for the Hamamatsu x-ray source and blue stars represent those obtained for 
the Oxford x-ray source. 
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4.4 Discussion and conclusions 
In this chapter we have shown the modification of the TASMIP model for the 
simulation of x-ray spectra for tungsten anodes in the radiology and mammography 
environments to use it for microfocus x-ray sources. In particular we modified the 
model by finding the inherent filtration affecting spectra generated by the original 
model for radiology when compared to the model for mammography which only 
included the output beryllium window of the tube. After finding the inherent filtration 
relating the radiology and mammography datasets we built a complete dataset 
combining both. We then found the values of inherent filtration and anode roughness 
relating this new dataset to experimental attenuation values, with an approach similar to 
[232]. 
The estimated value of inherent filtration relating the radiology and mammography 
datasets was found to be of 1.68 mm Al, in line with the value of inherent filtration 
reported by Boone et al. for the spectra used to build the model, who estimated an 
inherent filtration of ~2.0 mm Al for the Fewell spectra, computed as the nominal 1.1 
mm Al plus an extra filtration of ~0.88 mm (for voltages between 30 and 40 kV) which 
was necessary to match measured attenuation [55]. 
We found that experimental data for our microfocus x-ray source matched better for a 
value of inherent filtration of ~1.5 mm Al, with an extra filtration of ~3 m W. This 
extra filtration from tungsten could arise from roughness in the anodes used in [55, 218] 
and falls in the range of values reported by Nowotny and Meghzifene [233] which 
found anode roughness ranging from 0 to 6 m for a set of six anodes extracted from 
used x-ray sources. 
Errors shown by the new model for transmission are in line with errors reported by Ay 
et al. [234] for other spectra generation models, however, in the radiology range, with 
1.2 mm Al inherent filtration. They showed a mean error in attenuation curves for 
aluminum thicknesses ranging from 0 to 25 mm and for 100 kVp of 10.4% (0.104 
relative error) for the IPEM model [235], 9.9% for the model by Birch and Marshall 
[220], 4.5% for the model by Tucker et al. [221], 0.6% for the TASMIP radiology 
model [55], 3.0% for a Monte Carlo model using the MCNP package [224], and 7.7% 
for a Monte Carlo model based on the EGS4 package [225].These values compared to a 
mean error of 2.9% for aluminum thicknesses up to 4 mm shown by the modified 
TASMIP model and to a mean error of 7.8% when using copper with a maximum 
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thickness of 0.3 mm. While the range of thicknesses is smaller, our spectral model 
contained a significantly larger fraction of low energy photons, making the attenuation 
larger for lower thickness of material. 
In conclusion, we have generated a new set of polynomial coefficients for the 
simulation of x-ray spectra for microfocus x-ray sources that can be used following the 
philosophy of the TASMIP model. As in the case of the TASMIP model, the generation 
of spectra is very simple, implying only the evaluation of polynomial curves as a 
function of x-ray source voltage. The new set of polynomials can be straightforwardly 
included in Spektr, taking profit of the additional features offered by this package. The 
results showed an accurate enough agreement with experimental data, in line with other, 
usually more complicated, spectral models developed for radiology or mammography. 
This new model provides a dedicated tool for the generation of spectra for microfocus 
x-ray sources covering a large span of voltages, filling the whole range of applications 
for small-animal x-ray imaging. 
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5  Development of acceleration techniques for Monte Carlo 
simulation of x‐ray scatter on 
GPUs for CBCT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The work presented in this chapter was carried out in part at the I-STAR laboratory, 
Department of Biomedical Engineering of the Johns Hopkins University and under the 
supervision of Wojciech Zbijewski PhD and Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen PhD. 
5.1 Introduction 
X-ray scatter in CBCT imaging has been usually pointed as one of the key physical 
factors limiting image quality. Specifically, x-ray scatter is recognized to impart a loss 
in contrast, a decrease in contrast-to-noise ratio, loss in detective quantum efficiency 
(DQE), a loss of spatial resolution, and an increase in cupping and streak artifacts [33, 
88, 236-238].   
Along the trajectory of CBCT imaging, researchers have proposed a variety of 
techniques for the measurement or estimation of the quantity and distribution of scatter, 
which can be divided in physical, analytical, Monte Carlo and hybrid methods. 
Physical methods of characterizing x-ray scatter in CBCT often involve measurement of 
signal in the shadow of an x-ray opaque “blocker” placed between the source and the 
object such that the signal behind the blocker is mainly due to scatter, and the un-
blocked signal arises from scatter + primary. Examples of this kind of techniques can be 
found in [91-92, 191, 239-242]. 
Analytical models for scatter estimation have also received a considerable interest. 
These methods cover from very simple approaches in which the scatter signal is 
assumed to be constant across the whole scan [237] or across a single projection [243] 
to more elaborate approaches where the scatter is computed as the convolution of the 
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primary signal with an scatter point spread function which is used as the convolution 
kernel [93, 244]. 
Monte Carlo simulation is known to provide accurate estimations of scatter signals but 
its use has been hampered by the high computational burden and the large number of 
photon histories needed to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio in the estimated 
signal which are usually on the range of 109 photons [115].  
Variance reduction techniques help in reducing the computational burden of Monte 
Carlo simulation of x-ray scatter. Examples of these techniques are forced detection 
[245], mean free path transformation [117], Woodcock tracking [130] or interaction 
splitting and Russian roulette [117]. These techniques have shown a potential decrease 
factor in running time, for a given level of noise, in the range of 10-100 [117]. Monte 
Carlo can also be combined with noise reduction techniques, taking advantage of the 
relatively low frequency of the scatter signal [94, 246-249], or it can be combined with 
analytical estimations of first-order scatter providing noise first order scatter and a 
coarse estimation of multiple scatter that undergoes a denoising stage [96]. 
MC simulation can be significantly accelerated by implementation on graphics 
processing units (GPUs) that provide a fast, parallel computing architecture with 
standard desktop workstations. We report here a new scatter simulation platform that 
makes used of a publicly available software library for Monte Carlo simulation of x-ray 
systems in GPUs [187] to which variance reduction techniques were incorporated to 
accelerate the generation of scatter signals. The photon tracking process was modified 
to increase the improvement in performance provided by variance reduction and several 
new capabilities were included in the platform. 
5.2 Materials and methods 
The simulation engine presented in this chapter was based on the MC-GPU v1.1 
package that takes profit of the parallelization capabilities of the Monte Carlo photon 
tracking process on voxelized geometries and of the potential for parallel computing 
offered by GPUs. 
A detailed description of the MC-GPU package can be found in [187] and the package 
is publicly available via the U. S. Food and Drug Administration, Center for Devices 
and Radiological Health (http://code.google.com/p/mcgpu/). The code employs 
interaction models and cross sections from PENELOPE 2006 [58], a general-purpose 
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Monte Carlo simulation system for electron-photon transport, and was shown to achieve 
a 15- to 30-fold acceleration over computation on a single CPU [187]. 
With the objective of improving the performance of the simulation engine for the 
particular task of estimating x-ray scatter distributions on CBCT we modified the code 
and developed several variance reduction techniques that increase the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the estimated scatter for a fixed simulation time. 
We also extended the capabilities of MC-GPU to allow the simulation of polychromatic 
x-ray spectra, the inclusion of models of the detector signal formation as a function of 
the energy of the incoming photon, the inclusion of models for the energy and travel 
direction-dependent photon rejection process taking place in antiscatter grids, and the 
tallying of the energy deposited in the voxelized volume, yielding a basis for dose 
estimation. 
The accelerated simulation engine was evaluated against the classic version of MC-
GPU and experimental measurements. We evaluated the gain in performance provided 
by variance reduction. Finally we presented a practical application of the simulation 
engine for the correction of scatter artifacts in CBCT. 
5.2.1 MC‐GPU – Inclusion of variance reduction techniques 
MC-GPU tracks individual x-ray photons through the voxelized volume using 
Woodcock tracking [130]. The length of the step between interactions is calculated 
assuming a uniform object composed of the most attenuating material in the volume. 
Some interactions are then treated as virtual –i.e., not resulting in a change to photon 
energy or trajectory– depending on the material encountered at the interaction site. With 
this approach, explicit computation of photon path intersections with each voxel 
boundary is avoided, yielding algorithmic acceleration and execution speeds 
independent of voxel size for a fixed total volume size. Photon histories with the 
weighted energy –i.e. the product of the carried weight by the photon energy– falling 
below 5 keV are terminated. To further increase the speed in simulating x-ray scatter 
distributions, we implemented additional variance reduction techniques in the MC-GPU 
engine, namely, biasing of the photon direction sampling, forced scattering, interaction 
splitting, and forced detection. 
 
 (a) Photon direction biasing: In classic Monte Carlo photon tracking, the 
original direction of the photons generated at the x-ray source is uniformly sampled 
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along the x-ray cone as it happens in real systems. This is an appropriate approach when 
the voxelized volume covers most of the beam and does not contain a significant 
fraction of voxels with a very low interaction probability (i.e., it does not contain large 
empty areas). However, in some situations, the volume could include empty portions –
e.g. the space between the fingers when simulating the acquisition of a hand– or not 
cover part of the beam –e.g. when simulating sagittal views of a thorax CBCT– where 
photons are not likely to interact. 
We modified the photon generation process in MC-GPU to offer the possibility of 
directing more photons to those parts of the volume where they are more likely to 
interact. To do so, a previous analytical projection of the volume for the particular 
position of the source and detector is computed. The volume is projected using the 
approach described in section 5.2.3 but assuming a monochromatic beam with energy 
equal to the mean energy of the spectrum used for the simulation. The projected volume 
yields a two-dimensional distribution that is rearranged and normalized to unit area to 
generate a probability density function (pdf).  
Every time a new photon is generated during the simulation its direction is sampled 
from the pdf using rejection sampling. To not bias results towards more attenuating 
paths, the generated photon receives a weight inversely proportional to the probability 
of the sampled direction, yielding 
0
1.0
r ray
w
N p
 , (5.1) 
where Nr is the number of bins used for the generation of the pdf and pray is the 
probability for the particular direction of the photon, generated using bilinear 
interpolation from the closer bins of the pdf. Equation 5.1 provides weights larger than 
one for directions with probability lower than that for uniform sampling, and weights 
lower than one for those with larger probability values. 
If very low attenuating paths are present in the volume it is possible for some photons to 
receive very large weights that cannot be compensated until a very large number of 
photons is simulated. To prevent weights from getting too large we set an upper limit 
for weight, according to 
max
ph
u v
N
w
N N
 , (5.2) 
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where Nph is the number of photons to simulate and Nu and Nv are the number of pixels 
of the detector in the u (horizontal) and v (vertical) directions, respectively. Photons 
with weights larger than the value provided by equation 5.2 are rejected. 
 
(b) Forced scattering. All non-virtual interactions were forced to be either 
Compton or Rayleigh scatter by eliminating photoelectric absorption from the set of 
possible interactions and adjusting the photon weight to correct for the resulting bias: 
1
c r
i i
t
w w  
 , (5.3) 
where wi is the weight after interaction i, wi-1 is the weight carried by the photon from 
previous interactions, c and r are the Compton and Rayleigh components of the 
attenuation coefficient, respectively, and t is the total attenuation coefficient for the 
voxel at which the interaction occurs. 
 
(c) Interaction splitting [117] and forced detection [116, 118]. After selecting 
the interaction type, the photon was split into several (Nsplit) virtual photons, each of 
them with a weight reduced by 1/Nsplit from that of the original photon. For Compton 
scatter interactions, the direction of each virtual photon was forced toward a uniformly 
randomly selected detector pixel, thus assuring detection. Forcing toward all pixels 
would be prohibitively slow due to the large number of elements in the detector matrix. 
A weight was assigned to the photon to correct for the bias resulting from neglecting 
other possible directions [250]:  
1
1
c
i i c
dw w
d
   , (5.4) 
where c is the total Compton scattering cross section, dc/d is the differential 
Compton cross section for the direction from the interaction site to the center of the 
detector pixel, and Δ is the solid angle covered by the detector pixel in the direction 
of the photon. The differential cross section was computed with PENELOPE using the 
Klein-Nishina formula corrected for electron binding effects using the impulse 
approximation [58]. Equation 5.4 is an approximation, since the differential cross 
section is assumed constant across a detector pixel. For small pixels (e.g., <1 mm for 
flat-panel detectors), the change in scattering angle across a pixel is small and thus the 
error is expected to be negligible; no appreciable bias was found in scatter distributions 
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obtained with forced detection compared to standard simulation (see section 5.3.1). The 
resulting virtual scattered photon was tracked toward the detector using Woodcock 
tracking, allowing only for virtual interactions, but weighting the photon contribution by 
the probability of interaction every time the transport function is sampled, and thus 
accounting for attenuation along the photon track. Photon splitting was also performed 
for Rayleigh interactions, but forced detection was not employed, since it did not 
significantly improve simulation speed (i.e., most photons undergoing Rayleigh scatter 
advanced toward the detector anyway). After an initial scattering event and scoring the 
resulting virtual photons in the detector, the simulation proceeded to model multiple 
scatter by returning to track the original photon in the usual manner to the next scatter 
event, scoring a new group of resulting virtual photons in the detector, and so on until 
the photon traversed the object. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Tracking algorithm proposed. The tracking of the photon is stopped at every 
interaction point, and the CPU takes the control of the process. Several interactions are 
launched in parallel in the GPU and the photons are transported directly to the detector. One 
of the interaction results is assumed to be the real interaction and the photon parameters are 
stored to continue the tracking. The process is terminated when the photon exits the volume. 
 
Interaction splitting can be detrimental to overall performance of a parallel Monte Carlo 
implementation since it breaks the continuity of each primary photon thread when the 
virtual scattered photons are created and transported toward the detector. The tracking 
process was therefore modified to optimize for parallel execution of interaction splitting 
on a GPU. Primary photons originating from the x-ray source were tracked in parallel 
until all of them reached their first interaction points. Subsequently, the status of the 
primary photons was stored in GPU memory and the threads associated with tracking 
them were terminated. A new group of threads was created for each original photon to 
undergo virtual interactions and to track the virtual photons to the detector in a fully 
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parallel fashion. After all the virtual photons reached the detector, their threads were 
terminated and a new set of kernels was launched to continue the tracking of the 
original photons from their saved state. The modified tracking process is graphically 
depicted in figure 5.1. 
5.2.2 MC‐GPU – Inclusion of polyenergetic spectra, detector 
response models, antiscatter grids and dose tallying 
We extended MC-GPU for the simulation of arbitrary spectra of the x-ray beam. The 
spectrum for the particular simulation is provided as a text file with 1 keV sampling 
intervals over the range 1-150 keV. The x-ray spectrum must be normalized to unit area, 
yielding a pdf, before being read by the simulation engine. The energy for each new 
generated photon is sampled from the spectrum pdf using the Walker’s alias method 
[127].  
Transmission through a focused antiscatter grid was included in the simulation engine 
by applying analytical weights to each photon reaching the detector plane. The grid 
response is approximated as locally parallel, oblique lamellae oriented at an angle 
corresponding to the angle of the focused grid at the location of photon incidence. The 
weight for the photon is computed according to the analytical expression of Day and 
Dance [251], as a function of photon incidence angle, photon energy, grid cell materials 
and dimensions, and local grid angle. The energy dependence of the photon 
transmission factor for the lamellae and interspaces is provided to the simulator as a text 
file for energy values between 1 and 150 keV in 1 keV increments. 
The variation of the detector signal as a function of the energy of the incoming photon 
was included as an energy-dependent weight factor that multiplies the energy of every 
photon reaching the detector. The model of the detector signal is provided to the 
simulation engine via a text file with a format equivalent to the one used for grid 
transmission. 
As a last feature, we incorporated into the simulation engine the possibility of 
generating a voxelized volume storing the energy deposited by all of the interactions 
undergone by photons at that place. To do so, every time a photon reaches an interaction 
point, the energy, if any, deposited as a consequence of the interaction is added to the 
voxel value, in a similar fashion as the one used by Boone et al. [114]. The final volume 
contains the energy in eV deposited at each of the voxel forming the volume. 
Conversion to dose can be performed by normalizing by the mass of the particular 
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voxel. It is important to point out that the approach used for dose scoring is an 
approximation where the photon is assumed to locally deposit all the energy at the 
interaction point, neglecting the range traveled by the possible photo electron. 
5.2.3 MC‐GPU – Analytical tracking of primary photons 
While variance reduction techniques are appropriate for the reduction of the variance of 
the scatter signal, obtaining a better relation between noise and simulation time for 
scatter components, they have no effect on the noise of the simulated primary signal. 
When variance reduction is applied to accelerate Monte Carlo simulation by lowering 
the number of tracked photons, the noise in the resulting primary estimates reflects this 
reduced photon fluence and may therefore be relatively large. 
For this reason we decided to not rely on the Monte Carlo simulation of primary signal 
when variance reduction techniques are applied during the simulation. To obtain a 
primary signal free of noise we implemented an analytical polychromatic ray-tracer, 
based on the approach by Siddon [252]. The analytical projector employs the same 
source spectrum, system geometry and material properties as the Monte Carlo engine. 
The complete projections including primary and scatter could be generated by adding 
the gain corrected scatter signal to the result of the analytical ray tracing. 
The implementation of the ray-tracing engine is briefly described in the following 
paragraphs. 
The Siddon ray tracing algorithm assumes a voxelized geometry and computes the exact 
x-ray path of a infinitesimal width ray, in our case joining the focal spot of the x-ray 
source and a point on the detector plane. To achieve a good performance and accuracy, 
the algorithm works by computing the points of intersection between the boundaries of 
voxels and the distance between two consecutive points of intersection. This process 
takes profit of the parallel disposition of voxel boundaries, which allows the 
computation of the first intersection of the ray with the volume and estimate the 
following intersection points by recursion. The projected value is obtained by adding 
the set of distances between pairs of consecutive intersection points weighted by the 
value of the voxel traversed between the two intersections. A simplified version of the 
traking process is depicted in figure 5.2 for a two-dimensional slice. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic view of the Siddon tracking process. The distance and attenuation 
value between a grey and the next white point and viceversa is weighted by the attenuation 
factor of the particular voxel. 
 
The GPU implementation traces each ray in a parallel fashion, launching a selectable 
number of threads per detector pixel, as set by the user. The computation of the 
intersection points is independent for each tracked ray, and rays with similar trajectories 
are grouped together in blocks. The voxelized volume is stored in a 3D texture memory 
that offers cached memory areas, accelerating the access to memory if a considerable 
degree of coalescence is achieved. The intention of grouping rays with close trajectories 
is to make the most out of the caching capabilities of texture memory. 
5.2.4 Experiment 1: Evaluation of the performance gain and 
accuracy of the accelerated Monte Carlo engine 
This set of experiments had two main goals. The first objective was to assess that the 
inclusion of the variance reduction techniques do not bias the quantity and spatial 
distribution of the generated scatter signal. The second objective was to evaluate the 
level of correspondence between experimental and Monte Carlo simulated data. 
The basic MC-GPU, in which we introduced variance reduction techniques, was 
validated in comparison to measurements and in comparison to a CPU-based Monte 
Carlo implementation (PENELOPE), in the context of dose estimation [95, 253]. The 
Monte Carlo variance reduction techniques in our implementation of MC-GPU were 
validated by computing scatter distributions with and without variance reduction for a 
variety of CBCT configurations. 
To test the correspondence between the scatter fields generated by the MC-GPU with 
variance reduction and the classic implementation of MC-GPU and to assess the 
increase in performance from variance reduction we performed a series of simulations 
using the phantom proposed in [119] and explained in greater detail in chapter 6, section 
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6.2.2. The phantom is shown in figure 5.3(A) and it consists of a homogeneous region 
of soft-tissue with two cylindrical inserts of bone formed by a layer of cortical bone 
with marrow in its interior and two further cylindrical inserts of adipose tissue and 
muscle, respectively. Material properties were extracted from the Penelope database 
[58] and from data by Woodard and White [189]. 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Depiction of the synthetic phantom (A) used for the evaluation of the match 
between the accelerated and classis version of MC-GPU and for performance 
measurements. The right panel (B) shows a picture of the CNR phantom with only the PTFE 
insert. 
 
Simulations were carried out for two different system geometries and x-ray spectra. 
First we used a mid-compact geometry with source-to-axis distance (SAD) of SAD = 
1000 mm and axis-to-detector distance (ADD) of ADD = 500 mm, comparable to the 
geometry used for on-board CBCT systems in Linear Accelerators (Linac), with a 
compromise spectrum (70 kVp, +2 mm Al, +0.2 mm Cu added filtration), softer than 
usual clinical spectra but harder than those used for preclinical image acquisition. The 
major axis of the phantom was set to 280 mm and projection data were obtained for a 
beam perpendicular to the major axis. 
The second simulated dataset was obtained for a small-animal geometry of SAD = 155 
mm and ADD = 75 mm and a soft spectrum (45 kVp, +1 mm Al added filtration). The 
major axis of the phantom was set to 70 mm, resembling a rat. Projection data were 
obtained for a beam aligned with the major axis of the phantom. 
The simulations were performed ten times in each case with the number of photon 
histories per projection (Nph) ranging from 5x106 - 5x108. An additional MC-GPU 
simulation obtained with 1010 photons/projection and no variance reduction provided a 
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reference standard against which to assess possible bias introduced by the acceleration 
techniques. 
We quantified the performance of the simulation engine given a number of photon 
histories using the following figure of merit for efficiency: 
2
1i
i i
x
t
 
     , (5.5) 
where i is the standard deviation of pixel i, ix is the mean value for pixel i, and t  is the 
average execution time of the Monte Carlo simulation, all computed over ten 
independent Monte Carlo runs. The variance reduction techniques should yield lower 
noise for a given number of simulated photons compared to simulations without such 
acceleration, but at the cost of potential increase in run-time. The ratio (R) of  with 
and without variance reduction therefore assessed the gain in performance. 
We also inspected the match between the total simulated signal and experimental data. 
The simulated signal was obtained from adding the analytically computed primary 
signal and the scatter signal generated by the accelerated MC-GPU. To this end we 
performed an acquisition of the CNR phantom shown in chapter 2, figure 2.11, and 
reproduced for the sake of clarity in figure 5.3(B) with only the PTFE insert in place. 
For the image acquisition we used the CBCT system described in chapter 2. We used 
the soft-tissue rat protocol –see chapter 2, section 2.4.2– which involved the use of 66 
kV and 0.2 mmCu added filtration. The spectrum was generated using the model 
proposed in chapter 4 and the detector response was obtained according to cascaded 
systems analysis, as explained in chapter 2, section 2.2.6. 
We acquired a single projection with the detector set in 4x4 binning –i.e. 0.2 mm pixel 
size– and for the minimum magnification of the system. Projection data was corrected 
for defective elements, dark offset, and gain. 
We simulated the same projection image using the three materials in the phantom and a 
segmented volume generated from a reconstructed dataset of an acquisition for 360 
projections carried out just after obtaining the single projection. The material properties 
were extracted from the Penelope database [58]. For estimating the Monte Carlo scatter 
signal we used 107 photons. 
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Before adding primary and scatter data, the scatter data was normalized by the gain field 
computed analytically taking into account spectrum, detector response, and geometry; 
therefore accounting for 1/R2 effects. 
All the simulations were carried out on a single Geforce GTX460 GPU (Nvidia Corp. 
Santa Clara, CA) with 1 GB dedicated memory. 
5.2.5 Experiment 2: Practical application to scatter correction 
To provide a practical scenario for the usage of the presented simulation platform, we 
applied it to the correction of scatter in CBCT. 
We designed a complete architecture for the automatic Monte Carlo-based scatter 
correction from an acquired volume. This correction scheme was described in more 
detail in [35]. The scatter correction framework presented consists of five stages that 
yield a scatter corrected tomographic volume as a final result requiring no interaction 
from the user. 
The CBCT projection data is first reconstructed by means of the well known FDK 
[79], using the approach described in chapter 2, section 2.2.4. The reconstructed data are 
then segmented automatically, yielding the voxelized volume that is used for the Monte 
Carlo simulation.  
The data were segmented using the method proposed by Otsu [254]. This algorithm 
performs an unsupervised segmentation, given the number of classes present in the 
volume. In the original scatter correction method we used three different classes for the 
description of biological tissues: soft tissue, bone, and air. The histogram of the volume 
is computed and the two levels for the segmentation are found by maximizing the 
between-class variance, yielding the statistically best separation assuming there are 
three different tissues in the sample. 
In the described implementation, each tissue class received a material description and a 
fixed density. It is straightforward to assign different densities inside a material 
according to original voxel values. 
In the third stage, the scatter distribution in the CBCT projection data is estimated 
using the simulation platform presented in this chapter, calculating the scatter field for a 
set of angular positions, previously defined by the user. The three scatter components –
i.e. Compton, Rayleigh and multiple scatter– are stored in three different buffers, and 
they are smoothed to minimize the impact of the Monte Carlo limited number of 
photons, taking advantage of the relatively smooth nature of the scatter signal. The 
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smoothing kernel is different for the Rayleigh scatter component, due to its highly 
forward directed distribution, which makes the smoothness assumption weaker in its 
case. 
To minimize the simulation time, it is convenient to allow a certain amount of noise in 
the estimated scatter signal. Thus, a denoising step was necessary to obtain the desired 
noise-free scatter signal to subtract. In the present work, we have followed the approach 
proposed in [249]. The scatter signal was smoothed by means of several iterations of the 
Richardson-Lucy algorithm, stopping at the denoising step. 
We propose to use different Gaussian smoothing kernels to take profit of the nature of 
the different types of scatter components. A wide kernel is used for the denoising of the 
noisier and more evenly distributed Compton and multi-scattered signals, while the 
forward direction of the Rayleigh signal is preserved by a narrower smoothing kernel. 
The smoothed scatter signals are then divided by an analytical estimation of gain, 
calculated using the geometrical parameters of the system, the x-ray source spectrum, 
the detector response and the number of photons used for the simulation. This 
normalization removed the effect of the number of photons used for the simulation, 
detector gain, and beam anisotropy (inverse squared distance law). The scatter 
components are subsequently added to form the projection images which are 
interpolated in the angular domain to obtain the whole projection dataset to be 
subtracted from the original data. The corrected data are then reconstructed. 
To assess the validity of the corrected volume, a new segmentation is performed. If the 
segmented volume differs from the one used for the MC simulation, the whole process 
is repeated again. 
The method is outlined in figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4. Outline of the scatter correction method proposed. For datasets highly degraded 
by scatter, the segmentation step could assign a wrong material to some part of the volume, 
then a new iteration of the method must be performed if the segmented volume is different 
from the one obtained in the previous iteration. 
 
We used the same phantom, spectrum and simulation conditions described in section 
5.2.4 but in this case we acquired 360 projections in 1º increments, therefore spanning a 
complete rotation. The anode current was set to 0.095 mA, for a total of 3.8 mAs.  
For the scatter simulation we simulate 90 projections homogeneously distributed along 
360º. The scatter distributions were denoised with the RL method using a 10 pixel 
kernel for the Compton and multiple scatter components and a 4 pixel kernel for the 
Rayleigh scatter component. The scatter projections for the angular position between the 
simulated ones were obtained by linear interpolation and a single iteration of the 
correction method was carried out. 
We assessed the reduction in scatter by visual inspection and by quantifying the level of 
cupping present in the data using the tcup measurement described in chapter 2, section 
2.3.3.2, which expression is reproduced below: 
100 edge centercup
edge
t
 

  , (5.6) 
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where µcenter and µedge are the mean value of a 30x30 voxel ROI at the center and close 
to the edge of the PMMA area, respectively. 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Accuracy of simulated data and acceleration factor 
The scatter fluence obtained by the accelerated version of MC-GPU for 5x106 photons 
is compared to the one obtained by classic MC-GPU for two different number of 
photons, namely 108 and 1010, and for the Linac geometry. The scatter distributions 
were normalized to 108 photons, by dividing by the number of photons used for the 
particular dataset and then scale the results by 108. At a first glance, one can see the 
high degree of correspondence and the lower running time of the accelerated version of 
the code for similar noise levels –see panel (A1)  in figure 5.5 compared to (A3)–. 
Deviations between classic and accelerated version of MC-GPU are quantified in panels 
(B) and (C) in figure 5.5. The absolute relative difference between the scatter 
distribution generated by the accelerated version and the one by the classic version 
showed a noise-like distribution with no apparent structure. Average absolute relative 
difference was 0.025, meaning less 2.5% discrepancy between distributions. 
Profile data, measured along the central row of the detector showed equivalent trends 
for the three distributions with lower noise for the accelerated version of the code when 
compared to the result of unaccelerated MC-GPU for 108 photons. 
The value of R between the accelerated and classic versions of MC-GPU is shown in 
table 5.I. For the Linac geometry, the inclusion of variance reduction yielded 24~fold 
increase in performance when all the techniques are applied. However some techniques 
–direction biasing and forced scatter– were found to diminish performance in this 
situation and a better result was obtained when including only splitting and forced 
detection, achieving ~36 times better performance. 
The situation for the rat geometry was different and all the variance reduction 
techniques provided an improvement in performance, yielding a R  of 28 when all the 
techniques were used. 
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Figure 5.5. Comparison between scatter fluence obtained by the accelerated version of MC-
GPU for 5x106 photons (A1) and the ones obtained by classic MC-GPU for 108 (A2) and 
1010 photons (A3). The absolute relative difference between the distributions in (A1) and 
(A3) is shown in (B). Panel (C) depicts profile data measured along the central row of the 
detector for the three distributions. The white marks in the colorbars represent average value 
across the whole detector plane. 
 
Table 5.I Performance improvement achieved for the different variance reduction 
techniques and system geometries 
Variance Reduction Techniques R 
 Rat Linac 
Standard MC-GPU 
(Variance Red. OFF) 1.00 1.00 
Interaction Splitting 12.50 10.56 
Interaction Splitting + Direction Biasing 12.96 9.88 
Interaction Splitting + Forced Dectection 23.03 35.54 
Interaction Splitting + Forced Scatter 11.01 8.05 
Interaction Splitting + Direction Biasing + Forced Detection 24.81 33.03 
Interaction Splitting + Forced Detection + Forced Scatter + Direction Biasing 
(Variance Red. ON) 27.77 24.18 
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Figure 5.6 shows the projection image acquired with the CBCT system (A1) and the 
one generated by the simulation engine (A2). Visual inspection of the two images 
yielded a good degree of correspondence, except for those areas where the segmentation 
of the volume yielded wrong results due to cone-beam artifacts (see the top of the image 
where the bed cannot be seen on the simulated projection). Also, a slight blurring can be 
noticed in the experimental data which is not reproduced by the simulation engine. 
 
  
Figure 5.6. Gain normalized projection for experimental acquired data (A1) and for Monte 
Carlo simulated data (A2). Image profiles were measured along the orange horizontal lines 
shown in (A1) and (A2) and they are shown on panel (B), for experimental data (green 
curve), total Monte Carlo signal (black curve), Siddon primary signal (dashed grey curve) 
and Monte Carlo estimated scatter signal (solid grey curve). The normalized absolute error 
between the total Monte Carlo signal and experimental data is shown in panel (C). 
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Profile data across the orange lines in figure 5.6(A1) and (A2) are plotted in figure 
5.6(B) and the respective absolute normalized error in figure 5.6(C). Quantitative 
evaluation of the profile confirmed the results pointed by visual inspection, with a good 
agreement between the two signals and error values that seldom reach 10 % of the 
signal value. The average value of difference across the profile is 0.045 (i.e. 4.5%). The 
difference between the two signals seems more evident for areas with high spatial 
variation –i.e. regions with several boundaries–. 
 
5.3.2 Application to scatter correction 
Figure 5.7 shows a reconstructed slice of the evaluation phantom after undergoing one 
iteration of the scatter correction algorithm (A1) and before (A2). The corrected data 
shows an average larger Hounsfield value, as expected from generic results for a similar 
geometry and spectrum in chapter 6 and in [119].  
 
 
Figure 5.7. Slice of a reconstructed slice after one round of scatter correction (A1) and 
before (A2). The difference image (B) computed as (A1)-(A2) shows that a large part of the 
cupping was removed and that the dark areas between the air inserts were reduced. 
 
In addition to the overall lower value, the original volume showed cupping and streaks 
artifacts that are especially noticeable in the gaps separating air inserts. When applying 
the scatter reduction method the image quality showed a considerable improvement, 
becoming more homogeneous due to reduced cupping and reducing the visibility of the 
dark bands. 
The difference image shown in figure 5.7(B) confirmed the visual hints of reduced 
cupping and artifacts. Difference values on the gaps between the air inserts were larger 
than the surrounding area yielding a reduction in the dark bands. Also, differences 
follow an increasing trend towards the center of the phantom, as expected by the 
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observed reduction of cupping. Values of tcup measured using the edge and central ROIs 
depicted in figure 5.7(A1 and A2) further confirmed this trend, being of tcup = 10.5% for 
the original dataset and tcup = 2.2% for the corrected dataset. 
The two concentric circles in figure 5.7(B) arose from the impossibility of applying the 
I0 (air) correction –see chapter 2, section 2.2.4– during reconstruction, since there was 
not an object free area large enough to compute the value with sufficient accuracy. 
The generation of a scatter distribution (i.e. projection) took ~12 s –with values ranging 
between 10 and 14 s for the different angular positions– for a total running time of 
~1000 s. The time used for segmentation, reconstruction and scatter signal subtraction 
was negligible compared to the simulation time. 
5.4 Discussion and conclusions 
The inclusion of variance reduction techniques of scatter forcing, photon direction 
biasing, photon splitting and forced detection in MC-GPU yielded performance 
improvement factors –when all techniques are used together– of ~27 and ~24 depending 
on the system geometry, phantom position and x-ray spectrum without any bias in the 
estimated scatter fluence. This improvement factor adds to the ~15-30x increase in 
speed obtained by regular MC-GPU over calculations performed on a single CPU. 
These results are in agreement to those obtained for previous versions of the simulation 
engine [119]. 
Improvement factors of ~35 were achieved in some situations if only the appropriate 
subset of variance reduction techniques was used, since some of the techniques 
degraded performance for some scenarios. 
The largest baseline gain in performance was shown to be provided by photon splitting 
–even given the computational burden imposed by the modified photon tracking–, in 
agreement with results obtained by Mainegra-Hing and Kawrakow [117] that found this 
technique the most effective among the techniques included in their study, viz. 
exponential transformation of the photon path [129], Woodcock tracking and a variation 
of forced detection. The combination of photon splitting with forced detection of 
Compton scatter provided dramatic improvements in performance, especially for the 
case of the Linac geometry. The larger performance improvement observed in the Linac 
geometry probably arises from the larger size of the sample and the higher mean energy 
of the x-ray beam. Larger phantoms involve more scatter interactions and a larger 
probability of absorption for scattered photons making larger the gain from forcing the 
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scattered photons to reach the detector since a larger signal is integrated for high-order 
scatter when photons are forced to be directed towards the detector instead of letting 
them scatter free at directions that can be far from reaching the detector after a few 
interactions. Furthermore first-order scatter benefits from being translated directly to the 
detector since the probability of further interactions is larger for larger phantoms. 
The case of forced scatter and source direction biasing is more challenging. 
Performance gains from forced scatter were previously reported by Colijn et al. [195] in 
the context of scatter estimation for small-animal CT imaging but we found degraded 
performance for some systems. We attributed this degradation to the lower relative 
probability of absorption compared to scatter for moderately hard spectra. This low 
absorption probability causes that only the small fraction of low energy photons likely 
to be absorbed benefit from forced scatter and their small contribution to the scatter 
signal does not compensate the time needed to transport them to the detector on a large 
volume. On the other hand, softer spectra contain a larger fraction of photons with an 
appreciable probability of absorption that benefit from forced scatter; this, combined 
with the lower time needed to transport the photon to the detector, could yield net 
benefits in performance from forced detection in small-animal systems. 
Source biasing imposed a larger computational burden from the sampling of a further 
pdf by rejection sampling. This extra time needed per photon is compensated by the 
larger quantity of photons undergoing scatter interactions when a considerable part of 
the x-ray beam traversed only through air regions. That was the case for the rat 
configuration, where the beam was aligned with the major axis of the phantom. 
However when most of the beam crosses the sample, as in the case of the Linac 
experiment, performance could be degraded. 
The accelerated simulator showed excellent agreement with its counterpart (classic MC-
GPU) reassuring that the included variance reduction techniques indeed do not bias the 
estimated scatter distributions. 
Simulated and experimental data showed a reasonable degree of correspondence with 
average relative error of 4.5 % and maximum error of ~10-12% for the lowest signal 
that contained few photons. Similar results were found for an intermediate version of 
the simulation engine by Zbijewski et al. [95].  
Deviations were larger for high-frequency areas of the image. This can be explained by 
several effects, such as off-focal radiation or pixel cross-talk. 
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Practical use of the engine for scatter correction showed good results, with a 5-fold 
reduction in cupping and a noticeable reduction of scatter artifacts. This result is in line 
with previous literature on Monte Carlo scatter correction [35, 94-96, 249] which 
showed a great potential for artifact suppression. However, the time needed for the 
simulation of the complete dataset was in this case of ~15 minutes in a single medium-
cost GPU, approaching acceptable running times for the use of Monte Carlo scatter 
correction in the regular imaging practice. 
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6  Monte‐Carlo study of the effects of system geometry and 
antiscatter grids on CBCT scatter 
distributions 
 
 
 
 
The work presented in this chapter was carried out in part at the I-STAR laboratory, 
Department of Biomedical Engineering of the Johns Hopkins University and under the 
supervision of Wojciech Zbijewski PhD and Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen PhD. 
6.1 Introduction 
As stated in chapter 5, x-ray scatter is one of the key sources for image quality 
degradation in CBCT. Therefore a detailed study of scatter as a function of system 
geometry and sample characteristics will help system design tasks in: i.) understanding 
the nature and form of x-ray scatter components (i.e., incoherent, coherent, and multiple 
scatter) contributing to the total scatter; ii.) the extent to which scatter rejection with 
antiscatter grids benefits image quality; and iii.) the effect of system geometry (e.g., 
source-to-object and object-to-detector distance) on the magnitude, nature, and spatial 
distribution of x-ray scatter and its components.  
Neitzel [90] provided an analytical treatment of the question of system geometry –
relative to antiscatter grids– in limiting x-ray scatter, concluding generally that systems 
with a short object-to-detector distance (i.e., a small "air gap") benefit most from the use 
of an antiscatter grid, whereas systems that can accommodate a large air gap (i.e., a 
large object-to-detector distance) benefit from the extended geometry in rejecting x-ray 
scatter, and a grid may be of little use (or actually detrimental, due to absorption of 
primary) to overall image quality per unit dose. Factors such as FOV, electronic noise, 
focal spot blur, and – of course – limitations in scanner size suitable to a given 
application present important additional considerations in system geometry, but the 
relationship between scatter and system geometry is known to be a particularly steep 
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function of “selectivity” – e.g., scatter fluence varying by more than an order of 
magnitude over the range of geometries relevant in clinical CBCT. 
The diversity of preclinical and clinical CBCT configurations in various applications 
spans a full range of such system geometries, with some featuring a compact form with 
a small air gap and others involving an extended geometry with a large air gap. This 
diversity of geometries, along with the associated variety of imaging techniques and 
object size implies that the susceptibility to scatter is not the same for all CBCT 
embodiments. This point is reflected in recent studies on the effects of x-ray scatter in 
such contexts. In a particular small-animal CBCT geometry, for example, Colijn et al. 
[195] showed scatter-to-primary ratios (SPR) of 10-20% for rat-sized objects. In 
musculoskeletal extremity imaging, Zbijewski et al. [8] found ~20% scatter-induced 
cupping and showed that antiscatter grids significantly reduce such artifact and improve 
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) without increase in imaging dose. In breast imaging, 
Kwan et al. [255] measured ~50% SPR at the detector for an average-size breast (14 cm 
diameter) and showed the benefit of a bowtie filter in reducing scatter. For mobile C-
arm imaging, Schafer et al. [41] showed that an antiscatter grid did not offer an 
improvement in CNR per unit square root dose. Similarly, Kyriakou et al. [250] found 
that for low- to medium- scatter levels in C-arm CT, an increase in x-ray exposure was 
needed to compensate for primary absorption in the grid. In kilovoltage (kV) CBCT for 
image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT), Siewerdsen et al. [256] showed that although grids 
significantly reduced cupping and streak artifacts, image uniformity, and CT number 
accuracy, they did not offer an improvement in CNR per unit square root dose and 
offered little or no qualitative improvement in soft-tissue visibility (prostate). Similarly, 
Lazos et al. [245] used Monte Carlo simulations to show that antiscatter grids in CBCT 
for IGRT gave little or no improvement in CNR for head and neck imaging and a 10-
20% improvement in CNR for pelvic imaging at a fixed dose. 
That works revealed a great influence of system geometry and other design parameters 
that affect the quantity and distribution of scatter. They also showed that system 
geometry affects the form of x-ray scatter which challenges the classical assumption 
that most of the scatter is formed by incoherent scatter that presents a low-frequency 
spatial distribution and formed the basis for some scatter correction approaches [91-92, 
191, 243]. 
The work reported below was motivated by this general backdrop of x-ray scatter within 
a broad diversity of CBCT scanner embodiments and applications. We leverage a 
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modified form of the MC-GPU simulation software across a spectrum of system 
geometries to investigate not only the magnitude of x-ray scatter within each 
configuration but also the relative components (incoherent, coherent, and multiple 
scatter) therein. The work also sheds light on the potential merits (or detriments) of 
antiscatter grids within various system geometries, the influence of grid orientation on 
scatter rejection, and the spatial distribution of scatter at the detector – in some 
configurations found to be far from slowly varying. The work is intended to describe the 
effect of system geometry and antiscatter grids on the magnitude, form, and spatial 
distribution of x-ray scatter across a range of pertinent CBCT applications in broad 
terms that will identify key considerations in understanding the performance of current 
embodiments, designing new systems, and developing x-ray scatter correction methods. 
6.2 Materials and methods 
We used the Monte Carlo accelerated scatter simulation platform described in chapter 5 
to estimate the properties of scattered radiation distribution for different configurations 
and applications. The following sections detailed the particularities of the study 
presented in this chapter.  
We used a generic flat-panel detector that was modeled according to the cascaded 
system analysis theory based on previous, validated, results. The detection stage was 
completed by including an analytical model for the transmission of photons through an 
antiscatter grid. Both elements, included in the last stage of image formation on the 
simulation process, are described below. 
We built a series of synthetic phantoms for the assessment of scatter in a controlled 
environment where results are easily comparable between different geometries, and 
realistic phantoms providing more accurate estimations of the real world outcomes 
caused by scatter. The effect of scatter is quantified by a series of metrics described 
below. 
We performed several experiments ranging from very general trends for properties of 
scatter as a function of geometry to life-like acquisitions involving a large number of 
factors affecting scatter. 
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6.2.1 Analytical model for spectrum, antiscatter grid, and flat‐
panel detector 
Inputs for the x-ray source spectrum and detector response were provided as text files to 
the Monte Carlo simulation platform, as described in chapter 5. The effect of including 
an antiscatter grid was also included in the system as a further weighting factor. 
Tungsten anode x-ray spectra with arbitrary filtration were obtained from the Spektr 
toolkit [230] implementation of the TASMIP polynomial model [55]. The spectra were 
provided to the simulator as a text file with 1 keV sampling intervals over the range 1-
150 keV. The x-ray spectra were normalized to unity area, yielding a probability density 
function. 
The grid was approximated as locally parallel, oblique lamellae oriented at an angle 
corresponding to the angle formed by the detector plane and the ray joining the location 
of photon incidence and the focus of the x-ray source. Each photon was assigned a 
weight given by the analytical expression of Day and Dance [245, 251] for grid 
transmission as a function of photon incidence angle, photon energy, grid cell materials 
and dimensions, and local grid angle. The photon was subsequently scored in the 
detector with a weight representing the product of energy-dependent probability of 
absorption in the scintillator (quantum detection efficiency, 1g ), and energy-dependent 
optical gain in the scintillator ( 2g ). For a flat-panel detector with a 250 mg/cm
2 CsI:Tl 
scintillator, the mean detector response has been accurately modeled in these terms by 
cascaded systems analysis [64], with 1g  computed from the incident x-ray spectrum 
and attenuation coefficient of CsI, and 2g  assuming a gain of 50 photons per absorbed 
keV [176]. Typically, the detection process as modeled by cascaded systems analysis 
also includes gain stages to account for escape efficiency of optical photons from the 
scintillator ( 3g ), and coupling efficiency of the scintillator and photodiodes ( 4g ), and 
pixel fill factor. Since those gains are nearly independent of photon energy and therefore 
cancel out in gain correction, they have no impact on the analysis of scatter distributions 
below and were not included in the model. The weight was chosen to yield signal levels 
that agreed with the measured mean detector response for a Varian 4030CB flat-panel 
detector within ~5-10% for spectra ranging 60 - 150 kVp. 
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6.2.2 CBCT System and Object Models 
We explored the geometric factors governing the magnitude of x-ray scatter and the 
individual components therein (viz., Compton, Rayleigh and multi scatter). To this end 
we studied a range of CBCT configurations currently deployed in clinical and 
preclinical applications: 1) a small-animal scanner [4] (SA); 2) a compact 
musculoskeletal extremities scanner [8] (MSK); 3) an otolaryngology head scanner [9] 
(Head); 4) a dedicated breast scanner [12] (Breast); 5) a mobile intraoperative C-arm 
[41] (C-Arm); and 6) a kV CBCT imager implemented on a linear accelerator [256] 
(Linac). The geometries approximating such configurations are summarized in table 6.I 
and figure 6.1. Systems were defined by their source-to-axis distance (SAD), axis-to-
detector distance (ADD), and detector size –D, the lateral and longitudinal extent of the 
flat-panel detector–. In each case, the flat-panel detector consisted of a 512x512 matrix 
of square pixels at pitch d in combination with a 250 mg/cm2 CsI:Tl scintillator. The x-
ray beam extended laterally (fan angle) and longitudinally (cone angle) to match the 
detector area. The configurations illustrated in figure 6.1 were not intended to model 
any particular system and instead reflect fairly generic CBCT geometries appropriate to 
a given application. The flat-panel detector was centered on the central axis of the x-ray 
beam in each case, and "offset-detector" geometries were not considered. A bowtie filter 
was not incorporated in the current work since many of the systems considered do not 
commonly employ a bowtie. There is therefore no simple, nominal choice of filter for 
each configuration that would permit a fair comparison across this range of geometry, 
object size, and kVp. Rather, the design of bowtie filters optimal to a particular 
configuration is a continuing area of work, with results indicating potential advantages 
in x-ray scatter for some configurations (e.g. breast CT [255] and Linac CBCT [210, 
245]). For simplicity in an already broad space of parameters considered below, the 
simulations considered scenarios without a bowtie. 
Each configuration was considered with and without an antiscatter grid. The focal 
distance of the grid was equal to the source-to-detector distance (SDD) in each case. 
Simulations were performed with grid lamellae nominally oriented perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation (denoted "Grid Horizontal") and alternatively oriented with lamellae 
parallel to the axis of rotation (denoted "Grid Vertical"). Again to limit an already broad 
scope of parameters, a single nominal grid design was considered in all simulations – 
specifically, a 10:1 grid ratio, 200 lines per inch (7.87 lines per mm), focused linear grid 
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comprising Pb lamellae with Al interspacers. This model represents an intermediate grid 
of fairly standard design that provided a common basis for comparisons. Potentially 
more beneficial grid designs –e.g., air interspacers, variable lines per inch, 2D 
crosshatch, etc.–, and optimal choice of grid parameters for the particular system 
geometry were beyond the scope of the current work. Previous work also showed that 
the particular grid design –e.g., grid ratio– had only a weak effect on scatter effects, and 
a nominal (10:1 grid ratio) was a reasonable choice. Nevertheless, the results below can 
be used to provide guidance for system-specific grid design by identifying key aspects 
of scatter distribution and grid performance for each embodiment. 
 
Table 6.I. Nominal geometry and phantoms for the various CBCT configurations. 
       Common Realistic Phantom 
CBCT 
Configuration 
X-ray 
Spectrum 
SAD 
(mm) 
ADD
(mm) Mag 
D 
(mm)
d 
(mm)
Phantom 
Major Axis 
(mm) Anatomy Type 
Major Axis 
(mm) 
Small Animal 
(SA) 
60 kVp 
(1 mm Al) 
150 50 1.3 150 0.293 70 Rat 52 
Extremity 
(MSK) 
90 kVp 
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al) 
430 120 1.3 250 0.488 160 Knee 125 
Head 90 kVp 
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al) 
480 220 1.5 250 0.488 160 Head 235 
Breast 80 kVp 
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al) 
458 320 1.7 300 0.586 140 Breast 140 
C-arm 100 kVp 
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al) 
600 600 2.0 430 0.840 160 Head and 
Thorax 
235 and 500 
(incl. arms) 
Linac 110 kVp 
(0.2 mm Cu, 2 mm Al) 
1000 500 1.5 430 0.840 280 Thorax and 
Pelvis 
500 (incl. 
arms) and 350
 
 
The digital phantoms comprised various combinations of the following materials: air, 
lung, adipose, soft tissue, brain, skin, muscle, cartilage, red marrow, and cortical bone. 
The interaction cross sections for each material were computed from the elemental 
composition data obtained either from the Penelope database [58] (soft tissue and fat) or 
from the tabulated data by Woodard and White [189]. Two categories of digital 
phantom were considered: 1) a generic elliptical phantom referred to as the "Common 
Phantom" providing a common basis of comparison among each of the CBCT 
configurations; and 2) a set of anatomically realistic phantoms ranging from mouse to 
human pelvis as detailed below. 
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Figure 6.1. Geometric configurations illustrated to scale with the common elliptical 
phantom. 
 
An axial slice of the Common Phantom is illustrated in figure 6.2. The background 
region consisted of soft tissue, and two low contrast (muscle and fat) inserts were 
included along the major axis. Two bone inserts were included along the minor axis, 
comprising an annulus of cortical bone around a marrow interior. For the Breast 
configuration, the two bone regions were replaced by glandular tissue.  The size of the 
Common Phantom was scaled between each of the CBCT configurations as detailed in 
table 6.I to represent approximately the size of anatomy in each application (without 
lateral truncation), maintaining a constant ratio of the minor to major axes of 0.8. The 
phantom extended longitudinally (to infinite length) beyond the longitudinal FOV. The 
voxel size for the Common Phantom was chosen to minimize discretization artifacts in 
Siddon ray-tracing –see chapter 5– of primary x-rays:  0.03 mm for the SA 
configuration, 0.07 mm for the Breast, 0.08 mm for the MSK, Head, and C-arm, and 
0.15 mm for the Linac. 
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Figure 6.2. (A) Illustration of the idealized Common Phantom as used in the simulations of 
the SA, MSK, Head, C-arm and Linac CBCT. For the Breast configuration (B), the bone 
inserts were replaced by glandular tissue. 
 
A variety of anatomically realistic phantoms were also simulated as listed in Table I. 
For the SA configuration, the Digimouse [188] model was scaled to simulate a rat 
thorax with voxel size 0.29 mm. For the MSK, Head, C-arm, and Linac configurations, 
anthropomorphic models of a knee, a head, a thorax, and a pelvis were built from 
models included in the Virtual Family Project [257-258] dataset at voxel size 1.0 mm. 
For the Breast configuration, a digital breast phantom was constructed from a manually 
segmented breast CBCT volume [259] of a breast at voxel size 0.5 mm. Materials 
included in the realistic phantoms included air, lung, adipose, soft tissue, brain, skin, 
muscle, cartilage, red marrow, and cortical bone, with cross sections computed from the 
same resources as described above for the Common Phantom. For all models, the 
original discretization of the source datasets was maintained. 
6.2.3 Monte Carlo experiments 
6.2.3.1 Effects of system geometry on scatter 
An initial set of simulations systematically varied the system geometry across a broad 
range beyond the specific CBCT configurations of figure 6.1 to provide a more general 
understanding of the effects of system geometry on scatter fractions and grid efficacy. 
We varied SAD from 10-130 cm and SDD from 60-150 cm (each in ~5 cm increments, 
such that the former was always less than the latter). The Common Phantom was used 
in each case (with major axis set to 16 cm), and a single projection perpendicular to the 
major axis was simulated. The number of histories was Nph = 5x106 photons, split into 
512 virtual photons at each interaction. Since the spatial distribution of scatter was not 
analyzed in this case, only a small, centrally located, detector region of 20x20 pixels 
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was used for scoring and subsequent computation of average SPR. All Compton 
photons were forced toward the detector, allowing for further reduction of simulation 
noise. Simulations were performed with and without an antiscatter grid using a 100 kVp 
(+2 mm Al, +0.2 mm Cu added filtration) spectrum and a detector of size D = 250 mm. 
For simulations with a grid, the focal length was equal to the SDD. 
 
6.2.3.2 Specific CBCT configurations: Scatter distributions, image artifacts, 
and efficacy of antiscatter grids 
The main body of experiments involved analysis and comparison of scatter properties 
and grid efficacy for the CBCT configurations summarized in table 6.I and figure 6.1. In 
each case, scatter and primary projections were simulated for both the Common 
Phantom and the realistic anatomical models using the nominal parameters in table 6.I, 
with and without the antiscatter grid. Simulations were performed for a complete 
circular orbit of projections at 1o angular steps, and scatter estimation involved Nph = 
5x106 photons per projection split into 512 virtual photons at each interaction. While the 
noise in scatter distributions obtained with variance reduction for this Nph is low –see 
chapter 5, section 5.3.1–, additional denoising of the scatter fluence was performed by 
executing three iterations of a Richardson-Lucy (RL) fit with a Gaussian kernel [247, 
249], with a kernel width of 10 pixels for Compton and multiple scatter distributions 
and 4 pixels for Rayleigh scatter distributions. This approach has been shown to reduce 
simulation noise without biasing the distributions [247]. RL fitting was used to reduce 
noise of the scatter distributions in the studies of various CBCT system configurations 
but was not used in the basic study of system geometry (section 6.2.3.1). Noiseless 
primary x-ray projections were computed with the Siddon algorithm and added to the 
total scatter distribution after a normalization of both distributions by their respective 
gain (air) scans. The same antiscatter grid was employed for primary and scatter 
simulations, as detailed in section 6.2.2. The simulated projections (scatter+primary) 
were reconstructed with the Feldkamp algorithm [79] on a 256x256x40 isotropic voxel 
grid with a Hann apodizer with a cutoff at the Nyquist frequency. The reconstruction 
voxel size varied between the configurations so that the side of the cubic reconstruction 
volume was always 110% of the major axis of the Common Phantom for that 
embodiment: 0.29 mm for the SA configuration, 0.69 mm for the MSK, Head, and C-
arm, 0.6 mm for the Breast, and 1.21 mm for the Linac. 
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6.2.4 Metrics of scatter assessment 
Magnitudes of total scatter, and Compton, Rayleigh and multiple scatter components 
therein were quantified in terms of the gain-corrected scatter magnitude (Stot), the gain-
corrected magnitude of each scatter component [Compton (Sincoh), Rayleigh (Scoh), and 
multiple scatter (Smulti)], the fraction of each component in the total scatter signal, and 
the scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR). The deflection angle was measured for each scattered 
photon reaching the detector as the angle between the direction of travel and the line 
connecting the focal spot with the point of interaction with the detector. Thus a 
deflection angle of 0o indicated travel direction parallel to the lamellae of a focused 
grid. For the experiments with the Common Phantom, the metrics are reported as means 
measured from a 20x20 pixel region of interest (ROI) located at the center of the 
detector, and the deflection angle was analyzed as an angular histogram weighted by the 
weight of each photon and normalized to unity total area. For the realistic phantoms, 
box plots were used to represent the distribution of metrics in the region of the projected 
shadow of the object. The degradation of image quality associated with x-ray scatter 
was evaluated by the following quantitative metrics as well as visual inspection of the 
reconstructed images: 
(a) Cupping: Taking µcenter and µedge as the mean value of a 20x20 voxel ROI at 
the center and inside edge of the object, respectively, the magnitude of cupping artifact 
was assessed as: 
100 edge centercup
edge
t
 

  , (6.1) 
 (b) Contrast reduction: Soft-tissue contrast between muscle and fat in 
reconstructions of the Common Phantom was computed as: 
2 M F
M F
C   
  , (6.2) 
where M and F are the mean values of a 20x20 voxel ROI inside the muscle and fat 
inserts, respectively. The reduction in contrast due to scatter was quantified by the ratio 
of contrast in a reconstruction of the complete simulated projection data –including 
primary and scatter– (Cprim+scat), to that in a reconstruction of primary-only projections 
(Cprim). Contrast and cupping were computed for the Common Phantom, where the 
regular elliptical shape and placement of inserts yielded a symmetric cupping pattern 
with respect to the major axes, and streak artifacts were localized and well separated 
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from the muscle and fat inserts. This provided a reliable estimate of contrast from 
equation 6.2 without potential bias introduced by the placement of ROIs relative to a 
complicated pattern of artifacts in the more realistic anatomical phantoms. 
(c) Contrast-to-noise ratio: The scatter and primary projections obtained by 
Monte Carlo simulation with variance reduction do not realistically convey the quantum 
noise in a projection image at a given level of radiation dose. However, consideration of 
image noise is important when assessing the performance of antiscatter grids because of 
the reduction of primary fluence and the associated increase in noise due to attenuation 
in the grid.  We used an analytical model to analyze the relative change in contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR, including both the improvement in contrast and the increase in noise) 
associated with the introduction of a grid as a function of SPR. Denoting the 
transmission of primary photons by the grid as gprim and the transmission of scattered 
photons as gscat, the SPR in the presence of the grid is: 
gridno
prim
scat
grid SPRg
gSPR 


 . (6.3) 
As derived in [89] for a circular insert of attenuation µ1 and diameter d1 inside a uniform 
circular region of diameter d0 and attenuation coefficient µo, the contrast –difference in 
mean measured voxel values between µ0 and µ1– in the presence of scatter is: 
1
1
1 1ln
1
dSPReC
d SPR


     
, (6.4) 
where δ = µ0 - µ1 is the intrinsic material contrast, i.e. difference in true attenuation 
coefficient. Although equation (6.4) shows addition of a term to the intrinsic material 
contrast , the SPR-dependent natural logarithm term always has opposite sign to that of 
, and scatter always results in a reduction in the difference between reconstructed voxel 
values. Ignoring electronic noise, the pixel variance in the reconstructed image N2 is 
inversely proportional to the detected x-ray intensity [260]. Assuming the same tube 
output (mAs) for image acquisition with and without the grid, and denoting the 
intensities of primary and scatter radiation on the detector as Iprim and Iscat, the ratio of 
the (squared) CNR at a fixed dose with and without a grid is:  
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The dependence of the ratio of CNR with and without the grid in equation (6.5) on SPR 
was computed for each of the CBCT configurations for a setup approximating the 
Common Phantom, taking µ0 for soft tissue (computed at the effective beam energy, 
equal to spectrum-weighted mean energy) and with d0 matching the major axis. The 
values of attenuation coefficient and diameter of the insert (µ1 and d1) were taken from 
the muscle insert (figure 6.2). Grid transmission factors gprim and gscat were obtained for 
each CBCT embodiment from Monte Carlo simulations of section 6.2.3.2 by averaging 
over a 20x20 pixel ROI at the center of the detector. Note that the derivations of 
equation (6.4) and (6.5) assume that the introduction of the contrast insert (d1, µ1) into 
the background object (d0, µ0) introduces only a small perturbation that does not 
influence SPR or the measured value of the background attenuation in the presence of 
scatter. It also assumes that scatter carries no information and acts purely as an 
uncorrelated –i.e., equal noise-power at all spatial frequencies– additive source of 
projection noise as detailed in [89]. 
6.3. Results 
6.3.1. Effects of system geometry on scatter 
Figure 6.3 quantifies a number of important, general dependencies between x-ray 
scatter, system geometry, and the relative benefit of an antiscatter grid. Figure 6.3(A) 
plots the SPR at the center of the detector over a broad range of possible CBCT 
geometries for the Common Phantom fixed at a major axis diameter of 16 cm and a 
projection perpendicular to the major axis of the phantom. The steep reduction in SPR 
for higher ADD is clear –note the logarithmic scale in figure 6.3(A) – consistent with 
trends noted by Neitzel [90] and others [34, 250] that increasing the air gap is the first 
best defense against x-ray scatter. For compact geometries –e.g., those with ADD ~8-30 
cm– in particular, the variation of SPR with ADD is dramatic such that small increases 
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in air gap yield strong reduction in SPR. The dependence on SDD is comparatively 
weak, with only a slight increase in SPR at increased SDD due to a decrease in the 
deflection angle required for photons that undergo scatter at the object periphery to 
reach the detector center (where SPR is computed). This decrease in the deflection angle 
yields increased probability of interactions that contribute to SPR as explained below. 
 
Figure 6.3.  (A) SPR at the center of the detector versus SDD and ADD for systems without 
a grid. (B) Reduction in SPR due to an antiscatter grid (10:1 grid ratio). (C) Histogram of 
deflection angles of scattered photons reaching the detector plane for a projection 
perpendicular to the major axis of the Common Phantom. 
 
The reduction in SPR achieved with an antiscatter grid is shown in figure 6.3(B). The 
benefit of grids is greater for compact systems (i.e., those with shorter ADD). As shown 
in the histogram of deflection angle (see figure 6.3(C)), the distribution of the direction 
of scattered photons reaching the detector is broader for a compact system geometry 
than for more extended configurations, with the peak of the histogram shifted away 
from 0o (the direction parallel to the lamellae of a focused grid), resulting in increased 
scatter rejection by a focused grid. Systems with larger ADD mainly involve forward-
directed scatter reaching the detector, benefitting less from the use of a grid. At a fixed 
ADD, grids provide less SPR reduction –higher ratio of SPR in figure 6.3(B)– for 
systems with shorter SDD, since the short SDD implies a steep deflection angle needed 
for scattered photons generated near the periphery of the object to reach the center of 
the detector. For both coherent and incoherent scatter, the probability of interaction is 
generally lower for steeper deflection angles. Therefore, compared to a configuration 
with long SDD, the scatter at the center of the detector for a system with short SDD 
contains a higher fraction of forward-directed photons that are difficult to remove by a 
grid.  
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6.3.2. Scatter in various CBCT configurations: artifacts, contrast 
and noise considerations 
Figure 6.4 shows reconstructions of the Common Phantom across CBCT embodiments 
for three simulation scenarios: (i) simulation of primary photons only (providing 
baseline image quality for a polyenergetic x-ray beam); (ii) simulation of primary and 
scatter photons with no antiscatter grid; and (iii) primary+scatter photons as in (ii) but 
with a focused horizontal antiscatter grid. The increase in cupping and streak artifacts is 
apparent for all configurations when scatter is included in the simulation, particularly 
for the gridless scenario (ii), but the severity of scatter artifacts is strongly dependent on 
system geometry. The slight degree of cupping and streaks in the primary-only cases (i) 
are attributed to beam hardening. The images visually illustrate the effects of geometry 
and the presence of an antiscatter grid on image uniformity (cupping), streaks, and 
contrast, each quantified in figure 6.5 and discussed in detail below. 
 
Figure 6.4. (i) Axial reconstructions of primary-only projection data for the Common 
Phantom. (ii) Reconstructions of projections with scatter included in the simulation (without 
an antiscatter grid). (iii) Reconstructions of primary+scatter projection data with an 
antiscatter grid.   
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Figure 6.5. (A) Cupping artifact –equation (6.4)– in reconstructions of the Common 
Phantom. (B) Reduction in contrast –from equation (6.5)– in reconstructions of 
primary+scatter to that in primary-only. (C) SPR in projections of the Common Phantom 
with and without a grid. Black bars indicate simulations with primary only. Gray bars show 
simulations with scatter and no grid. White bars show simulations with scatter and an 
antiscatter grid. (D) The ratio of CNR with a grid (CNRgrid) to CNR without a grid (CNRno-
grid) plotted versus SPR for each CBCT configuration at fixed detector exposure. The 
horizontal dotted line marks CNR ratio equal to one. 
 
As illustrated in figure 6.4, cupping is most pronounced for the more compact 
geometries –such as the MSK and Head scanners– and for large objects –Linac–. Figure 
6.5(A) quantifies the increased cupping due to x-ray scatter, where the compact 
geometries exhibit artifact in the range tcup ~15-22% (compared to tcup ~1-3% without 
scatter). Similarly for the large object (280 mm) Linac case, x-ray scatter increases tcup 
from ~1% (without scatter) to tcup ~22%. As seen qualitatively in scenario (iii) of figure 
6.4, introduction of a grid improves image uniformity –reduces cupping– for all 
configurations. Consistent with trends suggested in figure 6.3, the most pronounced 
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benefit in image uniformity is for systems with short air gaps –SA and MSK– and large 
objects –Linac– and less for systems with higher magnification –Breast and C-arm–. 
Figure 6.5(A) quantifies the major improvement in tcup by virtue of the grid for the SA, 
MSK, and Head configurations, whereas the improvement for the Breast and C-arm 
cases is more modest.  
Figure 6.5 also shows that streak artifacts are evident even in the primary-only scenario 
(i) due to beam hardening –strongest for the SA case, which involves the softest x-ray 
spectrum– and are intensified in the scenarios containing scatter. Interestingly, the 
presence of an antiscatter grid is seen to impart greater benefit to image uniformity –
reduced cupping artifact– than to streaks, most evident in the SA, MSK, and Head 
configurations. This reflects the sensitivity to residual scatter and the ability of grids to 
reduce slowly varying –low-frequency– scatter artifacts arising from high-angle scatter 
–Compton and multiple scatter– but lesser ability to reduce high-frequency artifacts 
associated with low-angle scatter –Rayleigh and, to a lesser degree, low-order 
Compton–. 
The loss of contrast due to x-ray scatter is evident in figures 6.4 and 6.5(B), with greater 
degradation for the systems exhibiting larger cupping. The recovery of contrast by an 
antiscatter grid is strongest for the SA, MSK, Head, and Linac configurations and least 
pronounced for the Breast and C-arm. The lower efficiency of grids for configurations 
with large air gap and medium-sized FOV –i.e., Breast and C-arm– is evident from 
analysis of the SPR with and without grids in figure 6.5(C), where the SPR at the 
detector is already a factor of ~2-6 lower than for the other configurations. The results 
suggest the strongest benefit from the grid for the SA configuration, due not only to the 
compact geometry but also the soft x-ray spectrum and increased grid efficiency. 
Note that the relative magnitude of cupping tcup is not directly related to SPR, as 
evidenced by a comparison of the SA and Linac cases, which show a similar magnitude 
of tcup, despite a significantly larger SPR for the Linac configuration. This is a result of 
the absolute change in the reconstructed attenuation coefficient depending on SPR and 
object size [89] (70 mm for SA versus 280 mm for the Linac). The same dependence of 
reconstructed values on SPR and object size explains the different appearance of 
reconstructions of the Common Phantom for SA, MSK, and Linac CBCT in figure 6.4, 
despite similar values of tcup. The same tcup can therefore imply a different appearance of 
the cupping artifact when it is accompanied by different bias in the mean reconstructed 
attenuation value.  
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Figure 6.5(D) shows the relative benefit –or degradation– in CNR associated with an 
antiscatter grid for each of the CBCT geometries, weighting the increase in contrast 
obtained by using a grid versus the associated increase in image noise. For each curve in 
figure 6.5(D), the system geometry is that indicated in table 6.I, but the SPR was taken 
as a free variable (see figure 6.5(C) for the actual SPR at the center of the detector for 
the posterior-anterior projection of the Common Phantom). In each case, the ratio of 
CNR with and without a grid was computed according to the analytical model in 
equation (6.5) utilizing Monte Carlo estimates of grid transmission for primary and 
scatter radiation. A ratio in CNR below unity implies that the grid imparts an increase in 
noise that outweighs the increase in contrast. For systems with a large air gap and 
medium-sized objects (e.g., Breast and C-arm), the grid degrades CNR over a broad 
range of SPR, including those typical of the Common Phantom as plotted in figure 
6.5(C). Similarly for the SA configuration, the small object size yields low SPR for 
which the grid is seen to degrade CNR. For the more compact MSK and Head 
configurations, the results suggest an improvement in CNR at levels of SPR (~1.0 - 1.5) 
typical for those embodiments. The Linac configuration presents an intermediate case, 
with the large object size leading to high SPR that would make it advisable to use of a 
grid in terms of CNR, but a fairly long geometry for which the benefits of the grid may 
be small. 
Considering the results of figures 6.4 and 6.5 in total reveals a mixed set of tradeoffs 
and considerations for each CBCT configuration as to whether or not a given system 
benefits from a grid. In all cases, the grid improves image uniformity (reduces cupping), 
but depending on the SPR may improve or degrade CNR. For the more compact 
geometries in human applications –MSK and Head– the results are consistent: 
incorporation of a grid imparts a significant reduction in artifacts and a net benefit to 
CNR, without increase in dose. For the more extended geometry –Breast and C-arm–, 
the grid has a lesser effect in artifact reduction and reduces CNR. Implications for the 
SA configuration are mixed: although the grid strongly reduces artifacts, it degrades 
CNR for the low levels of SPR typical for small subjects even in the compact geometry. 
Similarly for Linac, the implications are mixed, but for the opposite reasons: the grid 
imparts a significant reduction in artifacts but may have little benefit –or in fact, 
degradation– on CNR, depending on the size of the object, and an increase in dose may 
be required to restore CNR to that achieved by a gridless configuration.  
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6.3.3 Scatter in various CBCT configurations: scatter components 
and spatial distribution 
Scatter components –incoherent, coherent, and multiple scatter of any type– are 
analyzed in figure 6.6 for a single projection, perpendicular to the major axis of the 
Common Phantom. Taking the MSK configuration for example, the fractions of each 
component in the total scatter are shown in figure 6.6(A). For this compact geometry, 
the scatter distribution is dominated by multiple scatter when no grid is present (top 
row).  
 
 
Figure 6.6. (A) Distribution (in the plane of the detector) of the fraction of total scatter 
associated with individual scatter components for MSK CBCT. (B) Fraction of various 
scatter components versus ADD. (C) Grid rejection factor (i.e., fraction of a given scatter 
component removed from the total) for each component. (D) Gain-corrected magnitude of 
total scatter, Stot (left vertical axis) and of all three scatter components Sincoh, Scoh, and Smulti 
(right vertical axis). Solid lines: configuration without a grid, dashed lines: configuration 
with a grid, black lines: total scatter, gray lines: individual scatter components. 
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Introduction of a grid reduces the total scatter and changes the relative contributions of 
scatter components. The fraction of multiple scatter is strongly reduced, but there is a 
nearly two-fold increase in the relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter, reflecting lower 
grid efficiency for forward-directed scattered photons. By comparison, the fraction of 
Compton scatter is not as strongly influenced by the presence of a grid. 
Figures 6.6(B-D) show the contributions of various scatter components more generally 
versus system geometry (ADD) showing the MSK, Head, and C-arm configurations 
specifically for the 16 cm Common Phantom. Figure 6.6(B) shows that the fraction of 
each scatter component –Compton, Rayleigh, and multiple– at the center of the detector 
depends on the scattering angle: Compton and multiple scatter components decrease 
with longer geometries, but the relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter increases 
significantly (with or without a grid). Figure 6.6(C) shows that the efficiency of the grid 
–i.e., the fraction of a given scatter component rejected– similarly depends on geometry: 
increasing ADD –i.e., air gap– increases the relative contribution of forward-directed 
scatter components –i.e., low-angle Compton and Rayleigh scatter– and results in lower 
grid efficiency for the more extended geometries (e.g., C-arm). Finally, figure 6.6(D) 
shows the relative contribution of each scatter component by comparing the magnitude 
of the total scatter –air scan-normalized, to allow comparison in a manner that corrects 
for inverse-square law– and the three components therein. The magnitude of Rayleigh 
scatter –corrected for inverse-square law– is almost constant across the various CBCT 
configurations for the fixed 16 cm phantom. The more broad angular distributions of 
Compton and multiple scatter diminish the amplitude of these scatter components with 
increasing air gap, and the same is observed for the total scatter. 
6.3.3 Scatter in various CBCT configurations: Realistic anatomical 
phantoms 
To extend and test the results above for the idealized Common Phantom within a more 
anatomically realistic context, projections of realistic murine and anthropomorphic 
phantoms were simulated for the same CBCT configurations in table 6.I. Figure 6.7 
shows central axial slices of reconstructions for each phantom and scanner 
configuration. Overall, we note results consistent with those obtained for the Common 
Phantom; namely, that both the magnitude of scatter artifacts and the degree of 
improvement obtained through the incorporation of a horizontal grid are more 
pronounced for the compact geometries –MSK and Head– and/or large objects –C-arm 
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Thorax and Linac Pelvis–. Complex bone anatomy in the realistic phantoms 
underscores the magnitude of streak artifacts caused by scatter and illustrates the limited 
ability of grids to reduce high-frequency artifacts associated with low-angle scatter. 
Such strong sensitivity to bias caused by residual scatter suggests that applications 
involving visualization in areas near bone structures would especially benefit from some 
form of additional scatter correction (e.g., a high-fidelity scatter correction algorithm, 
perhaps based on Monte Carlo simulation). The results of figure 6.7 also extend those of 
figures 6.4-6.6 in anatomical contexts not approximated by the Common Phantom –viz., 
the C-arm configuration with a large body site (the Thorax) and the Linac configuration 
for imaging of a large and more highly attenuating site (the Pelvis)– each with lateral 
truncation. For the C-arm Thorax, increased scatter fractions are most clearly 
observable as a loss of quantitative accuracy in the bones compared to imaging a 
smaller subject as in C-arm Head. In the Linac Pelvis case, streak artifacts and other 
image nonuniformities are introduced in addition to cupping, despite a smaller fraction 
of bone in the volume compared to, for example, the head. 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Axial reconstructions of the anatomical phantoms for the CBCT configurations 
in Table I. (i) Reconstructions of primary-only projection data. (ii) Reconstructions with 
scatter included (without an antiscatter grid). (iii) Reconstructions with primary+scatter and 
an antiscatter grid.  
 
Finally, figure 6.8 shows air-scan-normalized primary and total scatter distributions in 
anterior-posterior (AP) projections of the realistic anatomical phantoms for each CBCT 
configuration. For every geometrical configuration the images show that incorporation 
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of a grid reduces the mean intensity of scatter signal, accompanied by an increase in the 
relative contribution of forward-directed scatter components –i.e., Rayleigh and some 
single-scatter Compton–. For the horizontal grid orientation, spatial distributions of 
Rayleigh, Compton, and multiple scatter are shown. Rayleigh scatter distribution 
exhibits more high-frequency structural information –arising mainly from self-
absorption– compared to other scatter components, which present a relatively slowly 
varying characteristic. The increase in the relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter upon 
the introduction of a grid therefore results in a scatter distribution exhibiting more 
pronounced high-frequency structural content. Figure 6.8 demonstrates that the 
heterogeneity in the total scatter field in the presence of a grid largely follows that of the 
coherent scatter distribution. The increase in high-frequency content of both coherent 
and total scatter distributions is most pronounced for geometries with a shorter air gap 
(compare, for example, the Head and C-arm cases for the same anthropomorphic head 
in figure 6.8), reflecting the role of an extended geometry not only in decreasing the 
magnitude of scatter but also in effectively "blurring" the spatial distribution of scatter 
as a consequence of increased distance from scattering positions.   
Figure 6.8 demonstrates an additional consideration in the orientation of the antiscatter 
grid relative to the axis of rotations: "horizontal" (as in all previous results) in which the 
grid lines are orthogonal to the axis of rotation; and "vertical" in which the grid lines are 
parallel to the axis of rotation. The particular shape of the resulting scatter distribution 
depends strongly on grid orientation. The "vertical" grid orientation is aligned parallel 
to highly attenuating structures in several cases –e.g., the spine (for the SA, C-arm 
Thorax, and Linac Thorax cases) and the femur or tibia (for the MSK case)– and thus 
preferentially rejects scattered photons generated from outside the shadow of those 
structures. The vertical grid orientation thus exacerbates the effects of low-angle scatter 
and self-absorption and results in a scatter distribution with significantly greater high-
frequency content compared to the horizontal grid orientation. Incorporation of a grid –
and the particular orientation of the grid on the detector– therefore challenges the 
conventional, often-invoked assumption that x-ray scatter distributions follow a slowly 
varying (low-frequency) distribution that can be simply modeled as a slowly varying (or 
constant) function in scatter correction algorithms. 
The magnitude of various scatter components and the overall SPR are quantified in the 
right column of figure 6.8 using box plots summarizing the distributions in the detector 
plane in the shadow of the object. As hypothesized from the Common Phantom results, 
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the more compact configurations –i.e., shorter air gaps– suffer increased scatter 
magnitude for all components, and increased relative contributions of Compton and 
multiple scatter for objects of similar size. This effect is illustrated, for example, by 
comparison of the otolaryngology Head scanner configuration (3rd row of figure 6.8) 
and the C-arm Head (5th row of figure 6.8), where the former contends not only with 
higher magnitudes of all scatter components (and total scatter and SPR) but also a 
greater heterogeneity (high-frequency content) in the scatter distribution. This general 
trend of reduced scatter with increased air gap is somewhat mitigated by self-absorption 
in the object: compare the Head and Breast configurations, where total scatter is lower 
for the Head scanner (0.015 vs. 0.024, respectively), despite a shorter ADD (220 mm 
vs. 320 mm, respectively). For a fixed geometry –e.g., the C-arm or Linac–, the total 
scatter magnitude, SPR, and fraction of multiple scatter are determined by the volume 
of the irradiated subject –e.g., comparing the C-arm Head and C-arm Thorax (5th and 6th 
rows of figure 6.8)–. Compared to multiple scatter, the fraction of coherent and 
incoherent scatter appears to be fairly independent of object size for a fixed system 
geometry, e.g., the ratio <Sincoh>/<Stot> changes from 0.30 for C-arm Head to 0.29  for 
C-arm Thorax, whereas <Smulti>/<Stot> changed from 0.36 for C-arm Head to 0.45 for 
C-arm Thorax. Similarly, for the Linac configuration, <Sincoh>/<Stot> = 0.31 for the 
thorax and 0.28 for the pelvis, compared to <Smulti>/<Stot> = 0.49 for the thorax and 
0.56 for pelvis. 
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Figure 6.8. Distributions of primary, and total and individual scatter components at the 
detector for various scanner configurations and anatomical sites. Primary and total scatter 
distributions are shown without and with a grid (both for vertical and horizontal grid 
orientations). Individual scatter components are shown for the horizontal grid orientation 
only. The mean total scatter magnitude computed across the detector plane is superimposed 
on each distribution. The right column displays the SPR (right vertical axis) and gain-
corrected intensities of each component (left vertical axis) for gridless configurations.  
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6.4 Discussion and conclusions 
In this chapter we studied the quantity and spatial properties of scattered radiation for a 
representative range of CBCT configurations. The effects of scatter in image quality 
were also assessed. 
We found a close relation between the geometry of a system and the properties of 
scatter. In particular, scatter in compact systems –i.e. those with a short ADD– admit 
scattered photons with a broad angular distribution making the scatter in these system to 
contain a large quantity of Compton and multiple scatter. The broad angular distribution 
of scatter in these systems makes antiscatter grids more effective for compact systems 
due to the angular dependence of the rejection factor of the grid. On the contrary, 
systems with a larger ADD –such as the Breast, C-arm and Linac configurations– 
showed a lower overall scatter and a larger relative contribution of Rayleigh scatter. 
Grids modify the relative contributions of scatter components and spatial distribution of 
scatter: forward-directed photons –Rayleigh and single-scatter Compton– are more 
likely to be transmitted, shifting the spatial distribution towards higher-frequency 
structure. The orientation of grid lamellae also affects the shape of scatter distributions, 
which are more uniform for grid lines perpendicular to the dominant orientation of 
highly attenuating bony structures in the sample such as the femur and tibia in the MSK 
configuration. 
Cupping artifacts induced by scatter can be removed by grids causing an improvement 
in contrast; both effects are more pronounced for short air gaps and for large irradiated 
volumes, where grids are generally more efficient. Despite the stronger relative effect of 
grids –i.e., improvement in contrast and uniformity– for geometries with short air gaps, 
the absolute magnitude of residual cupping and contrast loss for such configurations is 
often larger than or comparable to systems with large air gap without a grid. Analysis of 
CNR shows that even if grids effectively remove scatter, the CNR at fixed dose can be 
degraded compared to gridless acquisition due to absorption of primary radiation. 
Geometries with large air gaps benefit from grids in terms of CNR only for the largest 
subjects with high SPR. Scatter-induced streak artifacts are not effectively removed by 
grids, indicating a strong sensitivity to residual bias in the detector signal behind highly 
attenuating structures and suggesting a need for additional software corrections even in 
the presence of a grid. 
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The current study employed a common antiscatter grid of intermediate weight (grid 
ratio 10:1) and Al interspacers for all CBCT configurations. Other grid designs may 
offer potential advantages. The results outlined in this study can help to identify grid 
parameters that are most likely to yield improved performance as a function of 
geometry and thus offer a guide to optimize grid design for particular imaging tasks. For 
example the increase of primary transmission –while maintaining scatter rejection– is 
likely to yield greater benefit for more extended configurations with a long air gap. For 
compact configurations, a slight reduction in primary transmission –e.g., by increasing 
the grid ratio– may be acceptable, since the gain in CNR at fixed dose with the standard 
grid is already high. Finally, for grids with spatially varying grid ratio (and/or pitch) the 
images of figure 6.8 illustrate not only where in the image scatter is highest but also 
how the various scatter components –and angle of incidence– vary across the projection. 
The current work did not include bowtie filters in the simulation, which are in 
themselves a subject of research and are likely to be of greater benefit in some 
configurations than others. Other authors have shown that for some configurations, 
bowties are beneficial in terms of SPR reduction and image uniformity [118, 210, 245, 
255]. Bowties were omitted from the current study because they are not commonly used 
in all CBCT configurations, to avoid further increasing the already large parameter 
space, and to maintain the focus of the current work on effects of system geometry in 
and of itself. Similarly, the simulations did not account for the effects of finite focal spot 
size. In particular, there is a trade-off between scatter reduction due to extended air gap 
and the associated increase in focal spot blur due to larger magnification [33-34]. 
Recognizing the importance of this trade-off in system design, the current study focused 
on specific CBCT configurations where system geometry has already been established. 
The results presented here corroborate several findings from previously reported 
experimental and simulation studies of individual configurations. Colijn et al. [195] 
used Monte Carlo methods to investigate scatter in small animal systems, using a 
configuration with similar ADD to that assumed above (51 mm). Their results indicated 
SPR of 0.2-0.35 for water phantoms (60 mm diameter) and a realistic rat phantom, and 
a cupping level of 10-15%, whereas we found SPR of 0.35 for a rat phantom and 
cupping of 20%. While direct comparison is not possible due to differences in x-ray 
spectra –100 kVp in [195] vs. 60 kVp in this work– and size of the objects both studies 
indicate that scatter is a significant issue in small animal imaging, despite the small size 
of the subject. This is most directly attributable to short air gaps employed in SA CBCT 
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to accommodate low power sources needed to reduce the focal-spot size and achieve the 
high resolution required for small-animal imaging. The MSK extremities CBCT 
configuration is another example of a compact geometry with short object-detector 
distance, so chosen to allow weight-bearing imaging in a natural standing stance [8]. 
Results indicate that extremities CBCT is likely to benefit from the incorporation of a 
grid, which provides a reduction in cupping and SPR larger than 50%, and improves 
CNR with no increment in dose. This is in agreement with earlier experimental studies 
[8] that showed ~20% improvement in soft-tissue CNR and 50% reduction in cupping 
in cylindrical phantoms and cadaveric knees when using antiscatter grids. Compared to 
other compact CBCT configurations, the Breast geometry is characterized by an 
extended ADD of 32 cm and provides a more favorable geometry for scatter 
management. As shown in figure 6.4, this ADD corresponds to the transition between 
the region of steep SPR reduction and the region of more modest gains from further 
increases in air gap. We found SPR ~0.5 for a cylindrical 14 cm phantom and for a 
realistic breast phantom. CNR decreased with application of a grid despite a 50% 
reduction in SPR and a 5-10% increase in contrast. This is similar to the experimental 
results of Kwan et al. [255],  who found SPR of 0.5, and 2-fold reduction in SPR and 
18% increase in contrast with a 10:1 grid, but concluded that grids were not beneficial 
for their system due to their low (56.5%) primary transmission. Further increase in 
ADD by 10 cm was not found to significantly reduce SPR for a 14 cm breast, consistent 
with our finding that the benefits of extended ADD level off at approximately 30-50 cm 
for a 16 cm cylindrical phantom. Kwan et al. [255] further indicated that a bowtie can 
be beneficial for  scatter mitigation but was not considered in the study described above. 
Interventional C-arms provided even longer ADD than the Breast configuration (60 cm 
vs. 32 cm). The results show the C-arm configuration to exhibit similar SPR, cupping, 
and contrast as breast CBCT, with grids showing no benefit in CNR at constant dose, 
despite the reduction of artifacts. This is consistent with experimental results of Schafer 
et al. [41], who showed a ~2-fold improvement in HU accuracy with a grid, 
accompanied however by a loss of soft-tissue CNR –reaching up to ~40% for a 10:1 
grid, depending of the tissue type– and concluded that grids were not beneficial in this 
configuration. In Kyriakou et al. [250], experimental and Monte Carlo studies of scatter 
in C-arm CBCT were also reported, showing SPR ~0.5 for a 16 cm PMMA cylinder at 
60 cm object-detector distance, and demonstrating the efficacy of increased air gap in 
scatter, in agreement with the results above. Reduction in SPR and image artifacts with 
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a grid was also shown, but it was concluded that for objects smaller than approx. 16 cm, 
an increase in dose is needed to maintain the signal-to-noise ratio obtained by a gridless 
configuration. This agrees with the results of figure 6.5, where grids are shown to 
improve CNR for C-arm CBCT only for high SPRs. Finally, the Linac CBCT 
configuration represents a case with a relatively long air gap (ADD=50 cm) but at large 
body sites likely to generate a high scatter fraction. This is reflected in our finding of 
high SPR (>2.5) and strong cupping (~20%) for the 28 cm Common Phantom. Grids 
clearly improve image uniformity and contrast for this embodiment, and the results 
indicate that they may be beneficial to CNR under conditions of high SPR 
corresponding to a ~30 cm diameter object. This is similar to the MC results of Lazos et 
al. [245], where SPR in excess of 2 was shown for some locations behind a pelvis, and a 
small improvement in CNR (10-20%) at fixed dose was reported for pelvic imaging 
with a grid. Siewerdsen et al. [256] also showed significant reduction in image artifacts 
and improvement in contrast when a grid was incorporated in the Linac CBCT 
configuration but found that the potential benefit of grids in terms of CNR per unit 
square root dose should consider the tradeoffs among noise and spatial resolution in 
determining whether a grid was beneficial for a particular imaging task. This result hints 
at the complexities of assessing the true benefit of antiscatter grids versus a number of 
other imaging parameters such as spatial resolution, dose, and the imaging task that are 
somewhat beyond the simple metric of CNR utilized in the current work.  
One limitation of the current study is its reliance on the independent atom 
approximation (IAA) in modeling the Rayleigh scattering process. IAA is commonly 
assumed in Monte Carlo simulations of x-ray transport, but it neglects interference 
effects in the Rayleigh form factor [261], which can lead to overestimation of the 
intensity of coherent scatter, especially at lower x-ray energies [262-264]. To obtain 
initial insight into the possible effect of such IAA bias on our results, a series of 
preliminary simulations was carried out. The interference effects were included in the 
Rayleigh form factor following [264-265], and a single projection of the Common 
Phantom was simulated for all embodiments with 5x107 photons. The root-mean-square 
errors due to neglecting interference were computed for all non-zero detector pixels in 
the Rayleigh scatter distributions and were found to be ~5-11% across all CBCT 
configurations without a grid. The errors in Rayleigh scatter estimation increased with a 
grid, reaching ~25% for the lowest-energy spectrum (SA) and were ~13-20% for 
configurations utilizing a higher-energy beam.  
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Summarizing, the results reinforce the observation that maintaining a relatively long 
ADD is the best primary defense against scatter when permitted by clinical constraints, 
the desired scanner footprint, source power, and considerations of spatial resolution. For 
some CBCT configurations and imaging tasks, geometry alone may provide sufficient 
scatter reduction to obviate the need for any additional mechanisms for scatter rejection 
or algorithmic correction; in fact, scatter rejection by means of a grid may be 
detrimental to CNR at fixed dose in the embodiments characterized by longer air gaps. 
Even when grids are employed, there may be a need for additional software correction 
of the remaining scatter, especially in applications relying on quantitative accuracy in 
HU for purposes of dose calculation or quantitative CT. Such correction methods should 
account for the often highly heterogeneous scatter distributions in the presence of 
antiscatter grids. 
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7 Conclusions  
 
The work presented in this thesis contributes to the body of knowledge on CBCT and 
CBCT imaging, in the particular fields of CBCT systems design and optimization, 
development of CBCT and CBCT ultra-fast Monte Carlo simulation, studies of the 
properties and impact in image quality of scatter in CBCT, and investigation of the 
effect of the dynamic range of flat-panel detectors in image quality and in methods to 
extend this dynamic range. 
Getting into details, chapter 2 presents a new CBCT system with variable geometrical 
configuration combined with a molecular imaging system, and its optimization process 
for two different imaging tasks. The optimization of the acquisition protocol for soft-
tissue imaging, taking into account the response of the detector, yielded better CNRD 
values in soft-tissue for x-ray source voltages in the range of 65 to 70 kVp and using 
copper filtration. This result, based on previous findings by Hupfer et al. [173] that 
found constant CNRD for voltages above 50 kV for ideal detectors, showed that lower 
voltage values and Al added filtration commonly used in small-animal systems [266-
269] are appropriate for bone imaging but may not be optimal for soft-tissue imaging 
tasks, as pointed, for instance, for the case of the lung in [270]. The presented system 
and its individual components were evaluated, obtaining limits for the resolution as a 
function of the geometrical configuration, dose estimation as a function of the imaging 
protocol and image quality limits per unit dose for the different protocols. 
The next part of the thesis proposes a method to increase dynamic range of flat-panel 
detector, and evaluate the effect on the dynamic range of the different noise sources of 
flat-panel detectors and the effect of the limited dynamic range in image quality. The 
presented method is based on the acquisition and later combination of two datasets with 
different exposure values. In chapter 3 the dynamic range extension method is presented 
and its performance for generic flat-panel detectors is evaluated by mean of simulated 
data. Simulated data for the evaluation is obtained using the noise and signal 
characteristics of a real flat-panel detector that is characterized in terms of noise and 
dynamic range in chapter 3. The dynamic range extension method is assessed on real 
data acquired using the characterized detector, showing an effective increase of the 
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dynamic range with a subsequent increase in image quality compared to frame 
averaging delivering the same dose. 
The next two chapters of the thesis deal with the development of simulation tools for 
CBCT imaging and for CBCT microfocus sources. Chapter 4 presents a new empirical 
polynomial model for the generation of x-ray spectra in microfocus x-ray sources, based 
on the analogous TASMIP model for the generation of spectra for sources used in 
radiology [55] and mammography [218]. The spectra generation model was validated 
against absolute exposure and attenuation measurements, showing estimation errors in 
line with well established models for the generation of radiologic spectra, providing a 
new simple tool for the generation of microfocus spectra. 
In chapter 5 the inclusion of variance reduction techniques in the publicly available x-
ray Monte Carlo simulation package MC-GPU showed to improved the performance of 
the code by a factor of ~35 for the estimation of scatter data in CBCT. The code was 
modified to allow the use of polychromatic spectra, energy-dependent detector 
response, and antiscatter grids based on an analytical model. The photon transport 
process of the Monte Carlo engine was redesigned to maximize the performance of the 
photon splitting and forced detection techniques in an environment where photons are 
tracked in parallel, since the classic implementation of photon tracking used in MC-
GPU combined with the classic implementation of photon splitting and forced detection 
greatly diminished performance. The simulation platform was completed by adding an 
analytical polychromatic projector for the estimation of primary signal. The modified 
Monte Carlo engine showed no bias with respect to non-accelerated version of MC-
GPU and good agreement with experimental data. Its applicability to accurate scatter 
correction was also demonstrated by applying a single iteration of a Monte Carlo based 
scatter correction method [35] to experimental CBCT data. Scatter corrected data 
using the accelerated engine was obtained in ~15 minutes using an average gaming 
GPU, being already close to acceptable correction times for regular practice. 
The last part of the thesis (chapter 6) presented a detailed study of the properties of 
scatter distributions in CBCT, using the Monte Carlo simulation platform presented in 
chapter 5. The study explored a range of geometrical configurations not covered by 
previous studies in the literature and presented not only distributions and effect of total 
scatter, but also distributions for individual components. The effect of antiscatter grids 
in the reduction of scatter effects, in noise, and in the spatial distribution of scatter 
components was also studied. 
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Analysis of the simulated data showed that long air gaps are the best technique to 
reduce the impact of scatter in image quality but their use is limited to the constraints of 
the system in terms of footprint, x-ray power, FOV, etc. The effect of antiscatter grids is 
contradictory, since they showed good performance at reducing scatter but at the cost of 
a higher noise due to the reduction of primary radiation that reduced CNR for a 
significant number of configurations. Their use is advised under some circumstances 
but they are by no means a general scatter correction method that can be directly 
included in CBCT systems without a thorough evaluation of their effects in the 
particular application. In addition grids showed a poor performance for the reduction of 
forward directed scatter and streaks artifacts. 
Results showed that even using a grid, applications requiring high image quality would 
need the use of further scatter corrections, encouraging the development of methods 
such as the one presented in chapter 5. 
Summarizing, the main contributions of this thesis are: 
1. The development of new CBCT system combined with an FDOT system, with 
variable geometrical configuration and its detailed assessment for bone and soft-
tissue imaging. The development consisted of all the hardware and software 
components, including a GPU accelerated FDK reconstructor, and the 
calibration tools, with a method for detector defects calibration and a method for 
the calibration of the alignment between consecutive bed positions new to the 
literature. 
2. The optimization of the acquisition protocol for CBCT systems based on flat-
panel detectors with CsI:Tl scintillators for bone and soft-tissue imaging tasks. 
3. The development of a method to increase the dynamic range of flat-panel 
detectors, and its assessment in theoretical and experimental imaging scenarios. 
4. A new model for the generation of x-ray spectra for microfocus sources, based 
on an existent empirical model for radiology and mammography sources, and its 
validation against experimental data. 
5. A new accelerated Monte Carlo simulation platform for scatter in CBCT based 
on publicly available code to which variance reduction techniques were added, 
achieving large improvements in performance with no bias in the estimated 
quantities. 
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6. The design of a Monte Carlo based scatter correction based on the developed 
simulation platform and its validation with experimental data, obtaining 
corrected volumes within a reasonable computation time. 
7. The study of the quantity and properties of scatter in a complete range of CBCT 
embodiments and the benefits and drawbacks offered by antiscatter grids. The 
study included detailed descriptions of the spatial distribution of scatter and 
relates them to the nature of the artifacts shown by the reconstructed volume and 
to the performance of antiscatter grids. 
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A1  Appendix 1  
 
 
In this appendix to the thesis we report the polynomial coefficients for the model 
described in chapter 4 to generate spectra in microfocus x-ray sources. Table A.I shows 
the value of the coefficients for the different energy bins. 
 
Table A.I. Polynomial coefficients for the modified TASMIP model for microfocus x-ray 
sources 
Photon Energy (keV) a0 a1 a2 a3 
6.00 -6.39E+01 7.01E+00 1.07E-01 -1.15E-03 
7.00 -5.98E+02 7.02E+01 5.28E-01 -6.39E-03 
8.00 -1.02E+04 8.95E+02 2.61E+01 -1.87E-01 
9.00 -1.59E+04 1.32E+03 3.13E+01 -2.10E-01 
10.00 -1.25E+04 1.29E+03 -3.42E+00 -5.21E-03 
11.00 -3.47E+04 3.34E+03 -1.27E+01 1.63E-02 
12.00 -3.32E+04 3.23E+03 -2.99E+01 1.12E-01 
13.00 -4.65E+04 4.18E+03 -3.65E+01 1.39E-01 
14.00 -4.51E+04 4.13E+03 -5.25E+01 2.40E-01 
15.00 -4.47E+04 3.77E+03 -4.38E+01 1.87E-01 
16.00 -4.90E+04 3.93E+03 -4.57E+01 1.91E-01 
17.00 -4.72E+04 3.47E+03 -3.37E+01 1.31E-01 
18.00 -4.75E+04 3.26E+03 -2.85E+01 1.05E-01 
19.00 -4.94E+04 3.25E+03 -2.95E+01 1.10E-01 
20.00 -5.54E+04 3.53E+03 -3.32E+01 1.26E-01 
21.00 -5.70E+04 3.45E+03 -3.09E+01 1.13E-01 
22.00 -5.98E+04 3.46E+03 -2.99E+01 1.07E-01 
23.00 -6.05E+04 3.32E+03 -2.73E+01 9.58E-02 
24.00 -6.24E+04 3.27E+03 -2.59E+01 8.91E-02 
25.00 -6.21E+04 3.07E+03 -2.24E+01 7.32E-02 
26.00 -6.23E+04 2.92E+03 -1.96E+01 5.98E-02 
27.00 -6.28E+04 2.78E+03 -1.72E+01 4.78E-02 
28.00 -6.43E+04 2.70E+03 -1.54E+01 3.87E-02 
29.00 -6.31E+04 2.57E+03 -1.41E+01 3.63E-02 
30.00 -6.26E+04 2.47E+03 -1.30E+01 3.37E-02 
31.00 -6.27E+04 2.43E+03 -1.32E+01 3.74E-02 
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Photon Energy (keV) a0 a1 a2 a3 
32.00 -6.40E+04 2.42E+03 -1.32E+01 3.84E-02 
33.00 -6.32E+04 2.30E+03 -1.19E+01 3.39E-02 
34.00 -6.26E+04 2.20E+03 -1.06E+01 2.95E-02 
35.00 -6.36E+04 2.17E+03 -1.05E+01 2.92E-02 
36.00 -6.49E+04 2.16E+03 -1.05E+01 2.95E-02 
37.00 -6.58E+04 2.13E+03 -1.00E+01 2.75E-02 
38.00 -6.73E+04 2.11E+03 -9.81E+00 2.64E-02 
39.00 -6.64E+04 2.04E+03 -9.21E+00 2.49E-02 
40.00 -6.86E+04 2.08E+03 -1.01E+01 2.94E-02 
41.00 -6.50E+04 1.92E+03 -8.52E+00 2.42E-02 
42.00 -6.44E+04 1.86E+03 -7.71E+00 2.07E-02 
43.00 -5.58E+04 1.45E+03 -2.63E+00 0.00E+00 
44.00 -5.52E+04 1.39E+03 -2.28E+00 0.00E+00 
45.00 -7.24E+04 2.02E+03 -1.03E+01 3.23E-02 
46.00 -7.20E+04 1.96E+03 -9.65E+00 2.87E-02 
47.00 -6.73E+04 1.73E+03 -6.75E+00 1.73E-02 
48.00 -6.59E+04 1.61E+03 -5.33E+00 1.17E-02 
49.00 -7.36E+04 1.88E+03 -8.72E+00 2.47E-02 
50.00 -8.38E+04 2.23E+03 -1.31E+01 4.14E-02 
51.00 -7.86E+04 2.05E+03 -1.14E+01 3.58E-02 
52.00 -7.52E+04 1.89E+03 -9.75E+00 2.97E-02 
53.00 -7.78E+04 1.96E+03 -1.06E+01 3.29E-02 
54.00 -8.21E+04 2.08E+03 -1.21E+01 3.86E-02 
55.00 -9.11E+04 2.36E+03 -1.55E+01 5.20E-02 
56.00 -7.73E+04 1.85E+03 -9.80E+00 3.10E-02 
57.00 -2.90E+04 1.22E+02 7.78E+00 -1.25E-02 
58.00 1.65E+04 -1.48E+03 2.38E+01 -4.98E-02 
59.00 5.23E+04 -2.74E+03 3.62E+01 -7.66E-02 
60.00 8.52E+04 -3.90E+03 4.73E+01 -9.88E-02 
61.00 1.05E+04 -1.31E+03 2.12E+01 -3.92E-02 
62.00 -5.39E+04 8.75E+02 1.62E-01 0.00E+00 
63.00 -5.99E+04 1.04E+03 -1.19E+00 0.00E+00 
64.00 -9.64E+04 2.29E+03 -1.51E+01 4.80E-02 
65.00 -1.21E+05 3.06E+03 -2.34E+01 7.73E-02 
66.00 -1.00E+05 2.33E+03 -1.53E+01 4.69E-02 
67.00 -4.54E+04 4.82E+02 3.43E+00 -5.47E-03 
68.00 -1.18E+03 -1.01E+03 1.83E+01 -4.39E-02 
69.00 -4.93E+04 5.65E+02 2.34E+00 0.00E+00 
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Photon Energy (keV) a0 a1 a2 a3 
70.00 -1.62E+05 4.20E+03 -3.57E+01 1.24E-01 
71.00 -1.28E+05 3.11E+03 -2.39E+01 7.82E-02 
72.00 -6.87E+04 1.19E+03 -3.14E+00 0.00E+00 
73.00 -7.34E+04 1.29E+03 -3.74E+00 0.00E+00 
74.00 -1.34E+05 3.20E+03 -2.41E+01 7.11E-02 
75.00 -1.72E+05 4.37E+03 -3.62E+01 1.13E-01 
76.00 -1.53E+05 3.77E+03 -3.00E+01 9.18E-02 
77.00 -7.88E+04 1.35E+03 -4.14E+00 0.00E+00 
78.00 -7.92E+04 1.34E+03 -4.12E+00 0.00E+00 
79.00 -1.67E+05 4.11E+03 -3.33E+01 1.02E-01 
80.00 -1.56E+05 3.69E+03 -2.87E+01 8.54E-02 
81.00 -2.12E+05 5.44E+03 -4.68E+01 1.47E-01 
82.00 -8.26E+04 1.37E+03 -4.37E+00 0.00E+00 
83.00 -7.08E+04 1.10E+03 -2.86E+00 0.00E+00 
84.00 -7.87E+04 1.24E+03 -3.58E+00 0.00E+00 
85.00 -2.97E+05 7.88E+03 -7.08E+01 2.26E-01 
86.00 -7.88E+04 1.23E+03 -3.57E+00 0.00E+00 
87.00 -7.69E+04 1.17E+03 -3.27E+00 0.00E+00 
88.00 -8.16E+04 1.25E+03 -3.59E+00 0.00E+00 
89.00 -8.65E+04 1.34E+03 -4.04E+00 0.00E+00 
90.00 -4.27E+05 1.14E+04 -1.04E+02 3.27E-01 
91.00 -5.90E+05 1.63E+04 -1.53E+02 4.91E-01 
92.00 -4.52E+04 5.00E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
93.00 -4.56E+04 4.97E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
94.00 -4.54E+04 4.89E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
95.00 -7.41E+05 2.01E+04 -1.84E+02 5.73E-01 
96.00 -1.31E+06 3.67E+04 -3.46E+02 1.10E+00 
97.00 -4.70E+04 4.90E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
98.00 -4.85E+04 5.00E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
99.00 -2.61E+06 7.30E+04 -6.86E+02 2.16E+00 
100.00 -1.57E+05 2.53E+03 -9.54E+00 6.79E-12 
101.00 -5.34E+06 1.49E+05 -1.40E+03 4.36E+00 
102.00 -1.23E+07 3.46E+05 -3.24E+03 1.01E+01 
103.00 -1.40E+07 3.93E+05 -3.66E+03 1.14E+01 
104.00 -1.72E+07 4.78E+05 -4.44E+03 1.37E+01 
105.00 -5.86E+04 5.58E+02 -2.51E-12 0.00E+00 
106.00 -4.99E+07 1.38E+06 -1.27E+04 3.89E+01 
107.00 -2.23E+06 4.05E+04 -1.84E+02 0.00E+00 
A1. Coefficients for microfocus sources    210 
Photon Energy (keV) a0 a1 a2 a3 
108.00 -7.35E+04 6.81E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
109.00 4.50E+02 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
110.00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
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